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Current jobs freeze would lessen impact of cuts 
by Nancy Beach 
stall reporter  
The freezing of all vacant positions 
at the University in anticipation of the 
outcome of State Issue 3 by University 
President Dr. Paul Olscamp has been 
called a "prudent management 
move" by Philip Mason, assistant to 
the president. 
Issue 3, which would repeal all 
taxes instituted since January 1983 if 
passed, is the issue which Mason said 
worries the administration most be- 
cause its implementation could mean 
severe budget cuts for the University. 
"The freeze was ordered to give us 
some flexibility if the budget reduc- 
tion does occur," Mason said. 
On Oct. 24. Olscamp issued a memo 
which stated that no vacant positions 
of any type are to be filled until the 
outcome of the Nov. 8 election is 
known. 
"We want to cause as few problems 
as possible with the people here and 
as tittle disruption of the organization 
as possible (should cuts have to be 
made)." Mason said. "Ordering an 
immediate freeze is one way to do it." 
Mason said if the issue is defeated, 
the positions will be filled, and if it is 
passed, the total amount of layoffs 
cannot be currently measured, as the 
figure is always changing. 
MASON SAID about five positions a 
month are vacated among classified 
employees, and by not filling those 
and other positions that become va- 
cant, the reductions will then hurt 
fewer people if they are necessary. 
Thirty-two positions among faculty 
and staff are vacant and shall remain 
so until the final impact of Issue 3 is 
measured. According to Mason, if the 
issue is defeated, the positions will be 
filled, and if it is passed, that impact 
will not be known in exact proportions 
until the governor orders reductions. 
Olscamp said in his speech to the 
Faculty Senate Tuesday that if Issue 3 
is passed, the governor will order 
reductions within 30 days of the vote. 
The   memo   issued  by   Olscamp 
stated that from now until the issue is 
decided, the filling of any new posi- 
tions would have to be personally 
approved by him, and Mason said if 
an area feels a great need to replace 
an employee, Olscamp would proba- 
bly decide on a case-by-case basis if 
the need was justified. 
"Right now I couldn't point to any 
Ssition that would be of that type," 
ason said. 
Mideast stronghold 
battered by tanks 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Palestin- 
ian mutineers pounded Yasser Ar- 
afat's last Mideast stronghold with 
tanks and artillery yesterday, leaving 
34 dead and 119 wounded outside 
Tripoli. 
U.S. Marines in Beirut, meanwhile, 
foiled an infiltration attempt and pre- 
dicted more attacks on their base. 
Police in Tripoli, 50 miles north of 
Beirut, gave the casualty count in the 
fighting, which broke out at dawn and 
raged through the day and into the 
night. Tank cannon and more than 100 
field artillery guns thundered around 
the city. 
In Washington, President Reagan 
named former Defense Secretary 
Donald Rumsfeld as his new Middle 
East troubleshooter yesterday and 
Rumsfeld quickly admitted he did not 
have any solutions for the region's 
problems. 
"It is worth our best efforts," said 
Rumsfeld, 51, a former congressman 
and veteran of key jobs in the Nixon 
and Ford administrations. 
He replaces Robert McFarlane, 
who was named Oct. 17 as the White 
House national security adviser. 
In his new job, Rumsfeld will over- 
sea U.S. efforts to bolster the govern- 
ment in Lebanon, try to accelerate 
withdrawal of Syrian, Israeli and 
Palestine Liberation Organization 
forces from Lebanon and try to nego- 
tiate peace between Israel and the 
Arab world. 
ARAFAT WAS IN the beleaguered 
stronghold near Tripoli, a British 
Broadcasting   Corp.   camera   crew 
Tax repeal 
opponents 
argue study 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Support- 
ers of tax-repealing Issue 3 said yes- 
terday that a new study shows 
middle-income taxpayers have been 
hardest hit by the 90 percent boost in 
the state income tax. 
But opponents of the bid to repeal 
the tax boost and all other tax Laws 
enacted since January disagreed, re- 
leasing a critical analysis prepared 
earlier by a deputy state tax commis- 
sioner. 
Ohioans to Stop Excessive Taxa- 
tion, the group backing Issues 2 and 3, 
said a study independently conducted 
by two Ohio University accounting 
professors showed that when the ef- 
fects of inflation were considered, 
taxpayers making $16,000 to $40,000 a 
year had borne the brunt of the tax 
Copies of the report from Associate 
Professors Donald Stuchell and 
James Cox had already been sent to 
Gov. Richard Celeste, legislative 
leaders and the State Tax Commis- 
sioner. 
Stuchell and Cox based their study 
on one-income married taxpayers 
with two children. 
IT SHOWED the most dramatic 
change in relative income tax bur- 
dens from 1972 to the present had been 
felt by those with adjusted gross in- 
comes (AGI) of between $16,000 and 
(40,000. 
"In other words, the effect of infla- 
tion and the new tax law has been to 
shift the incidence of the income tax 
away from taxpayers below $16,000 
AGI and above $40,000 AGI to the 
detriment of those taxpayers from 
$16,000 to $40,000 AGI?' the report 
said. 
But Richard Levin, a deputy tax 
commissioner, said the study omits 
tax reductions targeted mainly for 
middle-income Ohioans through the 
joint filer credit for working couples. 
"Two-flfths (42 percent to be exact) 
of all taxpayers in the $16,000 to $40,- 
000 income bracket claim this credit. 
Altogether, about a million couples 
claim this credit which will provide 
them $184 million in tax savings this 
biennium," Levin said. 
said. He refused to talk with them. 
The center of the fighting was 
Mount Turbol, which rises from the 
eastern edge of Arafat's headquarters 
in the Baddawi camp. Beirut radio 
said the mountain changed hands 
several times during the day. 
A huge column of black smoke rose 
above Tripoli from an oil refinery on 
the edge of the Baddawi camp set 
ablaze in the fighting. 
Arafat vowed his 8,000 fighters 
would "fight to the bitter end to de- 
fend our people." He charged in a 
broadcast over his Voice of Palestine 
radio that Syrian and Libyan troops 
were supporting dissident PLO guer- 
rillas of Col. Saeed Mousa in the 
attack. 
While rebel spokesmen in Damas- 
cus denied any active Syrian Involve- 
ment, reporters in Tripoli said Syrian 
air force jets flew three mock attacks 
on Arafat's command headquarters 
in Baddawi. 
IN BERurr, U.S. Marine spokes- 
man Maj. Robert Jordan said gunfire 
broke out around the southern pe- 
rimeter of the Marines' airport base 
before dawn yesterday ana that the 
Marines "returned a few rounds." 
Col. Timothy Geraghty, com- 
mander of the Marines in Beirut, said 
the leathernecks had made a number 
of moves to increase security at the 
airport base following the Oct. 23 
bombing that killed 230 American 
troops. Geraghty would not discuss 
security in specific terms. 
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Card sharks vs. og news staff/James You' 
(right)Though Bowling Green Municipal Court Judge James Bachman 
during an open forum in the Commuter Center yesterday may have held 
the attention of council-at-large candidates Ed Miller and Sheila Fulton, 
others were not so interested, (above) Lisa Smith, freshman pre nursing 
major, Don Rumgay. sophomore computer science major, and their peers 
were enthralled with a card game while candidates for municipal court 
judge, and the at-large and first ward council seat spoke. Another open 
forum with candidates vying for the mayoral, and the third and fourth 
ward seat will be held In the center today at noon. See other election- 
related stories on pages 4 and 5. 
. . .political sharks 
Anderson residents report burglaries plaguing floor 
by Marcy Grande 
slow reporter  
Since the beginning of the semester, 
burglaries have been happening on 
fourth floor Harshman Anderson hall 
resulting in $475 total in cash and 
coupons stolen from five rooms, 
according to police reports. 
None of the incidents were reported 
until Tuesday when Jeff Simpkins of 
449 brought the problem up at a wing 
meeting, and other residents revealed 
they had also been victims of bur- 
retold the lady at the desk about 
our stuff being ripped off, but she 
didn't do anything about it," one of 
the residents said. 
Simpkins finally complained at a 
wing meeting when one of his coupon 
books was stolen that day, he said. 
This prompted the other residents to 
file complaints of their stolen prop- 
erty. 
The rooms burglarized were 431, 
434,442, 447 and 449, reports said. 
SMALLER AMOUNTS of cash and 
coupons were stolen from the first 
four rooms compared to Simpkin's 
room which had two almost-full cou- 
pon books and $105 in cash stolen, plus 
$20 stolen from his roommate, who 
never reported it, Simpkins said. 
"It must be someone in this wing 
who knows our schedule," he said, 
referring to the suspect, adding that 
he could not think of anyone specif- 
ically. 
"To me everybody is a suspect. It's 
terrible because I can't trust any- 
body," he said. 
The other residents said they didn't 
have their doors locked when their 
property was stolen, but Simpkins 
said he had his doors locked during at 
least two of the burglaries. 
"But my roommate could have 
been home at the time," he said, 
implying that his roommate may not 
have locked the door when he stepped 
out for a few minutes. 
Did new drinking law affect Mich. ? 
Editor'! note: This is last of four-part 
series on the affects the passage at 
Issue 1 could have an the University 
aadctty.  
by Carolyn Schmlrz 
reporter  
When the state of Michigan raised 
its drinking age from 18 to 21 in 1978, 
drinking was outlawed on college 
campuses for those under 21. 
But according to spokespersons 
from several Michigan universities 
and colleges, the taw has had little 
affect on the availability of alcohol to 
students no matter how young. 
According to Lt. James Downer, 
who works in the analysis section of 
the Michigan State Police, alcohol- 
related accidents for drivers 18 to 21 
have decreased only 5 percent since 
the change in the drinking age. 
But while the increase in age might 
not have decreased car accidents, it 
has reduced vandalism in dorms 
according to Chris Zimroer, head of 
the "We Care" program at Western 
Michigan University, a program for 
those with alcohol-related problems. 
"It (the new drinking age) has 
"definitely reduced vandalism in the 
residence halls." she said. "There is 
still a lot of drinking done, but less in 
the residence halls. It (the drinking) 
has been pushed into the cars and 
parties." 
Zimmer added that the new drink- 
ing age causes occasional friction 
between resident advisers and stu- 
dents. 
"The RAs must sometimes act like 
policeman instead of friends," she 
said. 
"STUDENTS DO continue to drink 
in residence halls and some drink in 
defiance to state law," said Mandy 
Bratton, director of Couzens Hall at 
the University of Michigan and chair 
of the Housing Division of Alcohol 
Task Force. 
The Alcohol Task Force is a campus 
organization designed to examine on- 
campus alcohol use. 
"The Alcohol Task Force is a pro- 
gram that examines present patterns, 
attitudes, and consequences of stu- 
dent alcohol use at the University of 
Michigan with a focus on the needs of 
housing, in order to make recommen- 
dations for bousing policy and ac- 
tions, with implication for the campus 
as a whole," she said. 
Kim Severson, managing editor of 
The State News at Michigan State 
University said it is not hard for 
students under 21 to get alcohol even 
though it has been banned. 
She said the increased drinking age 
has only "increased keg smuggling" 
or the sneaking of alcohol onto the 
campus. 
But she said overall drinking on 
campus has gone down. 
"Drinking in the dorms depends a 
lot on the RA." Severson said. 
IF AN R A catches an underage 
student with alcohol in the dorms, 
he/she may do one of three things, 
Severson said. 
He/she may handle the student 
alone, refer them to a graduate ad- 
viser, or send them to the jurisdiction 
board, depending on the severity of 
the case. If the student has to go 
through   the   jurisdiction   process 
he/she may get a warning, get kicked 
out of the dorms, or out of school. 
Enforcement of the state drinking 
law is difficult in the bars, according 
to spokespersons. 
Legally in Michigan, bars must 
allow 18-year-olds into their establish- 
ments. The bars use a stamp system, 
giving those under 21 a different 
stamp than the rest. 
Because of the large crowds, once 
an individual under 21 enters a bar, 
"there's generally not much trouble 
getting drinks," Severson said. 
Gary Foltz owner of Dooley's, one 
of the popular bars near Michigan 
State, said the raised drinking age has 
"unquestionably" hurt his business. 
But Valorie Pokriefka, daytime 
manager at Mac's Bar, a local bar at 
MSU, said, "It did hurt our business 
(initially), but not anymore." 
Issue 1 opponents encouraged 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Oppo- 
nents of a ballot issue that would raise 
Ohio's beer-drinking age from 19 to 21 
have found new cause for encourage- 
ment, a spokesman said yesterday. 
Timothy Bechtold of the Let 19 
Work Committee said several recent 
developments have prompted the res- 
urrection of plans for a statewide 
advertising campaign. 
He said there were several factors 
that caused the state committee to 
proceed with the ad, including "devel- 
opments around the world which re- 
minded people of the responsibilities 
that are being placed on our 19-and 20- 
year-olds." 
Although Bechtold said the com- 
mercial will not mention the young 
U.S. Marines killed in Lebanon and 
Grenada, it will stress all the respon- 
sibilities extended to that age group, 
including service in the military. 
"But I don't want to make too big of 
a deal out of that," Bechtold said, 
adding the Let 19 Work Committee 
also has been encouraged by a better 
showing in polls and "some excellent 
newspaper editorial endorsements." 
Some local opinion polls have shown 
that opposition to Issue 1 is growing. A 
poll published yesterday by a Colum- 
bus newspaper showed opponents 
ahead 48 percent to 39 percent, with 13 
percent undecided. 
A few weeks ago, the same poll 
counted 51 percent in favor of Issue 1 
and 37 percent against. 
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—editorial— 
Issue 3 
For the past few months Ohioans have been hearing little 
else out of Columbus other than one legislator or another 
expressing his opinion on state Issue 2 or 3. 
There are probably few students on any campus across the 
state that are unaware that the passage of Issue 3 would 
increase tuition - fees that on the average are higher than 
that of universities in 46 other states. 
Issue 3, which would repeal all tax laws enacted this year, 
threatens not only the stability of funding, but also the quality 
of education in this state. 
If this issue is passed, state aid for education could be cut 
as high as |637 million for fiscal year 1985. This would mean a 
24 percent reduction in state funds which have been appropri- 
ated for schools. Over 200 of Ohio's school districts would 
receive less support in 1985 than they did in 1982. 
When Governor Celeste took office almost a year ago, it 
was obvious that Ohio would end the fiscal year with a deficit 
that realistically could have reached $500 million unless steps 
were taken to balance the budget. 
The recession that began in 1979 came to Ohio in 1980. The 
state's steel and auto-related industries were crippled. When 
these industries were hurt, state revenues dropped. Tax 
receipts went below estimates and expenditures began to 
exceed budgeted amounts. 
Governor Celeste's state income tax increase added 40 
percent to the 50 percent his republican predecessor imple- 
mented to solve the budgetary problem. Former Governor 
Rhodes tried with two separate legislatures to cure Ohio's 
economic problems, but even the enactment of his increase 
failed to generate the funds needed for the state to recover. 
Governor Celeste had no choice but to ask for the increase 
in order to eliminate the inherited deficit and provide enough 
money for his administration to carry out basic programs he 
haed promised Ohioians during his campaign. 
The News believes the Governor was sincere in his efforts 
to repair a badly damaged state economy, and provide 
Ohioans with the services other states now consider funda- 
mental. We believe Issue 3 must be defeated in order to keep 
Ohio on the road to recovery. Vote No on Issue 3. 
Breadbox sized island 
too dangerous for press 
by Art Buchwald 
"Hi, Colonel, where are you going 
with your parachute?" 
"I can't tell you, son. It's a military 
secret." 
"I'm from the press. Can I come 
"No way, son." 
"Why not sir? I'm paid to cover 
wars. 
"I'd be too worried about your 
safety. We have a mission to accompl- 
ish, and we don't want you to get 
hurt." 
"With all due respect, sir, that 
sounds like a lot of bullfeatbers. How 
are the American people going to 
know what's really happening if you 
exclude the media from the opera- 
tion?" 
"We'll brief you at the White House, 
with great maps and wonderful pic- 
tures. ' 
"That isn't the same as being on the 
scene. Are you trying to tell me that 
from now on we have only the govern- 
ment's word as to what hapens when 
American troops are sent Into a for- 
eign land?' 
"Why not? Do you think the govern- 
ment would lie to the people?" 
"No, they wouldn't lie. But they do 
tend to see things from a different 
point of view. In a free and open 
society the American people demand 
to be Informed as to what their gov- 
ernment is doing." 
"You may think so, but the latest 
polls show the American people would 
rather believe what their government 
tells them than what the media re- 
ports. The trouble with you guys is 
that you're always bringing them bad 
news, while the government prefers 
to give them good news. As far as the 
Pentagon is concerned, you guys cov- 
ered your last war in Vietnam. 
"Well, if you won't let me come 
along with you, can you give me a 
little hint of where you're going." 
"We're going in to overthrow a 
repressive government that took 
power through force and wiped out all 
the opposition." 
"You're not going to Chile, are 
you?" 
"You're not even warm. The pre- 
sent leaders of this particular country 
are no more than thugs with curfews 
and death squads and they have no 
respect for human rights." 
"I got it. You're going into El Salva- 
dor.^ 
"We are in El Salvador. The gov- 
ernment we're going to overthrow is a 
totalitarian regime that rules with an 
iron fist, has martial law and doesn't 
think twice abour assassinating its 
critics." 
"Wait a minute. You're not going to 
attack the Philippines are you?" 
"You're in the wrong ocean. It's a 
Communist government steeped in 
Marxist philosophy, with contempt 
for all democratic reforms." 
"Poland?" 
"We have no intention of being 
bogged down in Poland, or anyplace 
behind the iron curtain.*' 
"They're so many countries in the 
world that fit your description, it's 
hard to come up with just one. Let's 
see, we've eliminated all totalitarian 
governments we support because 
they're not Communist, and we've 
eliminated all the major Communist 
countries because militarily it's not 
feasible. I'm stumped. You have to 
give me another hint" 
"Ask me if it's bigger than a bread- 
box." 
"I forgot that one. Is it bigger than a 
breadbox?" 
"No, it isn't bigger than a bread- 
box." 
"It's not bigger than a breadbox 
and it's a threat to the United 
States?" 
"It isn't a threat to the United 
States in itself, but it's a way of 
sending a message to Cuba ana the 
Soviet Union not to mess around with 
us because we mean business." 
"You mean it's not bigger than a 
breadbox and the press cant even 
accompany  the   American  troops Sir 
"Now you're getting very warm. Do 
you give up?" 
"what choice do I have? Where are 
you going with your parachute?" 
"I can't tell you. But if you go over 
to the Pentagon tomorrow they'll give 
Eu all the details, and to show we 
ve nothing personal against the 
media, the coffee and doughnuts will 
be on the house." 
Art Buchwald is * columnist for the 
Los Angeles Press Syndicate. 
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Damn the law, full speed ahead 
by Parry Wills 
By a neat turn of history, we made a 
sneak attack on Grenada just as tapes 
were being released about the Cuban 
missile crisis. In 1962, the first im- 
pulse of President Kennedy was to 
launch an unannounced attack on the 
missiles, though Robert Kennedy said 
that would amount to another Pearl 
Harbor. 
Tapes just released by the Kennedy 
Library show that when Secretary of 
Defense McNamara spelled out the 
options on Cuba, there was laughter 
when he introduced a "non-military" 
option of pursuing diplomatic initia- 
tives. That was as unthinkable to 
Kennedy in 1962 as it was to Ronald 
Reagan last week. Shoot first, talk 
later. When President Kennedy gave 
his own list of options, they were all 
military. Adlai Stevenson was at- 
tacked by Kennedy himself when he 
suggested negotiation. 
Then as now, the president felt no 
hesitation about starting a war with- 
out constitutional sanction, derivable 
only from Congress. But even the 
bellicose John Kennedy did not stage 
a sneak attack - partly because his 
Air Force officers thought it not feasi- 
ble, but also because Robert Kennedy 
had moral misgivings to which Ron- 
ald Reagan seems impervious. 
Robert Kennedy slipped a note to 
his brother saying that now he knew 
what Tojo must nave felt, like while 
planning the attack on Pearl Harbor. 
Way back in the innocent 1940s, we 
thought it heinous for one country to 
attack another without a declaration 
of war. We appealed to international 
law. We said the Japanese diplomats 
were playing a false game when they 
did not continue to address their 
grievances (our interruption of their 
oil lines) in peaceful ways, without 
resorting to force. 
We called it cowardly for the Japa- 
nese to attack, without warning, a 
small island whose military establish- 
ment did not realize it was at war. 
This was a "stab in the back." It was 
uncivilized. 
All those charges were true, back 
then. They were also true last week. 
In fact, they are even truer in the 
recent case. We not only attacked 
without a declaration of war, we vio- 
lated express treaties. We also vio- 
lated our own Constitution, in ways 
that would not apply to the Japanese 
imperial government of 1941. 
We not only violated our Constitu- 
tion, but denied its spirit of liberty by 
keeping the press from reporting 
what the military was doing. We 
acted like the "thugs" the president 
claimed we were shooting. 
We were doing far worse than what 
Robert Kennedy recoiled from in 1962. 
Then it was a question of striking 
"surgically" at the Soviet missiles, 
not of taking the whole island and 
overthrowing its government. By ev- 
ery standard of law and morality, our 
action in Grenada was at least as 
r^^M^ 
vicious and cowardly as the Japanese 
action at Pearl Harbor. 
Of course, the people love it. Presi- 
dent Reagan's popularity reached 
new highs. Commie-bashing is a sure- 
fire way for any president to accompl- 
ish that. It worked for President Ford 
when he launched his silly raid to 
' i the Mayaguez crew, without 
' diplomacy accomplish what 
was clearly within its capacity. 
Despite the president's hypocritical 
gestures of legal justification for our 
sneak attack, the popular response 
shows what "message'' he was trying 
to send, mainly to American voters. It 
made Archie Bunker types feel he- 
roic, like the man who called into a 
radio talk show: "We're going to show 
them, if you push us, well come right 
back and get you." The "them" and 
the "you" are vague in that outburst; 
but the bashing was real, and it satis- 
fled. 
Our Pearl Harbor will not set back 
world communism, which gains when 
America is seen as lawless. The inva- 
sion foreclosed certain peace negotia- 
tions in Central America. It made 
Europeans less easy about accepting 
our missiles. We frightened friends 
and allies, and strenghtened the con- 
victions of our foes. Like the first 
Pearl Harbor, this one will hurt the 
sneak attackers in the long run. But, 
for now. Reagan feels good, and so do 
the Archie Bunkers. 
Garry Wills is a columnist for the 
Universal Press Syndicate. 
SOM* note OF 
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Clock atop Court House 
chimes the wrong time 
As an Englishman finding it hard to 
adjust to American life, I was a trifle 
apprehensive at the prospect of 
switching over to Daylight Savings 
Time, my body-clock having only just 
recovered from the jaunt across the 
Atlantic. Also, there was no need to 
worry as the town clock atop the 
Court House is still dutifully chiming 
in accordance with Eastern Summer 
Time. I had no idea that Bowling 
Green was in a separate time zone. 
Might I suggest that someone who 
speaks the native lingo pay a visit to 
the Court House and explain to the janitor that the cricket season has 
ended? 
Mark Foster 
244 N. Enterprise 
'Feminist' Bible revises 
rather than translates 
Sharon .Showman's recenUy pub- 
lished dissent from Garry Wills' col- 
umn on the new NCC translation of 
the Bible unfortunately conflates two 
complementary but methodologically 
distinct activities: translation and 
bermenetics. The translator's task is 
always to render as faithfully as pos- 
sible the vocabulary and structure of 
a foreign or ancient text for a reader 
removed from the text's language. 
The interpreter's task - employing 
the tools of hermeneutics, the science 
of interpretation - is to explain the 
meaning of the text: first, for the 
text's original readers in its original 
milieu, and then secondly, for the 
contemporary reader of the transla- 
tion. 
I would not underestimate the diffi- 
culty of either task, nor would I argue 
that translators can be completely 
free of hermeneuUcal biases. But 
unless the two activities are diligently 
kept distinct, one can never truly 
encounter an "original" text in any 
meaningful sense of the word "origi- 
nal." When I come to sacred texts like 
the Judeo-Christian Scriptures, I do 
not want to be told what kind of 
spectacles I must put on in order to 
read the text "correctly." I may later 
consult a Hebrew scholar or a Greek 
expositor in order to clarify some 
obscure passage or to gain a larger 
context for understanding a partic- 
ular verse - but I at least want i 
own chance at confronting the i 
nal text of the author. The NCC Bib . 
effectively prevents a reader from so 
doing - in an unprecedented act of 
censorship and revisonism. 
Imagine the consternation which 
would occur if suddenly a group of 
Anglo "translators" decided to edit 
the works of James Baldwin because 
they were too angry, or if a group of 
chauvinists bowdlerized Marilyn 
French's fiction because it was too 
radically feminist, or if a group of 
Protestants removed references of 
Mary as the Mother of Jesus because 
it was thought to encourage mariola- 
try? Tampering with the text-as-it-is 
is never an answer to conceptual 
naivete or cultural ignorance. The 
spirit of the age should not be allowed 
to dictate the form of the texts we are 
premitted to read even if it may 
dictate the way we tend to read them. 
A biblically-informed feminism - 
like the exemplified in the work of 
Christians like Virginia Mollenkott 
and Letha Scanzoni - does not, thank- 
fully, rest upon the kind of clumsy and 
contrived pseudo-translation which 
the NCC has foisted upon the 20th 
century. Let me read the Bible as-it- 
is, perhaps full of unpalatable mes- 
sages and unpopular themes for our 
age; let each of us make of the text 
what we will; but let us not confuse 
our hidden agendas with accurate and 
responsible scholarship. To do so is to 
engage in book-burning of a more 
insidious kind than our social plan- 
ners have yet conceived. 
Bruce L. Edwards, Jr. 
Assistant Professor of English 
One more push needed 
by United Way Drive 
The 1983 United Way Drive for 
BGSU is nearing completion. To be 
sure, we are two weeks behind the 
close of the Greater Toledo drive, but 
we have preferred to make sure that 
everyone was contacted and that ev- 
eryone has had a chance to consider a 
pledge. 
How are we doing? I am cautiously 
optimistic that we will attain our 
goals of SO percent participation and 
$55,000. But, it will require all of our 
efforts - as campaign captains, as 
solicitors, and as potential contribu- 
tors. 
To date, we have received $39,000 in 
cash and pledges. There is another 
8,000 "in the pipeline." That leaves 
,000 to be raised. There are still a 
number of academic departments 
and contract/classified areas that 
have not yet reported, and if those 
areas simply match what they gave 
last year, it would yield an additional $7,000. 
If we add the actual receipts, the 
pledges that are en route, and the 
still-as-yet unreported totals, we are 
Clear Views 
looking as $54,000, only $1,000 shy of 
our coal. Can we do it? 
If I may directly address your read- 
ers: 
1. If you are a United Way Captain, 
would you give one last effort of 
encouragement and support to your 
solicitors? 
2. If you are a solicitor - the all- 
important person who makes the calls 
and the contacts - would you see if 
anyone has yet to be reached? 
3. If you are a potential contributor, 
would you give consideration to the 
services that are provided by United 
Way? 
4. And to all the campus - Thanks to 
you, it's working. 
Michael Moore 
United Way Chairman 
Headline gaffes prompt 
tongue-in-cheek letter 
I was agassed when I red a story in 
the November 1 News. How could 
anyone even think about steeling an 
American flag? The thief had know 
write to do this. The November 2 
headline about cars with bad breaks 
was equally disturbing. I'll reed the 
article soon to find out more. It will 
probably cost GM a lot of money for a 
recall, but that's the brakes, I guess. 
Steve Plehler 
150 Kohl 
Description of issues 
thought to be biased 
Elections are Nov. 8 and I have 
been deciding which way to vote on 
Issues 1,2 and 3.1 have been trying to 
find some information on these Issues. 
Of course the News, USG and other 
organizations are trying to educate 
the students as to what these issues 
are about. It is just a shame that these 
organizations do not present an un- 
biased and objective description of 
the issues. As I read the pamphlets, 
signs and articles, I find that there is 
a much greater empahms on the 
"NO" stand instead of Just presenting 
the facts. 
Everyone undertands the argu- 
ments pertaining to Issue 1. The emo- 
tional and personal feelings have 
developed too far to change them. 
However, Issues 2 and 3 are some- 
what cloudy. There is no rationaliza- 
tion to the students that if this issue 
passes, it would make it more difficult 
to raise your taxes. I know as some- 
one who is working while in school, 
that a considerable amount of my 
paycheck is taken by the state. Conse- 
?uently it leaves me with little money 
»pay my existing bills. As for Issue 3 
- in all of the literature I have read at 
the University nowhere is it said that 
this legislation does not come into 
effect until July '84. Meanwhile, all 
the tax money the state collects be- 
tween November and July is kept and 
can be used in the best interest of the 
state. This also gives legislators time 
to consider other financial alterna- 
tives to the state's problem. 
I am concerned about the future of 
Ohio's education, but I am also aware 
that every time there is a levy or an 
important issue, "education is the 
first to get cut.' I, myself am not 
quite sure how I am going to vote. But 
at the same time, f believe the stu- 
dents and people of Ohio have a right 
to hear both sides of an issue, not 
simply slanted versions. I appeal to 
every voter to try to gather informa- 
tion on each issue, weigh out the pros 
and cons and think about the future 
before making a decision. As voters, 
isn't it our responsibility to do so? 
Petti Eipoelto , 
OCMB«1604 
respond 
The BG News Editorial Page is 
the campus forum for comments 
regarding articles in The News or 
important issues concerning the 
University and its community. 
Guest columns from members of 
the University community are 
gladly accepted. If you would like 
to write a "commentary" column 
please contact the editorial editor. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, triple- 
spaced and signed. Your address 
and phone number must be in- 
cluded for verification. 
Letters to the Editor should not 
be longer than 200 words and guest 
columns should not be longer than 
500 words. 
by T Downing ord T. Cleary 
(gsr MlKUWr PlIUCK 
I **>W2» 
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'The Greatest Show' 
appears in Toledo 
og news stu'VPatro Sanaa 
by Carolyn Van Schalk 
assistant managing eaitof 
The horns. The lights. It's a specta- 
cle. A place where fuschia is the 
quietest color; where some people 
scream while others sit in awe. 
One person, her hair in a ponytail, 
stands with her jaw slightly dropped, 
eyes open wide, gasping in 
amazement and clapping at the sight. 
She loves the circus - and so do her 
children. 
Members of the Ringling Brothers 
and Barnum and Bailey Circus, total- 
ing over 300 in number, will attempt 
to capture their audiences at the 
Toledo Sports Arena this weekend as 
they conclude a 10-performance se- 
ries. 
The troup opened its series in To- 
ledo Tuesday and will perform two 
shows both today and tomorrow and 
three shows on Sunday. 
Called "The Greatest Show on 
Earth" by members and promoters, 
the circus appears in anywhere from 
38 to 43 cities each year, performing 
the same show as many as ISO times 
in one city, as it does in New York 
City. 
According to the regional market- 
ing director, Joseph Gold, the show is 
one of two complete Barnum and 
Bailey acts that travel across the 
country. Circus members perform the 
same show for two seasons (nearly 
two years) before learning and train- 
ing for a totally new show. 
"A CIRCUS performer is the hard- 
est working person I've ever seen," 
Gold said of the performers he pro- 
motes. Gold added that members of 
the troup, preparing to conclude their 
latest season, have performed the 
production they are offering in Toledo 
about 1,500 times. 
Bernard Santiago, member of the 
King Charles Troupe, an act in the 
circus, has been performing for Bar- 
num and Bailey tor about five years. 
Having started when he was 15, San- 
tiago said he is extremely close to 
other members of the King Charles 
group. 
"We grew up together - dated girls 
together. We never did anything alone 
when we were growing up," Santiago 
said. He added that it's difficult to 
maintain close relationships with 
family members while on the road. Of 
the traveling group, Santiago added, 
"they really have to make men out of 
you. 
The King Charles Troupe combines 
the art of gymnastics witn unicycling 
and basketball to entertain circus 
audiences. Having been noticed him- 
self for his gymnastic ability while 
"flipping" (performing gymnastic 
stunts) on the streets of New York 
City 10 years ago, Santiago said the 
King Charles Troupe now recruits all 
over the country. 
He added that he enjoys performing 
and will stay with the troupe "until 
something better comes up. We're just here to please the people." 
Nov. 4, 1983 
Commencement - Candidates for the 
Dec. 22 commencement are reminded 
to place their order immediately for 
cap and gown regalia at the Univer- 
sity Bookstore in the Student Services 
Building. No cash is needed at the 
time measurements are taken. Grad- 
uation announcements will be avail- 
able at the check-outs at the 
bookstore. 
Math - Saunders MacLane, former 
president of the American Mathemat- 
ical Society and Mathematical Asso- 
ciation of America, will conduct a 
colloquium on "Abstract Algebra and 
Conceptual Understanding." The 
4:30-5:30 p.m. meeting will take place 
today in 459 Math Science Building. 
The event sponsored by Phi Beta 
Kappa along with the Math and Statis- 
tics departments is free and open to 
all. 
Bloodmobile - The Red Cross Blood- 
mobile will be accepting appoint- 
ments from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. today for 
donating blood during the Nov. 7-10 
drive at 372-2775. Open to all. 
Fitness - A co-ea aerobic exercise 
program will be held at 5:15 p.m. 
today in the Activity Center ot the 
Student Rec Center. The program is 
free and open to all. 
Wargaming - There will be a Fantasy 
and Wargaming Society meeting fol- 
lowed by a gamine session this eve- 
ning at 6 p.m. in the Honors Center, 
basement of Kreischer. Free and 
open to all. 
Book Sale - There will be a book and 
record sale from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Saturday in 122 Jerome Library. 
Hardcover books 50t, paperbacks 25t, 
long playing records 50V. Sponsored 
by Friends of the Libraries and the 
Center for Archival Collections. Open 
to all. 
Education - There will be a workshop 
rto all educaton majors and fac- 
on Saturday from 9-11:30 p.m. 
The featured topic is "Newspapers in 
the Classroom given by Mary Jane 
Spencer of The (Toledo) Blade. No 
registration fee. Coffee and donuts 
provided. 
Concert - The Bowling Green Philhar- 
monia will perform under the direc- 
tion of Grzegorz Nowak Sunday at 3 
p.m. in Kobacker Hall of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center. Free and open to 
all. 
Jazz - The University Faculty Jazz 
Trio, consisting of Dr. David Melle on 
woodwinds, Jeff Halsey on bass, and 
Dr. Wendall Jones on vibraharp. all of 
the College of Musical Arts, willper- 
form at 8 p.m. Sunday in Bryan Reci- 
tal Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. The concert is free and open 
to all. 
Art Sale - The UAO animation art 
sale, which consists of various origi- 
nal paintings including cartoon char- 
acters Bugs Bunny. Daffy Duck, and 
the Roadrunner, will be exhibited and 
sold from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Monday 
in the Promenade Lounge of the Uni- 
versity Union. Open to all. 
Film - "The Mysterious Horseman," 
a modern adaption of the novel about 
a progressive dike master's battle 
against the conservative population, 
will be shown at 7:30 p.m. on Monday 
in Gish Film Theater. The film is free 
and open to all. 
Dateline, a daily service of the News, 
lists dates and times of campus 
events. Submissions by all organiza- 
tions are welcome and must be turned 
in typed and double spaced one week 
prior to the event. 
COME WITH 
US TO THE 
RENAISSANCE CENTER 
IN DETROIT. MICHIGAN 
Nov. 12, 1983 
Leave at 10 a.m. from 
the Union Oval and 
Return at 5 p.m. 
Cost is %7 per person. 
PAYMENT UPON SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE 
Want To Experience 
Something New? 
Then try the BGSU Intramural 
walleyball Tournament 
When:      November 18<h, 19th. & 20<h 
Apply:    108 Student Rec. Center 
Deadline for entry:   November 15* 
Concerned 
Experienced 
Responsive 
re-elect 
ROGER ANDERSON 
4th Ward Council 
P»d lor by Committee to Re-Elect Roger Anderson, Fourth*''"" 
Ward Councilman  Paul Winctach. Pat McGrtnis. Cnarlea 
Barrel.   Lois Philips, Treasurer, 1052 VMaoe Drive, BG, 
Political Advertisement 
I 
SHUFFLE 
THE 
CARDS 
■ 
\JU1^# M Issue 1 passes, 
19 and 20 year old Ohioans 
will be able to: 
YES. NO 
□ Vote 
CH Serve in Military 
CZI Get Married 
□ Have Kids 
CH Buy a House or a Car 
 □ Get a Job 
□ 00 SBBK8EE3L 
Seem unfair? It IS unfair. 
Even though the Constitution guarantees 19 & 20 year olds every right of 
adulthood, Issue 1 would deny them the right to drink beer. That's simply unfair 
and hypocritical. 
What's more, Issue 1 won't work. Simply passing a. iotner law won't stop young 
adults from drinking beer. Prohibition (1919-1933) is a sad example of an unenforce- 
able law that made things worse instead of better. 
Let 19 Work. 
Vote NO on Issue 1. 
Paid for by UM Let 19 V*rk Committee. 150 East Broad Street. Suite 306, Columbus. OH 43215 •614/224-3500 
Karen L. Howdyshell. Treasurer. 
Ever think of 
STARTING 
a 
FRATERNITY? 
Form your own organization 
Have your own house 
Immediate Membership 
Scholarships & Financial Aid 
available to members 
If this interests you, Come to a meeting at the 
University Union 
Faculty Lounge 
7:00 Tuesday, November 8th 
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Mayoral candidates give views 
Bachman sites 4-year plan 
by Julie Thornton 
eotcx  
An effective listener, 
leader, lawyer. 
This is what Republican 
Evelyn Bachman, a Bowl- 
ing Green lawyer for more 
thin 20 years, believes she 
has to offer as the first 
woman mayor of the dty. 
Vying for the mayoral 
seat which will be decided 
Tuesday, Bachman is run- 
ning against the incum- 
bent, Democrat Bruce 
Bellard. 
Following a survey in 
which Bachman sought the 
concerns of about 250 com- 
munity members, she said 
she now has a good idea 
about what the people in 
the city have on their 
minds. And with that 
knowledge, she said, she 
will be able to serve the 
community effectively. 
Her four-year plan in- 
cludes working on decreas- 
ing the city's vandalism 
and loud parties, both of 
which were high in the 
survey's findings. 
Action groups in neigh- 
borhoods and support for 
the police in their need for 
prosecution and the courts 
In tougher fines would de- 
crease the problems, 
Bachman said. 
Her idea for the citizens 
working toward decreas- 
ing the problem came from 
a former mayor of the dry, 
Gus Qibbie. He formed 
what were called little 
Hoover Commissions who joined forces and dis- 
cussed solutions to issues. 
BACHMAN   SAID   she 
sees today's community as 
having the same talent and 
innovative people. 
"I believe that we can 
form some kind of group to 
investigate and come up 
with and share some inno- 
vative ideas," she said. 
Other areas she plans to 
lean toward improving are 
trimming the cost of oper- 
ating the dry, establishing 
a fire emergency service 
to the west side, solving the 
traffic problem at Poe 
Road and Main Street and 
improving the attitude be- 
tween the police and pub- 
lic. 
Though Bachman said 
some people in the dry 
may think the mayor posi- 
tion requires someone full 
time, she disagrees. She 
mentioned that Alvin Per- 
kins, a recent mayor, 
worked full time as a 
plumber while in office and 
managed to get the job 
done effectively and effi- 
ciently. 
"The public administra- 
tor runs the dty, the 
mayor only sets the poLi- 
des," Bachman said. She 
added that it is important 
to attend the evening meet- 
ings where the majority of 
decisions take place, and 
that she will be able to do 
that. 
As for being a woman in 
the position, she said she 
has had to deal with this 
before and can handle it 
Bachman, the mother of 
two and the spouse of 
Bowling Green Municipal 
Court Judge James Bach- 
man, is a lawyer with 
Bachman and Bachman, 
242 S. Main St. She was the 
city's 1961 "Woman of the 
Year," has been involved 
in several lawyer associa- 
tions and has been a mem- 
ber and leader of area 
committies over the vears. 
Bellard boasts qualifictions 
by Julie Thornton 
editor 
After 12 years of service 
to local city government, 
33 years of employment 
with the University and 
one year's experience as 
mayor of Bowling' Green. 
Democrat Bruce Bellard 
believes he has the qualifi- 
cations to remain the in- 
cumbent. 
A professor emeritus in 
the School of Health, Phys- 
ical Education and Recre- 
ation, Bellard is vying for 
the position against Repub- 
lican Evelyn Bachman, a 
local lawyer. He was 
sworn in as mayor in Jan- 
uary 1983, following Alvin 
Perkins' move to the com- 
missioner's office. 
"I have the time I know 
is necessary (to be 
mayor)," Bellard said. "I 
should be in Florida (like 
other) retired people, but I 
have a committment to 
this town." 
He claims his opponent's 
survey, which sought top 
concerns of city residents, 
sheds light on little. 
"It didn't show anything 
new," Bellard said, adding 
the present arlrninistration 
has long been aware of 
residents' concerns and is 
working on viable solu- 
tions. 
BELLARD'S GOALS if 
re-elected include improv- 
ing student/resident rela- 
tions, completing the fire 
and police buildings, 
continuing growth of the 
city, luring high technol- 
ogy industries to the dty 
and obtaining additional 
park land. 
Though aware of the cur- 
rent complaints against 
University students be- 
havior in neighborhoods, 
particularly loud parties, 
Bellard said the dty is 
doing all it can for the 
situation at this time. 
With the limited number 
of patrolmen to police the 
problem areas and the re- 
cent joining of forces with 
the University to decrease 
the problem, he said the 
city is responding as best 
as it can. 
"If the individuals that 
are involved don't have the 
responsibility and the 
adult approach and the 
community approach to 
the matter, and if they 
want to do it, probably in 
any city in the country 
they're going to dp it," he 
said. 
Bellard agrees with his 
opponent that the city has 
a wealth of people who 
need to join together in 
groups and offer ideas 
about improving the city's 
environment. 
WHILE BELLARD is in- 
terested in seeing the city 
grow, he said he does not 
want it to grow too fast for 
fear funding could get out 
of hand, and that he is 
interested in seeking new 
businesses which would 
employ up to, but not over, 
100 people. 
Bellard has been a resi- 
dent of the dty for over 40 
years and he says every 
day as mayor in this dry 
has been a challenge. . 
"I do not know of any 
place I'd rather live than 
Bowling Green," he said, 
"and I never grow bored, 
even with a town like Bowl- 
ing Green." 
Bellard and his wife, 
Mary Ann, have resided on 
the west side for 30 years. 
He was nominated "Fac- 
ulty Member of the Year" 
in 1981, and served on 
council for 11 years, with 
nine of them as president. 
Look for The Oreemheet in next week's"Friday"fff Alarm sounds often 
WEEKEND at 
open Fri - Sat 11 am - 2 am 
Sunday Noon - Midnight 
Friday and Saturday listen to 
the sounds of Rosie and Aarons 
JUMPIN JIVE BAND 
E. Wooster near I-75 352-2587 
November Special 
$4.50 
13 in. One Item Pizza 
Additional 
Items 75' ea. 
352-5166 
IJ203 N. Main 
Open 4 p.m. 
Expires 11/30/83 
one coupon per pizza 
The ladies of McDonald Quadrangle are getting 
used to hopping out of bed 
in the early morning hours 
since the dormitory has 
had three fire alarms go 
off in one week. 
While  the  students 
stood   outside   early 
Wednesday   morning 
awaiting the end of the 
alarm, many cussed and 
yelled obscenities about 
their plight. They specif- 
ically addressed the ''mys- 
tery alarm puller" and 
pondered over what to do 
with him/her if and when 
they caught the culprit. 
"I want to pull every 
hair out of his body one by 
one," Sandy Greig, junior 
law enforcement major, 
said. 
"Whoever did it - I'm 
gonna kill 'em. I have to 
get up in 3^ hours," an- 
other disgruntled student 
said. As it turns out, 
Wednesday's alarm was 
possibly activated by a 
faulty smoke detector. 
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Judges campaign 
Viewpoints differ 
bg news/november 4.1983 5 
by Carolyn Van Sena* 
assistant managing editor 
Differences of opinion surround the 
campaigns of James Bachman and 
Warren Lotz for Bowling Green Mu- 
nicipal Judge. 
Lotz, municipal court prosecuting 
attorney, says money is being wasted 
in operation of the Bowling Green 
system. 
"There's just being too much 
money spent for the amount of work 
being done and frankly I can do a 
much better Job," Lotz said. 
According to Lotz, Bachman, the 
incumbent, has appointed an unneces- 
sary arraignment referee costing the 
taxpayers unnecessary dollars. Also, 
Lotz said Bachman has used an ex- 
tremely high number of substitute judges which cost the taxpayers $203 
each day they sit the bench. 
But, Bachman said he has started a 
number of programs that have saved 
the taxpayers a lot of money. 
Bachman while judge, for instance, 
has made use of a number of work 
Fourth ward 
Changes wanted 
release programs. In such programs, 
sentences for first time offenders can 
be served in the evenings or on the 
weekends eliminating the need to 
house the guilty party in the already 
overcrowded jail facilities. 
"I think its a program that's needed 
in a college town," Bachman said. 
"The program gets them (the guilty) 
to work or class by day." 
Another program Bachman started 
was one which allowed first-time DWI 
offenders to serve a 72-hour sentence 
consisting of education and rehabili- 
tation at a local motel. This sentence 
replaced time that would normally be 
served in jail. He was one of the first judges to use such a program. But, 
since the instillation of the new Ohio 
DUI law in March of this year, the 
program has been discontinued. 
Lotz, agreeing that such a program 
is necessary in a town like Bowling 
Green to minimize the overcrowding 
of the County jail, said he respected 
Bachman's willingness to use week- 
end education programs for first-time 
drunk driving offenders but does not 
understand the judge's reluctance to 
use the program now. 
"He (Bachman) was progressive 
enough in 1976 and '77 to set up the 
program and now he's done a flip 
flop," Lotz said. 
Bachman said he discontinued the 
program because the new drunk driv- 
ing law mandates a three-day jail 
sentence. But according to Lotz, this 
is not true. 
Lotz said the new law only man- 
dates jail sentences for second and 
third time DUI offenders not those 
breaking the law for the first time. He 
also said the old law did not provide 
for weekend rehabilitation programs 
but the new one does making use of 
such a program more acceptable to- 
day than before. Lotz added that use 
of the weekend program would elimi- 
nate the overcrowding of the jail and 
educate the offender as well. 
by Jeff Jomes 
stall reporter 
The fourth ward city council cani- 
dates describe themselves as the kind 
of men who want to change things by 
getting on the inside. 
The Republican canidate, William 
Herald, said if he is elected to council, 
he would like to see a more positive, 
aggressive approach to attracting the 
right kind of businesses to the area. 
There are a lot of empty buildings 
downtown, and I think it is time to fill 
some of them up," Herald said. 
Democrat Roger Anderson said he 
believes he has the experience to 
effectively serve on council, which is 
something the new council will need 
because there is only one incumbent 
vying for a council seat this election. 
He served on council from 1976 to 
1960, leaving to become involved with 
an energy grant program. 
Some of the major concerns that 
both men see ahead if elected include 
the first ward's noise problem, and 
the discomfort of their constituents 
over the location of the new fire 
station. 
Herald said the noise problem in the 
first ward is something that only gets 
attention around election time. 
"I THINK that if the new council 
members were to make a commit- 
ment to attempt to look for solutions 
to this concern, it would be a step in 
the right direction," be said. 
Anderson said the problem is one 
that dies down as colder weather 
arrives, however it is still a major 
concern. 
"This problem can be worked out 
without the University playing big 
brother," Anderson said. "If the city 
were to organize student/resident 
meetings at the beginning of the year 
and expose each to the other, it would 
be a beginning." 
Both men are running for positions 
in a ward that is now "on the other 
side of the tracks." That is, they are 
on the side of town the fire station is 
not 
"In a questionnaire that I passed 
around at the beginning of the elec- 
tion, 52 percent ofthe people respond- 
ing did not like the idea of putting the 
station there," Herald said. 
"HOWEVER, the idea of putting a 
substation on the other side would 
drain costs from the city in regards to 
paving presonnel. I think that if the 
University were to start a 
for students interested in I 
it could help. The students 
hands-on training in the new 
house, while some of the regular 
firemen were stationed in a substa- 
tion on the other side of the tracks," 
Herald added 
Anderson said he does not believe 
the city can afford the building of a 
substation at this time to solve the 
problem. 
"I don't think we need to build a 
new station on the west side," he said. 
"But we do need fire protection and 
emergency equipment on this side in 
case of a train blocking the tracks. 
Housing a firetruck and crew in the 
city building and keeping an ambu- 
lance at the hospital would let the 
residents sleep better at night." 
Greyhound bus strike strands riders 
Greyhound Bus Line em- 
ployees across Ohio joined 
their counterparts nation- 
wide on the picket line yes- 
terday as the strike left 
people stranded in bus sta- 
tions around the state. 
At the downtown Colum- 
bus Greyhound terminal, 
security guards stood 
watch over more than 40 
idle buses. 
Greyhound has indicated 
plans to hire new employ- 
ees. But some of the strik- 
ing drivers, mechanics and 
baggage employees who 
walked out at 2 a.m. said 
they believe their "ace in 
the hole" will be truckers 
who will "make things 
nasty" on the highways if 
new drivers are hired. 
Larry Witt, 43, of Colum- 
bus, a bus mechanic for IS 
years, said truckers drove 
their rigs within inches of a 
Greyhound bus carrying 
the Ohio State University 
marching band early yes- 
terday. 
"They say the company 
will be operating again 
(with new employees) in 
two weeks. But I don't be- 
lieve it," Witt said. 
HE SAD) it takes several 
weeks of training with an 
experienced mechanic to 
work on the bus engines. 
"They might find driv- 
ers, but not mechanics. 
The buses would be un- 
safe." 
Witt, who currently 
earns $10.57 an hour, said 
that under the contract 
proposed by Greyhound he 
would make $7.40. 
Officials for Local 1042 of 
the Amalgamated Transit 
Union in Columbus said 
they planned to maintain a 
24-hour vigil at the termi- 
nal entrances. There are 
about 87 employees on 
strike there, Witt said. 
In Toledo, 16 strikers 
picketed the Greyhound 
terminal. 
GO OVER THE RIVER AND 
THROUGH THE WOODS IN A 
THANKSGIVING CELEBRATION! 
JOIN UAO FOR AN 
.OLD FASHIONED HAYRIDE 
THURS. NOV. 17 
MEET AT UNION OVAL AT 8:00 p.m. 
$2.00/'person due upon sign up 
in UAO office 
FOR A VERY SPECIAL EVENING 
OF 
GREAT FOOD 
GREAT THEATRE 
GREAT PRICES 
COME TO THE 
!! WANTED !! 
A CTORS/DIRECTORS 
for 
♦Scenes from original plays 
(Playwriting Class 443/679) 
AUDITIONS 
Tuesday November 8th - 6-9 p.m. 
405 University Hall 
- Everyone Welcome - 
'Performances will be December 13 - 6-9p.m. 
For information  contact:  Dr.   John  Scott, 
Resident Playwright 
or Joel Murray, Coordinator 
Theatre Department, 372-2222 
GRADE CARD: 
YES 
|5?| 19-20 yr olds should retain rights [ 
to drink beer 
A "party tax" is a bad idea 
Involvement in Recycling is better _— 
than merely blaming students       1—1 
for litter. 
If you said "Yes" - SAY yes to       ALAN 
It Makes A Difference!        MAV3ERRY 
\ St   WflfO    tiM ,or *t Moybwry <Of council committM. Virginia Rondoll   Choirmon.   117 E    Evf l 
13 
A   Night  At  The 
OPERA 
Trouble in 
Tahiti 
by Leonard 
Bernstein 
Opera Gnus 
with adapted music 
from Der Schauspiel, director 
by W. A. Mozart 
Nov. 9,10, 11, 1983. .8 pm. .Kobacker Hall 
Tickets $6.50, $4.00, $2.50 
College of Musical Am. . .Box Office 372-0175 
Bowling Green Slue University. Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 
TICKETS 2 for 1 
TO SEE OLIVER! 
NOW THROUGH NEW YEARS EVE 
C/Ui (419) 537-1881 
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER 
SECOR A CENTRAL AVE. TOLEDO 
[*********** **************************** I 
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BACHMAN 
FOR 
MAYOR 
PogllaPs 
f* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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* 
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* 
* 
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* 
LISTENER, LEADER, 
LAWYER 
YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT 
POLICE ATTITUDES 
• Bachman will improve the relations between police and people. 
• Bachman will initiate discussion between police and people. 
• Bachman will support the police'* need lor strong effective prosecution. 
-HER GOAL 
People and Police working 
together for a safe & peaceful B.G. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
*■ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
EAST 
^ "ST 
-V) E. Court 
Sun   Wed  HI am 
Triurs   Sot   11-2 am 
352-1596 
11-9 
Every Sunday 
SOUTH 
945 
S. Main St. 
Son   Triurs   11-Midnight 
Ttt  A Sot   11-1 am 
352-7571 
Eat-In Only 
SUNDAY SMORGASBORD 
For Only 
. Trea., 224 IM4k, B.G. I for M*jt, Storiy. Stefklo*. Ctai... Homtt Kucutt. i 
All You Can Eat — 
PIZZA And SALAD 
Fresh crisp  salad  with  a  variety  of  toppings    Fresh 
cucumbers     mushrooms     cherry   tomatoes    onions 
green peppers   bacon bits   croutons    colby  cheese 
eggs  and choice of dressing 
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Pet tarantula feared; 
has become trademark 
by Rita Glnley 
reporter 
"Cindy and I have become very 
close, and I only feel safe when I 
know where she is," Tom Krubl, 
sophomore computer science ma- jor, said about his friend. 
Krubl can often be seen with 
Cindy upon his shoulder, much to 
the horror of onlookers. But for 
Krubl, that has been an asset at 
times. 
"Cindy has helped me to get to 
know others," Krubl said. 
"Guys on my floor often ask how 
she is doing. She has become my 
trademark/' he said. 
Cindy is Krubl's pet tarantula 
and has become well known to 
those living on his hall. 
"Ever since I was little I've been 
fascinated with tarantulas -they're 
so big." he said. 
Krubl said he bought the spider 
last year and has grown quite fond 
of it. 
"ITS FUNNY," he said, "but 
she does know who I am by my 
voice." 
According to Krubl, Cindy loves 
music,   is  affected  by   extreme 
noise, and is sensitive to 
movement. 
"I took her to class once and she 
got restless and started walking 
around. Basically, the others in 
class were frightened," be said. 
"I also took her down to the 
Commons. I went through the line 
with her on my shoulder and people 
were horrified," he said. 
The residents on Krubl's floor 
said they tolerate Cindy. 
Krubl's roommate, Tom Scha- 
nek, sophomore aero-technology 
major, was first surprised with 
Cindy's arrival but now has ad- 
justed. 
"I won't touch her and we keep 
her in the closet," he said. 
One resident, with a calm man- 
ner and watchful eye allowed 
Cindy to walk on his chest. 
Another resident, Joe Lachina, 
sophomore business major, said in 
response to Cindy's presence, "I've 
got a can of raid." 
Tom Krubl and Cindy photo/Sue Cross 
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Rappelling silhouette 
A student of Military science 102 is silhouetted against the late afternoon 
sunshine yesterday afternoon while rappelling off the side of Doyt L 
Perry Stadium. The class, taught by Sgt. Leslie Miller, is part of the army 
ROTC program and teaches students knot-tying and rope-bridge-crossing 
techniques, as well as the art of rappelling. 
ELECT 
WARREN LOTZ 
Warren Lotz 
To Be Your Really 
Full Time Judge. 
Warren Lotz 
cares about B.G.S.U. 
and students 
Warren Lotz Urges 
A"NO"VOTE 
ON 
1 -2-3 
Paid tor by loti lor Judo* CommlttM: Joyc* loti, Troo». 318 
N  Main St.  fowlingGroon. OH. 43402 totiiHmt A4v«"iW"»"' 
Vote for 
Continued Improvement 
of the 
Bowling Green 
City Schools 
Re-Elect 
PETER HUTCHINSON 
Bowling Green Board of Education 
Political advertisement paid for by the Committee to Re-elect Peter Hutchinson. Paul Wlndisch.   Treasurer 
RODEHEFFER for 
BOWLING GREEN 
Board of Education 
EXPERIENCE COUNTS 
* B.G. Teacher - 23 Years 
* BGSU Graduate 
Campaign Committee: Co-Chair persons 
Edward J. Reiter & Judy Rocpkc. Zraik- 
S17 Flanders, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
CLEAN! 
KIRK'S 
COIN LAUNDRY 
Coupon 
OFF 
When You Use Two 
Or More Washers 
ONE COUPON PER VISIT 
M-F 9a.m.-8p.m. 
Good Through 11/22/83 
709 S. Main OPEN 24 HRS 
DON'T FORGET 
YOU. YOUR PARENTS 
& 
FALCON FOOTBALL 
TOMORROW! 
9 
til 
ELECT 
MARSDEN 1st 
Mkhael Martden 
bemocratk CaadMatdJ 
For 
The Bowling Green 
City Council 
From 
The Flrat Ward 
|HH Mayor Bellard 
Efficient Administration 
Sound Fiscal Management 
Mayor Bollard and Council Proildont Joyco Kapka 
confer on tha city's budget. 
• Fiscal Integrity With No 
New Taxes. 
• Making Use of What We 
Have. 
• "A-l" Bond Rating for 
City Maintained. 
• Careful Scrutiny of 
Capital Improvements 
• Financial Priorities and 
Prudent Investment 
• Efficiency in the Delivery 
of City Services. 
• Maximum Return of 
State/Federal Tax 
Dollars to City. 
• Professionalism. 
Return Mayor Bellard. 
We Can't Afford Not To. 
• Improved Computerization. 
Polttkal At*v»rt.»«m*nt »e*fl) io< by -h» 
■•Herd lo< Meyer Commit!**- w«r<on 
l<h«lfe>f Don CwnAMffcom Swo *.*#••> 
Al.m P«fh.n. ioen Gordew MertOft 
Newmen Pmii,«9 McG-Mnn •etrkn 
t*t CoCKt.fi »to Kenwood A.o 
to.l.ng Croon   0»M>  43403 
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Dayton suburbians 
honor U.S. Marines 
HUBER HEIGHTS, Ohio (AP) - 
Residents of this Dayton suburb of 
36,000 are being urged to tie red 
ribbons around t: ees and lamp- 
posts tomorrow to honor the Ma- 
rines killed or wounded in Lebanon 
and Grenada. 
City officials, at the urging of the 
Daughters of America chapter, 
have proclaimed tomorrow ''Leb- 
anon and Grenada Casualties Re- 
membrance Day." 
Charles Monita, the city's direc- 
tor of public safety and service, 
said yesterday the community has 
been receptive to the idea and he 
hopes for widespread partici- 
pation. Huber Heights is also a 
bedroom suburb of Wright-Patter- 
son Air Force Base. 
"I think, generally speaking, the 
community is certainly in support 
of it and they're being very respon- 
sive in support of the gesture on 
Saturday, Monita said. "We're 
making an expression of recogniz- 
ing both those who were injured 
and those who lost their lives." 
At least two U.S. servicemen 
from the Dayton area were killed 
in either the invasion of Grenada or 
the terrorist suicide bombing of 
U.S. Marine Corps headquarters in 
Beirut. They were Marine Cpl. 
John Buckmaster, 21, and Army 
Spec. 4 Kevin Lannon, also 21. 
DAUGHTERS OF America 
members proposed the remem- 
brance to city officials. Mayor 
Richard Shomper drafted a procla- 
mation and the city council en- 
dorsed it Monday night. 
"The mayor and the council con- 
curred that it was a very appropri- 
ate thought and an appropriate 
thing to do," Monita said. 
Leaders of the Daughters of 
America chapter also said they 
intended to ask that President Rea- 
gan proclaim Saturday as "Leb- 
anon and Grenada Casualties 
Remembrance Day" nationwide. 
But a White House spokesman said 
yesterday he was unaware of the 
request and said there had been no 
action taken if it had been re- 
-state/world  
Judge orders investigation 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A federal 
Judge yesterday ordered U.S. Attor- 
ney General William French Smith to 
investigate the CIA's covert activities 
in war-torn Nicaragua to determine 
whether the agency had violated the 
Neutrality Act. 
U.S. District Judge Stanley Wiegel 
gave Smith 90 days to determine the 
legality of "paramilitary expedi- 
tions" in that Central American coun- 
try or else appoint a special 
prosecutor for the investigation. 
His ruling in a lawsuitffled by U.S. 
Rep. Ronald Dellums, D-Calif., and 
two women came as the Senate ap- 
proved continued CIA support for 
rebels battling the leftist Sandinista 
government in Nicaragua. The voice 
vote set the stage for a House-Senate 
conference committee battle over 
whether the United States should 
back some 15,000 guerrillas supported 
by the Reagan administration. 
The lawsuit sought an order forcing 
Smith to study whether the consent of 
the president and administration offi- 
cials to paramilitary operations vio- 
lated the Neutrality Act. That law 
makes it a crime to organize or 
launch a paramilitary expedition 
against a country with which the 
United States is not at war. 
THE JUDGE stressed that his deci- 
sion made no Judgment on "whether 
or not any federal official has violated 
any federal law." But he added "It is 
the duty of the attorney general to 
investigate" that possibility. 
The Justice Department are mak- 
ing no comment until officials in 
Washington read the ruling, spokes- 
man John Russell said. 
Dellums had claimed in the suit 
filed July 8 that Smith's refusal to 
launch an inquiry deprived him of his 
right as a congressman to vote on 
whether the United States should 
make war on Nicaragua. 
Yesterday he was in conference and 
not available for comment. He was 
preparing for a visit to Grenada with 
the task force investigating the U.S. 
invasion there. 
But Lee Halterman, a Dellums aide 
in Oakland, called the ruling a "tre- 
mendous victory for the notion of a 
government of laws, for the principle 
that individuals in government cannot 
simply choose to ignore egregious 
conduct... and fail to prosecute indi- 
viduals who are essentially undertak- 
ing the conduct of war during peace." 
Joining Dellums as plaintiffs were 
Eleanor Ginsburg and Myrna Cun- 
ningham. Ginsburg claimed that 
training Nicaraguan exiles near her 
home in Florida's Dade County was a 
nuisance. 
Stepmother feared son's death on U.S. ship 
NEWARK, Ohio (AP) - As soon as 
she heard the news about a fire 
aboard the aircraft carrier USS 
Ranger, Phyllis Williams feared her 
21-year-old stepson was among the 
victims. 
She was listening to her car radio 
Tuesday when the news broke that a 
fire had killed the men in the main 
machinery room of the ship as it 
steamed in the Arabian Sea. 
"I knew right then," she said, de- 
spite her husband's assurances that 
on a ship carrying 5,000 men, it 
seemed unlikely {heir son would have 
been killed. 
But Michael Williams was one of six 
sailors who died in the blaze that 
injured more than 40 others. A naval 
officer and an aide called at the 
Williams  home   Tuesday  night to 
break the news. 
Mrs. Williams says she told the 
officer, "I don't want to see you." 
The couple last saw their son, a 
machinist's mate 3rd class, in July, 
when he was borne on leave. 
Williams had enlisted before his 
graduation in 1980 from Newark Cath- 
olic High School, in part because his 
father once served in the Navy. 
Mrs. Williams said Michael bad 
served aboard the Ranger for about 
two years. 
"He was Just a real good kid," she 
said. 
"He seemed to love the Navy; he 
was devoted to it," said Mrs. Wil- 
liams' sister, Barbara Sullivan, who 
was staying with the family Wednes- 
day.  
Surviving Turks leave destroyed homes 
ERZURUM, Turkey 
(AP) - Lugging pillows, 
blankets and plastic suit- 
cases through the mud, 
stunned survivors of the 
earthquake in eastern Tur- 
key are streaming from 
their devastated villages. 
Despite massive aid and 
aliticians' promises to 
Ip the blighted region, 
some say they'll never re- 
turn. 
"I have no one left, I 
don't want to go back," 
said Ismail Pinar, 56, of 
Muratbagi, the worst hit 
village. Pinar, now staying 
in a lent city nearby, lost 
his entire family in the 
quake   -   his  wife,   five 
Sown sons and two daugh- 
rs-in-law.   They   were 
among the village's 470 
dead. 
Through the centuries, 
war and natural disaster 
have dealt one harsh blow 
after another to the stark, 
mountainous region near 
Turkey's borders with the 
Soviet Union and Iran. 
Last   Sunday's   earth- 
quake killed at least 1,330 
people and destroyed 44 
villages. 
THE    DISASTER    has 
produced a vast outpour- 
ing of aid and sympathy 
from Turks. More than $3 
million in cash donations 
have been reported, and ■■MHHRMMM 
the health minister said 
blood donations have far 
surpassed the needs. 
A VS. Air Force C-130 
transport plane loaded 
with tents, blankets and 
other emergency supplies 
arrived early yesterday, 
and   officials   said   four 
more U.S. planes were ex- 
pected by day's end. 
The International Red 
Cross, West Germany, 
Austria, Britain, Jordan 
and Pakistan also are con- 
tributing relief aid. Saudi 
Arabia has sent $10 million 
to be used for housing. 
BLAST 
BALL STATE 
1983 Official Democratic 
SAMPLE BALLOT 
You may legally clip this sample 
ballot and take it with you to 
the polls when you go to vote. 
PogliQi's 
EAST 
rj -V} E. Court 
Sur   Wtd   111 am 
Thurs -Sat   1 12am 
352-1596 
11-9 
Every Sunday 
SOUTH 
945 
S. Main St. 
Sun   Thurs   11 -Midnight 
Fn ft Sat  111 am 
352-7571 
Eat-In Only 
Put A Little Mexican 
Flair Into Your Saturdays 
Mexican Specials Available 11 am - 9pm 
TACOS 
3 Tacos 
$1.50 
S2.89 BEEF BURRITO 
Mexican beef. sJveddw) lettuce, tomato, onion., or peppers. Mack 
olives cofcy cheese, retried beans 
VEGETARIAN BURRITO J 2.N 
Fteeri mushrooms onions, green peppers, tomatoes. Mack okves. 
shredded lettuce. ccJby cheese, retried beans. 
Served with hot or mid sauce 
Sour Cream iveitble on request 2V extra 
Margarita Specials 
i A*******************!********************i 
•     BRUCE H. BELLARD    j    BRUCE H. BELLARD     j 
Mayor                                      Mayor 
S    SHEILAH M. FULTON I   SHEILAH M. FULTON  j 
Council at Large                     Council at Large 
j MICHAEL J. MARSDEN S MICHAEL J. MARSDEN i 
First Ward Council                First Ward Council 
DAVID G. ELSASS            DAVID G. ELSASS 
Second Ward Council             Second Ward Council 
JERRY W. LEE                  JERRY W. LEE 
Third Ward Council                 Third Ward Council 
! ROGER C. ANDERSON ! ROGER C. ANDERSON ! 
Fourth Ward Council               Fourth Ward Council 
1 ft*******************,********************| 
Non-Partisan Ballot                  Non-Partisan Ballot 
|    WARREN J.LOTZ       j     WARREN J. LOTZ     j 
Municipal Judge                      Municipal Judge 
j ********************|********************I 
VOTE              VOTE 
NO-STATE ISSUE 1     NO-STATE ISSUE 1 
NO-STATE ISSUE 2    NO-STATE ISSUE 2 
; NO-STATE ISSUE 3    NO-STATE ISSUE 3 ! 
i ******************** j******************** i 
Poid for by the IGSU Campus Democrats c o 233 Williams Holl IGSU/ Bowling Green   OH 43403/ 
Chuck Sounder*: President 
•^.^roH^-          ELECT jmm SHEILARILTON 
■■■HHHEI     BOWLING GREEN 
COUNCIL-AT-LARGE 
PAID FOR BY COMMITTEE TO ELECT SHEILAH FULTON COUNCIL-AT-LARGE 
DAVID FULTON, TREASURER, 515 LORRAINE AVE., B.C. OH 43402 
^ 
BGSU SUPPORT 
GROUPS: 
• Falcon Club Member 
• Festival Series of the College of 
Musical Arts, Board Member. 
• Medici Circle of the School of Art, 
Member. 
• Active volunteer and Member of 
Channel 57. 
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'Talks resume in Chrysler strike 
■state/world 
Health, safety, forced overtime concern workers 
TWINSBURG, Ohio (AP) - Talks 
resumed yesterday in the strike 
against Chrysler Corp.'s Twinsburg 
stamping plant, and a local union 
official said he had full backing from 
other Chrysler workers nationwide as 
the walkout crippled the automaker's 
production. 
Chrysler officials and negotiators 
(or United Auto Workers Local 122 
met yesterday for their first face-to- 
face meeting since the walkout began 
Tuesday. They had exchanged writ- 
ten proposals and maintained tele- 
phone contact on Wednesday. 
The strike by 3,200 Twinsburg work- 
ers involves a local working 
agreement, not economic issues. The 
dispute centers on forced overtime 
and health and safety issues in the 
plant. 
The Twinsburg plant, which pro- 
duces all the front doors and most of 
the floor plans for Chrysler cars, has 
been operating around the clock for 
months to keep up with growing de- 
mand. 
Without the parts produced here, 
assembly lines at other Chrysler fac- 
tories have slowed or stopped, and 
Chrysler Chairman Lee Iacocca said 
Wednesday that a one-or two-month 
strike could bankrupt the recovering 
company. 
CHRYSLER, which lost $3.27 billion 
from 1979-81, turned the corner to 
profitability in 1983 and so far this 
year has record earnings of $582.6 
million. 
Four other plants were shut down 
because of the Twinsburg strike, 
idling 15,000 workers, and the com- 
pany said additional closings are pos- 
sible. 
Already closed are plants at De- 
troit: Newark, Del.; Belvidere, 111.; 
and Windsor, Ont. 
Chrysler said a plant at Fen ton, 
Mo., would be affected by the end of 
the week, and a second Windsor plant 
in two weeks. 
Before leaving the union hall for the 
negotiating session, Local 122 Presi- 
dent Bob Weissman said he expects 
the strike to continue through the 
weekend, even if a settlement is 
reached quickly. 
"It definitely is going into next 
week," he said. "It will take a day or 
two for the ratification process." 
Weissman said there was "no possi- 
bility" the workers would return 
while the negotiations are in progress. 
"WE CANT go back without a 
settlement, and we can't go back until 
that settlement is ratified," he said. 
Weissman said he has received 
calls and telegrams from union offi- 
cials at other Chrysler plants, ex- 
pressing support for the walkout. 
"They know what we're doing will 
affect their well-being," he said. 
"They will be the beneficiaries of our 
victory or the victim of our failure." 
Workers gathered at the hall across 
the street from the plant were vocal 
yesterday in their support of the 
strike. 
"It was an accumulation of prob- 
lems that reached an unbearable 
level," the Rev. Richard Hubbard Jr., 
a 30-year employee said. "What 
brought it to a climax was a lack of 
compassion, being forced to work 
without time off." 
Many workers said they have been 
required to work 10 and 12 hours a 
day, seven days a week. Several of 
them said they realized the irony of 
the sitaation, with them striking over 
too much work. 
"Some of those people out there who 
don't have jobs must really think 
we're crazy," said Don Randies, 37, of 
Clinton, who has worked here for 16 
years. .   . 
Randies said he has worked seven 
days a week since February, except 
those weekends he was assigned to 
National Guard dutv. 
"THE PAYCHECKS have been 
good, and it's let me catch up on bills. 
But you've got to consider the homef- 
ront," be said. "I've seen more of my 
foreman than my wife." 
Workers said they were using the 
time off since the strike started to 
catch up on household chores and 
personal errands. 
"I'm Just relaxing, enjoying my- 
self," said Jesse White, 41, of Akron, 
who has worked at the plant for 19 
years. "Before I was constantly tired. 
I like the money and everything, but 
it's not the money." 
Harold Pack, 59, of Ravenna, said 
be planned to take advantage of the 
time off to visit his mother in Tennes- 
see, where she is celebrating her 82nd 
birthday this weekend. 
Pack, a large press operator, said 
be had worked seven days a week for 
the past four months. 
"The situation had got out of hand 
with too much forced overtime," he 
said. "Not only were the men worn 
out, but the equipment was getting 
worn out, too." 
Pack said be was recently denied a 
half-day off that he wanted to renew 
his driver's license, something he had 
not been able to do because he was 
working the day shift. 
"People that are laid off, it's hard to 
for them to understand, but if they 
were in our shoes, they'd know what 
we were talking about," said Pack, 
who transferred to the Twinsburg 
K" nt after a Chrysler foundry in 
troit closed more than two years 
ago. 
"I was off 18 months before I came 
down here," he said. "I cypreciate 
Chrysler, I appreciate the joo. But it's 
just too much." 
TAKE A DAY OFF FROM SMOKING 
NOVEMBER 17,1983 
Mondale denies discouraging Jackson 
^CONGRATULATIONS ^x 
SIGMACHI SOCCERTEAM 
Jeff Dorner 
Tony Cappadora 
Jeff Wells 
Dave Weaver 
Ron Bumpass 
Mike Crump 
Willy Aroca 
Bill Peterson 
Steve Rhodes 
Greq Williams 
7ALL-FRATERNITY CHAMPSL™ £X    2nd YEAR IN A ROW!     EX 
CINCINNATI (AP) - 
Presidential candidate 
Walter Mondale made no 
offers to the Rev. Jesse 
Jackson to try and keep 
Jackson out of the Demo- 
cratic presidential race, a 
Mondale campaign official 
says. 
campaign 
leet  with 
But Mondale  
staffers  did  m
Jackson "to be sure he 
knew what he was getting 
into if he decided to run, 
said Mike Ford, national 
Dlitical director for Mon- 
k's campaign. 
Ford made his com- 
ments published yesterday 
in Toe Cincinnati En- 
quirer.'; 
Jackson, 42, a Chicago- 
based Baptist minister and 
former aide to civil rights 
leader Martin Luther King 
Jr., formally announced 
yesterday he is running for 
the Democratic presi- 
dential nomination. 
Ford told he thinks Jack- 
son, the eighth candidate 
to announce his campaign 
for the barty's nomination, 
waited soo long to act. 
He also disputed the per- 
ception that Jackson might 
lure away votes from Mon- 
dale and thus help a top 
competitor, Sen. John 
Glenn, DOhio. 
"I'm sure Jesse will take 
some from us, but he also 
should hurt Glenn in the 
Southern states where he 
plans to put much of his 
effort," Ford said. 
Ford, who is from Cin- 
cinnati, managed Jerry 
Springer's 1982 primary 
campaign for Ohio gover- 
nor. 
ASKED    WHETHER 
Jackson could wind up as 
Mondale's running mate, 
Ford said, "I think a Mon- 
dale-Jackson ticket would 
be fine, but I think a Mon- 
dale-Glenn ticket would be 
great." 
Steve Reece, a Cincin- 
nati public relations exec- 
utive who has served on 
Jackson's advisory coun- 
cil, said Jackson aides ex- 
pect Mondale will 
campaign vigorously for 
black votes. 
"By that, I mean he's 
going to throw business to 
blacks and do everything 
he can to go after black 
support." Reece said. 
Ford said the Mondale 
camp already has com- 
mitted itself to giving a 
substantial share of its 
business to minority- 
owned firms, such as the 
travel agency handling 
travel arrangements for 
campaign officials. 
"We did that as a matter 
of principle, not just for an 
entree to the black commu- 
nity," Ford said. 
Computer used to discover crime links 
AKRON, Ohio 
Summit County 
<AP) - 
law en- 
1983 Bowling Green Democrats. 
Worr.n toll. J«rry 1H. Roger Anderson. David Elian, Michael Marid.n 
Sh.llah Fulton. Bruco Bollard 
•Return- 
Bruce H. 
BELLARD 
Mayor 
Elect 
Michael 
MARSDEN 
1st Ward Council 
-Return- 
Jerry W. 
3rd Ward Council 
• 
2J ect- 
SheilahM. 
FULTON 
Council at Largo 
Re-Elect 
David G. 
2nd Ward Council 
■Re-Elect- 
Roger C. 
ANDERSON 
4th Ward Council 
.Elect. 
Warren J. 
LOTZ 
Municipal Judge • 
They Have Earned Our Trust! 
VOTE "NO" 
on State Issues 1-2-3 
Paid lor by the BQSU Campus Democrats/ c/o 233 Williams Hall BQSU/ Bowling Qroon 
OH 43403/ Chuck Saundtfs, President. 
forcement officials were 
using a computer to look 
for any common threads 
relating to about 30 sexual 
assaults and kidnappings 
in three states. 
The computer investiga- 
tion follows the arrest of 
Robert Buell, an Akron 
city  employee, who has 
tit************** »««»*■« ******** * 
JOIN THE 
i 
CARD SECTION 
SATURDAY 
11:30 A.M. 
RODGERS QUAD 
been accused of kidnap- 
ping two women in sepa- 
rate cases, then sexually 
attacking   them   in   his 
Franklin Township home. 
t     Buell. 43, was being held 
% in the Summit County Jail 
J in lieu of a $250,000 bond. 
£ He has been indicted on 16 
3- charges in the abduction 
j and rape of a Damascus, 
J Ohio, woman on Oct. 16 
,1. and the abduction and rape 
* of a West Virginia woman 
* last May. 
The FBI has filed a kid- 
charge  against 
the case of the 
J }£ an 
******************************** 
w
^jfc^^secu. 
#.•>•..■■.......■•.............................».....! 
ELEVENTH ANNUAL 
Fall Into Savings 
SALE 
20% off on all Paper bound Books 
TWO DAYS ONLY 
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY 
November 8 and 9 
in other cases. 
Lynn alaby and 
lin Police Chief Jerry 
Sharrock said they turned 
to a computer when they 
began getting more inquir- 
ies from outer commu- 
nities than could be 
handled by manual file 
searching. 
Sharrock said the inquir- 
ies followed publicity 
about Buell's Oct. 17 ar- 
rest. 
SLABY SAID the com- 
puter program for the 
Buell search includes 
about 22 different aspects 
of the two cases, which can 
be checked for similarities 
r 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services Building 
Hour*: 8.OO&00. Monday-Friday 9.00-5:00 Saturday 
LOCKER 
ROOM 
JUST ARRIVED 
-STADIUM 
SEATS! 
20% OFF ALL 
SWEATS 
SEE OUR NEW 
CONVERSE 
RUNNING 
SHOES! 
(children sizes also 
available) 
109 N. MAIN 
352-7197 
THEmiDlDESTS PREIMERE 
ITALIAT1 RESTAURAtlT 
2121 S. Reynolds Rd. 
Toledo, Ohio 
Across from Southwick Mall 
Lunch, Dinner & Late Night Cravings 
, bg n«wi/novemb«f 4.1VW 9 
Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer 
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career like the 
men in this ad have. And also have some great advantages like: 
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year 
■ As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic 
training during two six-week summer 
sessions and earn more than $1100 
during each session 
■ Juniors earn more than $1900 dur- 
ing one ten-week summer session 
■ You can take free civilian flying lessons 
■ You're commissioned upon graduation 
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps 
undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off 
making more than $17,000 a year 
Want to move 
up quickly? 
Maybe you can be one of us. 
i 
See your Officer Selection Officer, Cap! Fedyna or Capt Rothman at Bowling 
Green State University, University Hall on November 8 & 9 1983 or call (313) 961-0892 collect. 
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leers face test at MSU 
by Jean Dlmeo 
sports reporter  
For the past two seasons, the Bowl- 
ing Green and Michigan State hockey 
teams have battled it out to see who 
would sit atop of the Central Colle- 
giate Hockey Association. BG has 
captured the CCHA title twice, but 
MSU has reigned during the CCHA 
tournament. 
The BG-MSU rivalary will continue 
this weekend when the Falcons travel 
to East Lansing to face the Spartans 
in Munn Ice Arena. Both games start 
at 7:30 pjn. tonight and tomorrow, 
and are sold out. 
This is the Falcons' first road trip 
this season, and the series should set 
an attendence record at Munn Arena. 
The Falcons took two games from 
the Michigan Tech Huskies in the Ice 
Arena last weekend with 6-5 and 5-1 
wins, and showed an improved offen- 
sive attack and stable defense 
throughout both games. 
THE BG COACHING staff juggled 
left wings before the series and all 
four new lines tallied goals against 
the Huskies. 
"Changing the lines was one of the 
reasons (for improved offense)," BG 
head coach Jerry York said. "An- 
other is we have been on the ice longer 
and have had time to develop." 
This weekend's series marks the 
14th and 15th meetings between the 
Falcons and the Spartans. MSU leads 
the series 9-4, and has won all but one 
of the six games played on Spartan 
ice. 
The Spartans enter the series with 
an undefeated record of 6-0 overall 
and 4-0 in the CCHA. BG is 5-1 overall 
and 3-1 in the CCHA. 
Last year BG beat MSU in regular 
season action with 6-4 and 4-2 wins on 
home ice, but the Spartans gained 
revenge with a hard-fought 4-3 over- 
time win in the CCHA tournament 
finals last March in Detroit. 
After sweeping a series 7-1 and 5-3 
with Illinois-Chicago last weekend, 
the Spartans will be looking to im- 
prove upon their unbeaten record. 
According to the WMPL radio station 
coaches' poll, MSU is ranked fourth in 
the nation, while BG is in the sixth 
spot. 
JUNIOR RIGHT wing Tom Anastos 
leads the Spartans in scoring with 
eight goals. Anastos is tied with 
MTU's Bill Terry for the point lead in 
the CCHA. 
With goaltender Ron Scott's deci- 
sion to turn pro this summer, the 
ear 2), 
^neilalt 
DEAR SHEILAH: Why do the Bowl- 
ing Green Police ride around with a 
decibel meter looking for loud parties? 
C.S., STUDENT FROM 
WAUSSEON 
DEAR STUDENT: The Bowling 
Green Police use a decibel meter only in 
response to a specific noise complaint. 
DEAR SHEILAH: I live on the first 
block of S. Prospect St. where do I vote? 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA 
DEAR ALPHA PHI VOTER 
ALPHA VOTER: You should vote at 
the Armory on E. Wooster St. 
DEAR SHEILAH: I live in Rodgers.. 
.where do I vote? 
RODGER'S VOTER 
DEAR RODGER'S VOTER: 
All students who are registered to vote 
form a dormitory address should vote at 
the Northeast Commons. 
Spartan goaltending chores are being 
shared by two freshmen. Bob Essensa 
and Norm Foster are both 3-0 with 
identical 1.66 goals against averages 
overall. 
Foster is ranked second in CCHA 
league play with a 1.5 GAA. 
"Michigan State has one of the 
premier hockey programs in the na- 
tion," York said. "It will be a tremen- 
dous weekend of hockey and the 
highlight of our schedule." 
BG's Dan Kane has tallied a point 
in each of the first six games of the 
season, and leads the Falcons with 11 
points. 
Kane's linemate Perry Braun has 
scored in the last five games, and has 
two goals and four assists on the 
season. With a goal against MTU last 
Saturday, Braun reached the 100 point 
mark of his career. 
Defenseman Garry Galley was 
named CCHA Player of the Week 
after scoring a pair of goals and four 
assists last weekend. 
BG'S GOALTENDING remains 
steady with Wayne Collins and Gary 
Kruzich defending the net. York said 
Collins has provided depth in goal 
after completing an impressive soph- 
omore year last season. 
Collins is 3-0-0 and sports a 3.0 GAA. 
Kruzich turned away 32 MTU shots 
last Saturday in BG's fifth win of the 
season. The freshman goaltender has 
a 2-1-0 record and a 2.01 GAA. 
Footballs to fly at Perry Field 
as Falcons host BSCI Cardinals 
CRASH 
THE 
CARDS 
by Marc Delph 
ossitoni sports eaiio' 
Attention modern day football fans; 
the ones who like to watch wide open 
offenses, high scoring games and lots 
of passing. 
For the past umpteenth week Bowl- 
ing Green has faced nothing but the 
same old hum-drum, run-of-the-mill, 
tailback up-the-middle type offenses. 
This week, two of the very few teams 
that have, for the most part, aban- 
doned this type of offense in the Mid- 
American Conference and have gone 
to the pass-oriented offense, being BG 
and Ball State, meet tomorrow at 1:30 
p.m. at Doyt L. Perry Field in a battle 
of identical 4-2 league records. 
The two clubs occupy the number 
one and two spots in the MAC offen- 
sive passing category. BG has the 
obvious advantage with an average of 
319 passing yards per game, com- 
pared to 209.3 per game for the Cardi- 
nals.        
THE DIFFERENCE may be made 
up in the fact that the Falcons lie 
dead last in passing defense in the 
league, while BSU falls into the sev- 
enth spot. 
"Defensively, they've been a ball 
club that, for the most part, has given 
up a lot of points," BG coach Denny 
Stolz said. How they will play us is a 
mystery. 
"Offensively, they are much more 
wide open." 
Another factor that has played in 
every game since the beginning of the 
MAC schedule f or BG is the rash of 
injuries. Every conference game can 
be marked not only by the final score, 
but who was helped off the field, 
sometimes never to return to action. 
Last week it was offensive tackle 
Dean Hall, the man Stolz said is his 
best lineman for pass blocking and is 
Sving the coach much concern. Hall 
is a sprained knee. 
Replacing Hall will be freshman 
Phil Walker, another concern to Stolz 
as to how well the freshman can step 
in and block for a pass-dominated 
offense. 
ONE SOLUTION Stolz has been 
working on recently, and something 
that was nearly perfected in last 
week's victory over Central Michi- 
gan, is the shotgun passing formation. 
"We went the shotgun the second 
half to give (Brian) McClure more 
time," Stolz said after last week's 
game. "Looking back, it was the best 
move we made. 
"We will continue with it," he said. 
"Central is the best defensive team in 
the conference. I could see the line 
was tiring. It will help the freshman 
kid (Walker), it will give him more 
time." 
Another player who is questionable 
for tomorrow s game, after coming 
off his best day as a Falcon, is tail- 
back Andre Fullwood. Fullwood re- 
placed an ailing Darryl Story to rush 
tor 75 yards in the game. Stolz said he 
will start if he is physically ready, due 
to his fine performance last week. 
"The one thing a coach nates more 
than losing is injuries," Stolz said. 
"Going to a hospital and looking at a 
player is like looking at your own kid. 
"You see Larry Sfratton (defensive 
end who was sidelined for the season 
for the second consecutive year) con- 
dition last spring, and running 50- 
thousand miles. . ." 
And the list goes on. 
MAKING UP FOR the losses has 
been quarterback McClure and his 
crop of fine receivers. McClure is tops 
in the league with a 64 percent, 236-of- 
369 passes for 2,518 yards and 11 
touchdowns. 
Tight end Mark Dowdell is coming 
off his best game of his career grab- 
bing 13 receptions for 175 yards. He is 
ranked second in the conference in 
catches per game with 6.3, behind 
BG's sidelined Greg Meehan's seven 
per game. 
Split end Stan Hunter is fifth in the 
league with 45 catches for 790 yards. 
The Cardinals feature sophomore 
quarterback Neil Britt, who has 
thrown for 1,835 yards and 11 TD's. 
Britt's favorite targets are split end 
Dave Naumcheff with 51 receptions 
for 799 yards and tight end Mike 
Leuck's 59 catches for 545 yards. 
etecT SHE«>
H 
Pofcbcal AoVertisemenl Pad foe by Committee to elect Sftessh FuHonCounc* 
At-L«VQ0. David FuHon. tress . 515 Lorrsine Ave . Bowling Gieen. OH 43402 
RE-ELECT 
BOWLING GREEN 
MUNICIPAL COURT'S 
FIRST FULL-TIME 
JUDGE (1977-PRESENT) 
KNOW THE LAW 
FROM A TO Z 
Y: SCHOOL ZONES Have 20 
m.p.h.SPEED LIMITS 
(Customary fine $2 per 
mile over the speed limit, 
plus $30 costs) 
Z: STOP for STOPPED school 
buses. (Customary fine of $75 
plus possible one-year 
license suspension) 
Political AdnrtlMnwnl, Pild lor by the Reflect Judge BACHMAN 
commrtm. Jaw C. 8—re, Ctu.,1108 Lyn Rd„ Bowling Or—n, Oh 
COME AND HEAR 
BG'S FINEST! 
LOCAL TALENT NIGHT 
FRI. NOV. 11 
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNION 
$1.00 admission 
See your friends on stage and enjoy 
an evening of pure entertainment! 
A few 
"quit tips" 
Hide all ashtrays, matches. 
etc. 
Lay In a supply of sugarless 
gum. carrot sticks, etc. 
Drink lots of liquids, but post 
up coffee & alcohol. 
Tell everyone you're quitting 
for the day. 
When the urge to smoke Nt». 
take a deep breath, hold It 
for 10 seconds. & release It 
slowly. 
Exercise to relieve the tension. 
Try the "buddy system," and 
ask a friend to quit too. 
SATURDAY'S FORECAST: 
PARTLY SUNNY HIGH— MID 50's 
FALCONS OVER BALL STATE 
BE THERE AND SHOW YOUR SPIRIT! 
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BG spikers defeat 
Rockets in MAC play 
by Jean Dlmeo 
sports reporter 
For the second time in a week, 
Bowling Green's volleyball team 
played aggressively in a five-game 
match. BG lost to a close match 
Saturday to Miami, but came away 
with the win against the Univeristy of 
Toledo in Anderson Arena, last night. 
The Falcons won the match 4-15,15- 
11,15-8, 9-15, and 15-9. 
BG is now 2-11 in the Mid-American 
Conference and 8-19 overall. UT is 5-8 
in the MAC and 22-14 overall. 
The Falcon-Rocket rivalry proved 
to be a test of who could sustain 
enough momentum to win the match. 
Both teams tossed the lead back and 
forth in the five games several times, 
but BG played more aggressively and 
more determined to win. 
"Toledo played with a lot of desire 
to win," BG head coach Denise Van 
Walle said. "We knew who ever had 
the most intensity and desire to win 
would win." 
BG won the first point of the match, 
but could only tally three more points 
in the first game. UT won the last 
eight points on BG serving and pass- 
ing errors. 
But, the Falcons were not going to 
let the Rockets take the match so 
easily. After a slow start in the second 
game, BG regained momentum at the 
7-11 mark and came from behind to 
win the last nine points. 
THE FALCON spikers extended 
their scoring streak into the third 
game, tallying the first 11 points. But 
once again, serving errors caused BG 
to lose several scoring opportunities 
and the Rockets jumped on the 
scoreboard with the next six points. 
At the 13-6 mark of the game, the 
Falcons surged with impressive kills 
and blocks and stole the last two 
points from the Rockets. BG showed 
consistent passing throughout the 
game. 
The fourth game was a turning 
point for the UT squad. It was a must 
win situation for the Rockets and they 
met the challenge with aggressive 
offensive and defensive plays. 
At the 4-4 mark of the game, the 
Rockets began to pressure the Falcon 
spikers into making passing and serv- 
ing errors. BG soon lost its spark and 
could only tally five more points. 
HOWEVER, THE Lady pikers 
proved they could stay competitive 
throughout the five-game match. BG 
Browns' Franks to start Sunday 
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Coach Sam 
Rutigliano says the Cleveland 
Browns need to exert more de- 
fensive pressure in Sunday's game 
with the Green Bay Packers, and 
Elvis Franks has stepped into a 
prominent role in those plans. 
Franks, who has been a reserve 
defensive lineman in all but one of 
his 59 games with the Browns, 
earned a spot in the starting lineup 
against Green Bay by virtue of his 
performance in the 25-19 overtime 
victory over the Houston Oilers. 
Franks had a quarterback sack 
and seven tackles, six of them 
unassisted, and Rutigliano decided 
that showing was worth moving 
him ahead of Keith Baldwin as a 
starting defensive end. 
"WE'RE DOING this, not be- 
cause Baldwin has played poorly, 
but because Franks has played so 
well the last two or three weeks," 
Rutigliano said. "This is a reward 
for Elvis. He has improved be- 
cause he is more mature, and big- 
ger and stronger." 
Franks has brought his weight up 
to 260 pounds, from the 238 he 
weighed when he first came into 
theleague. 
"Sure I'm pleased, but I know 
I've got to keep doing the job," said 
Franks about nis new assignment. 
"I was always too light and not 
strong enough against the running 
game. The funny thing is that, last 
year when we came back from the 
strike, my weight was up to 272 and 
I got fined for it." 
As recently as two weeks ago, 
Rutigliano was saying that Franks 
was still deficient against the run, 
but he proved his ability with his 
seven tackles on Sunday - half of 
what Baldwin has had all season - 
and he made life miserable for 
Gifford Nielsen with the pressure 
he kept on him. 
THE' BROWNS will be looking 
for the same kind of pressure Sun- 
day in Milwaukee against Green 
Bay's Lynn Dickey, the often-in- 
jured Packer quarterback whose 
statistics are fifth best in the 
league. 
Dickey, whose key targets are 
wide receivers James Lofton and 
John Jefferson and tight end Paul 
Coffman, has 171 completions in 
270 attempts for 2,678 yards and 18 
touchdowns. He's been intercepted 
14 times. 
"You stop them by getting to 
Dickey," Rutigliano said. "If you 
saw the Packers beat the Redskins 
a couple of Mondays ago, you saw 
what they can do to a defense when 
Dickey has time to throw." 
suffered from serving errors early in 
the fifth game, but the Falcons tallied 
the nine points on impressive digs and 
kills to win the match. 
"This was one of the few times that 
the momentum changed back and 
forth from team to team," Van De 
Walle said. "But we weren't going to 
quit." 
An impressive performance was 
given by senior spiker Julaine Flick 
with 17 kills and three errors in 32 
attempts. 
The spikers will face the Rockets in 
a rematch again tomorrow in Centen- 
nial Hall, at 7 p.m. 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - 
at home against Toledo and East- 
ern Michigan. (11 a.m. tomorrow 
at Forrest Creason golf course). 
VOLLEYBALL - against Toledo. 
(Tomorrow 7 p.m. at Toledo). 
-sports/cap- 
SOCCER — at home against Xa- 
vier. (2 p.m. Sunday at Mickey 
Cochrane field). 
FOOTBALL — at home against 
Ball State. (1:30 p.m. tomorrow at 
Doyt L. Perry Field). 
HOCKEY — against Michigan 
State. (7:30 tonight and tomorrow 
at Michigan State). 
RUGBY - at Ohio Championship. 
(12:30 tomorrow in Columbus). 
Campbell ready for Cincinnati 
CINCINNATI (AP) -The 
Houston Oilers' new Coach 
Chuck Studley doesn't pull 
any punches when he dis- 
cusses his winless team's 
plight. 
Studley, a former coach 
at the University of Cincin- 
nati and the Cincinnati 
Bengals told a Wednesday 
telephone news coference, 
"It's dfficult to look any- 
where and find a light at 
the end of the tunnel. We 
can't fall back on anything. 
We have to score and we 
don't." 
THE OILERS, 0-9, host 
the Bengals, &6, Sunday at 
the Astrodome. 
Studley, defensive coach 
for the San Francisco 49ers 
,«hp defeated the. Bengals 
uitbe 1981 Super Bowl, 
succeeded Ed Biles at 
Houston. Biles, a Cincin- 
nati native, formerly 
coached Xavier University 
here. 
"The last two weeks, 
against Kansas City and 
Cleveland, we have had 
opportunities to win. Both 
games went into overtime, 
and we lost when our kick- 
ing game broke down. 
We're limited in certain 
areas with our personnel. 
We're really struggling, 
and that's a candid analy- 
sis," said Studley. 
Despite Studley's com- 
plaints, fullback Earl 
Campbell, who has been 
outwith a groin injury, is 
expected back to play Sun- 
day. 
"He's healthy. He's re- 
ady to go, and by game 
time Earl should be 100 
percent," Studley said. 
STUDLEY SAID he 
thinks the Oilers quar- 
terback, Gifford Nielsen, 
has been "playing as well 
as he can play, without a 
running attack, we're 
handicapped. What more 
can you ask of him." 
In Cincinnati, Coach 
Forrest Gregg said he 
won't decide who will be 
his starting quarterback 
until Sunday. 
Veteran Ken Anderson 
and backup Turk Schonert, 
who led the team to two 
consecutive victories, al- 
ternated running the of- 
fense   in   practice 
Wednesday. 
"Nothing I saw today 
leads me to make a deci- 
sion. We'll study the prac- 
tic films in the morning 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE/ECAP 
PRESENTS 
TALKIN' 'BOUT LOVE 
■N COCWWTKX WITH TMt ElHMC CULTURAL ARTS MOGAAM 
November 1 - 4 
JOE    E.    BROWN 
THEATRE 8:00 PAA 
TICKETS $1.50 AT THE DOOR 
HOWARD'S^ 
MARY MARTIN 
AND THE  NINTH STREET  TUNAS 
3-4-5 NO COVER 
12 bg news/novemDer 4.1963 
PARTY BEFORE THE POLLS" 
3:PM-8:PM 
RIDAY NOVEMBER, 4TH wflDd 
FREE BUSES 
FROM THE UNION 
classifieds 
rsnrni rues n «f p« ftw.n.M HMn •OLD Tvpt so* ex*e ear as 
AtXHouxaMTy 25 to 30 space* per kxt 
1 ■ 1 ONLY   ' -x» meidman Itoow rxareon 
c*>ru*rcrn nan wng> k> rat-o/oa. puttc ««• um «s ~ "earae 
ONCE 10- !••« «w al rsgu*» «M Iharssna. 
D~ckn. lo. tf*>anga • 2 Oavs r»kx. ««•>' "< 00 o m FMs»a400pm ■*• 
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
ATTENTION AU STUDENTS/TA 
CULTY/STAFF ( ORGANIZATIONS 
The 1983/84 SturMnt Orgentzekone 
Orectory • I iliMi now tl me 
One* ol Student OrgeruMone. 405 
SluOent Serveee Busurtg 
Attention Eduction ksskxs i Fee- 
usrrl F.ll Workehop saoneore* by 
SHE A onSHHo.il 
8.00 In Business 
Bkfg. Topic: Hea.ee apart In case- 
room priaMled by Mery Jen* 
Spencer ol Toledo Bode. 
BO   Coop Nureary School Oarage 
Sole. 40 faaiMel. Mo». 4, Sara - low. 
Noe.S. sem-Jpm. Something lor ev- 
eryone - lumiture. h-hoM. clothes. 
booke end more. Beked poods too 
Old Kiogor Store, N. MoM. Spece 
doneted by Kroner. 
Frande ol the MM Ubrerlee * 
Center to. Archival Coescaone ere 
sponsoring a book ft record safe. 
Sat. Nov S. 9am-5pm BOSU Li- 
brary • Room 122. papettjac**. re- 
corda. > books'" 
Natl Org lor Women Program Fan 
"Roara the Riveter" Tuee No* a. 
7 30 pm Methodlat Church. 1508 E 
Wooater 
CMCAOO EXTRAVAOANZA 
WIN A TRt» FOR TWO TO CreV 
CAGO. DRAWING NOV. ITH AT 
HEETINO. SEE ANY WOMEN IN 
BUSINESS MEMBER FOR TICKETS 
OR CALL LINDA AT 351-1382 
LOST AND FOUND 
Lost 3 month old gray lotion around 
the N Enterprise and Ridge area 
REWARD Please cat 354 1105 
LOST One Red wallet on Monday 
mght It round please call 354-2213 
or 372-2*01 and aak lor Sieve 
founrjurnbresa  «i   US Education 
Ca« 352-591 5-Triad 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FOUTS  TYPING   Excelent quaky. 
60- per page 889-2579 alter em 
TYPING" 
Dxssertsbons. thaaia ate 
352 0835 or 372-2281 
Expert Typing 
Reasonable Rates 
Cal 352-7305 altar 5 30pm 
Ruthie's Sewing and AkeraMons 
Letters and rastgnaes on rackets and 
sweaters    Al   garments   muat   be 
dean 352 7288 
Al your lypmg needa 
ProteasioneJ ( Quick 
352-4017 
Word Processing lor r*<aarch pa- 
pers, resumes, theeta, d-saertatione. 
etc Cat PWP - 352-2838 
PERSONALS 
A bearak a< entry gMe are* fays, 
Ceaed the Kepeat and tlgrne CM. 
know how to end the week kset 
rtafa, by gaWag tseaSin lor a Ha 
Frtaey MgMI Hal excModl 
lave. Has Kagaaa 
AU. IWEATPANTl 
«».*• H00M-II2.N 
LAKE am SPORTS 
MMeMMOM 
LAKE ERIE SPORTS 
Amy llealhaiingto^ 
I'm so aadkM to nave you lor my I. 
•"> oanT wait M me "big'' day. Gat 
peyched, l aura ami Gemma PI* Beta 
Love. Your big 
A M0HT AT THE OPERAI 
November 9. io. and n 
Tlcketa SB 50  «4 00, and S2 50 
Buy now. 2 lor II 
AMNEICFUKT 
CONGRATS ON YOUR DELT — AXO 
LAVAUERMGI I LOVE YA BOTH - 
CARA' 
MMD BRENNER SHOW M Spin. 
ass Sakxday Mght Don't Mats If For 
S3 reserved seats cal 372-2701 
*o»e»Kj 1 leer Might 
Tlcketa sal avwl at 
Union ticket office to. 3 hrs 
ol Matraght Bowing thai Fit 
Tk*ete mduda: 
3 bears. 2 hotdoga 
Total Price On*/ (8 00 
•ASHRapROCKJ 
FOR THE BEST PRICES 
N TOWN. ALWAYS 
BIG KM. 
HAPPY BaRTHOAY OLONAI YOU'RE 
THE GREATEST BIG M THE 
WORLD GET READY TO BE MUNI 
LOVE, LX KATHY 
Cartye Anthony 
When the candle was pessed around 
the fourtn ame. wa thought someone 
was k*v. But, then you bksw that 
canoto out. Congrats on your *n- 
gagamant to Brian! 
•PUSH HappyHour*' 
today at Msrk'a 4-7 p m. 
Come «w> the Pi Kappa to. 
S WSSKaaWlO WaVltl-Up 
ChK) Bag, Ama Sage: 
The and ol my stnhg was the begin- 
ning ol a nanbow. I'm to lucky to have 
you to. my big' {I at* owe you tor the 
toast') Love. Your UM* - Judy 
Congratuawons Sendee Horton 1 
Hoes Duabar on your engagement 
I'm glad Cnrietmaa came narty too! 
Too bad » couldn't be a White 
Chrtotmae l couldn't be happasr tor 
you both II! Love. Your Roomie 
DOLL FACE 
LOOKING    FORWARD    TO    OUR 
LUNCH DATE. SEE YOU THEN! 
Don't torgat, your I 
MM aaslcaatona era du* by NOV. 
li You haw orey 12 men Says 
Don't mass out 
Draw Deweon - Good krok m the 
soccer game thai waMasnd. From an 
admirer In your nsarkeaiu dees 
DZ Pledges - Your I 
vary Momaasva. we're aura are vrl 
hew* 20 dates each now to our next 
dale party! Low, Your DZ Sailers 
PI Kappa PN "P.U.S.H. WEEK '83" 
Paay urea tor *aa Severely Hand 
Icapped. won't you hasp ua. task) 
tararr 
EFSC TREENO - Happy 21M BMh- 
day Oaailil Can'i wa* to csash.ass 
watl you. Low*, Amy 
HIIRH £X*s3e*BsCt applcaaona 
are due NOV. IS. Don't mats your 
chance to get the experience' 
E-O.a-P.'a. 
THE TBMF ■ DMWsNO NUN. NO 
NEED TO WORRY, NO NOD TO 
FEAR. VERY SOON YOU WaU SEE 
JUST WHO YOUR BNM TURN OUT 
TO Bit WE LOVE YA LOTS, THE 
OAaaMAPHI'l. 
BASH RapROCKI 
FOR THE BUT PRICES 
M TOWN, ALWAYS 
SRWM CAROL 1 M RENES, 
THANKS FOR ALL THE LOVE AND 
UNDERSTANDING    YOU    HAVE 
GIVEN ME PEE WEE YOU TOO. 
LOVE  YA LOTS,  LITTLE KB YOU 
KNOW WHO 
Hay Big Uaa (Sugee). 
■"V Will CJKT»a>   ITIMI 
My Big Sat turned out to be you 
I got • "my way- 
Have a Happy BHhdayl 
Love ya - Your CM O LI Snarl 
HOUDAVBaN'-'MTV 
HAPPY HOUR 
ALL DAY ALL WGMT 
ALL THE TIME' 
J*nny Grove. - I'm real, gad that I 
had you tor my aamporary TJ end rm 
hophg that youl ptok ma tor your 
"tear big. (Remember   height m not 
la tactcr larat) Lets try tor Thin. 
Nov 10 tor Marganas with our 
Kraiy Kappa noorraaa! Love. Annette 
Kappa Kappa Pen—el II would he 
might sporting of you to attend our 
Mgti dees Me at me Sigma Chi 
County Oub. Our Fiat daaa me* «■ 
be looking torwwd to daavar a tovW 
•me to you Aral ckass kamaae ma Hoe 
aranlng. 
BWdtog  you  a  tond  adaau.   Sktrna 
CMa 
Kappa  Skjs - wa can't wait untl 
tonight tor a great time of swinging 
and swaying Ba there1 Love Th* 
DaaZaaa 
KAREN MAVITY, HAPPY BaTTHOAY. 
YOU WILD WOMAN' YOU CAN BE 
SURE WELL FUD THAT KEG TO 
MGHT WE LOVE YAI THE BURGER 
BtJNCH BROM BaUJEVaJJE. P.8. 
WHERE IN THE HECK IS BELLEVUE 
ANYWAY? IS IT «N C**»» 
Katen-my l\ Wench. 
So how a Na? I raaly ma* our 
midnight rune I anna I a la only 
•ma wa ah. Don't ba * sMnger; 
coma van or cal Good luck on the 
omce  Love ya. Am 
•PUSH Happy Houra' 
today at Mart's 4 7 pm 
Come axn the PI Kappa lor 
a weak and warm up! 
LAURA CANNON 
Hippy 21st. I hop* you have an 
exceeent day and a great weekend, 
you deserve I. Love you, Laura 
Dingadori, your one In a maaon. 
happy BMhday! Luv JageM, 
ULKARYN. 
I'M SO EXCITED TO HAVE YOU AS 
MY UTTLE! DO YOU KNOW IT WAS 
ME - DID ALL THE MEN GIVE YOU 
A CLUE? I LOVE MY UTTLE! 
LOVE. TRACEY 
LI" Pern Goiter 
Welcome to the lamay Warn you 
eurpneed when the cencaa wee blown 
out? You're a greet addition to a great 
ramty Get ready tor some fun timee 
togetbe.1 DZ Lew* 1 al ours Bag 
Dans B S Grand Bag Kathi M. 
LXSTEPHAME- 
I'M SO EXCTTED TO HAVE YOU AS 
MY SECOND UTTLEtl DID I HAVE 
YOU FOOLED? I LOVE MY UTTUEII 
LOVE. CARA OXOXO 
I hope your day a a* special as you 
' 211 
Love. Sherry 
Uaa S. (my real big). 
Happy 20th Birthday" Beware - It* 
caarar can work against you tonight. 
Love Always. JurS 
Uaa, The weather that pest month he* 
bean rahy. but being with you has 
made my days ful of sunshine 
Dean 
LITTLE ANNE SKUCE AMD CHRtS 
McCONALD. 
CLUE #4: 
GO TO THE HOUSE WHERE THE 
CRESCENT  MOON  SHMES,  FOR 
THERE    YOU    WILL    FIND 
FPJENOSHIPS AT ALL TIMES! 
YOUR BIGS LOVE YOUI 
LMa Beck DM 
One weak down and one to go. 
Van it! ba over and you wU know. 
Have a great weekend at homel 
love. Your Big 
Una Karen Kraok - Want yea ear- 
dl? I know an an gomg to 
■ tun tilled year together. Lave 
LmsUaaSkoog. 
You're probably wondering "who can 
my big her and   how much longer la* 
11 get to see?" I canl al you now but 
soon you w* Imd. it's lust you I me 
Md. ware two ol a kind. 
Love. Your Bag 
LMa Machete. We welcome you to 
la lemay Becky was so gad lo 
meat, you Can I adopt your roonv 
lassa too? Love Bag Nancy, Ua* 1 
Becky 
ANNETTE MESE 
Bring ma ad in and get 
1 tree hoi ludgs sundae 
or chocolete sundae 
LK-1450E  Wooater St 
No stringsExt«es 11/11/83 
lOrequaed 
ELECT 
a»*TJLAH FIX.TON 
TeaVO. 
COLkNCIl-AT-LAROE 
Paid lor by committee to 
Ewct Shesah Fuson Counolal-Large 
Devid Fulton. Treaeurer 
515 Lorraine. B.G   43402 
MAYBEHBYRFD 
IWprllaal'llal'kg   Rtlf WaVO 
VoleMaybarry 
I Makea A Dnaranos 
■Id tor by MaytMny tor Count 
Commmee.Wgna Rendat 
lakman. 117 E. Evan 
Men ol BOSU and abroad - WATCH 
OUTII 'cause the AJphs XT* ere 
'roundtog up" dates tor the. roo- 
'Alpha Xi Data Fat Round Up- 
November 12 
asWKEY 
HAVE   A  FUN  WEEKEND.   HOPE 
YOU   FALL   AND   BREAK   SOME 
THUG aVaPORT ANTI 
MJ   Beeg  Hug,  LYVM.  and Rug 
You. Bettoree PJ 
From one Sheryi Ann to another. I 
ffank you're great and rm proud and 
exceed to have you ea my big1 
ON-O lava and rtane. A Twin 
Taaal.l am nasty aorry about Tuaaday 
mght I re* karrUe and I aaaure you It 
*4J NEVER happen again. Sony 
•tan 
Love. Jtmbo 
To my Bag-Law Hormal. 
Tm ao Mtasd to hav* you for my beg. 
thanks tor everything you've done eo 
far - I thank you're GREAT' 
Love, axathy 
To my Carm Bag Karen Ovendort. 
Happy Earty Balhday to me Beel AX 
Big' Your Cemi Use bvee yout 
Oayb 
I sea • avatyWng must go 
Drafting or arSet SabtM. turmture 
Lore of mac I tooa. 211 Baldwln- 
mnj me weekend 10am? 
OR FUCKENGER (Crtrn. Justice) 
Bring tat ad In t gat 
lime He), burger 
LK 1460 E. Wooete. St. 
No aemga-expirea 11/11/83 
CREOUMED 
la my  heart. Take ttmo to sntoy 
llilllff. I toe* you. ImHe tar me. 
Ma Lady's 
tweede open Sunday November 8th 
12 00-4 00    Special   Parent's   day 
east prtoaa al day. Frt-Set-Sun 
PI Kappa PM "PUSH WEEK 83" 
Pay unt* tor the Severely Hand 
Icapped. won't you tab us , hato 
FREE WASH COUPON 
M TODAY'S HEWS 
KaajCSCOIN LALasDRY 
76IS MAaV, 
Congraaasatora   Sendee   Horton  to 
your angagaiiie.it to Roaa Oueber 
He reefy muat be e "apacaar omce. < 
e goneamaiil Were eo happy tor 
youll Love, your Dae Go* Bliliti 
To My Ease. Cohens-Keep up the 
good |ob! Trar* poafevel Tammy, gha 
youreen a ohsnos Kathy. I love my 
tooma. PI Alpral Seek together and 
wel make It. L I L. Ann 
To la Oka and Paants of   The 
D.A.RE    today 
tttvough 11f*rU. 
PJEC CLUBPJRC 
RUN FOR LIFE 
NOV. It 
REOalTER AT THE SJ 
01 psyched tor a wonderful weak- 
end wan Mom and Dad I trar* wa al 
deserve I. Mom'* and Dad's we're al 
so happy to Itav* you hare, enjoy 
your vawii We know wa win 
T* ska aasa of Cora*. tndHom: 
Thanks tor a greet party I Let's de H 
Tickets sal aval at 
Union scket oblce tor 3 hrs. 
of MkJnigN Bowing lha Fd 
Tlcketa Include 
3 bear*, 2 hot dogs 
Total Price Orey S8.00 
FOR THE BEST PRICES 
M TOWN, ALWAY8I 
PaaaaTa aaxesM-SiaJW. RM Caa- 
IANDI sXJWLBY-You're 21. wel on 
your way. may Ha Sunday be a 
Pamaslae of 1st too, ease North 
TUEBOAY, NOvTfj 
VOTSNOONiaatlfS,.,. AND! 
LSsO a sssrohlng tor an eaililal to 
the Naaonal. Seat* A Commurvly 
AfasTS Co-ordtoetor I kaaieslsd. 
pksase ptok up an sppocabon In 405 
Student Sarvtoaa. Oaf kuunedll 
W.T. COOOaaOTOtt 
rm ao exceed tor Ms iiiaalnndi >■ 
so nice to have you out to Bowing 
Green 1'tb.i apeaei IM* for me. 
Thanks tor making I al work out. 
Love Always. Your Laughtor. Dans 
Happy Bklhdev - Retorae 
RMge Street ChrteSrae gfrT I orsft 
a. Sat.. Nov. 5, 10am- 8pm 
•PUSH. Happy Hours 
today al Mark's 4-7 p.m. 
come loin the Pi Kappe 
tor a weekend warm-up! 
Fla 1 ATO* Grab your alaeta and 
put acme aural leavee In your hajr. 
cauae • a TOGA TaVtE with the AD- 
PTs. 
DON'T READI ctub Virgin M looking 
for a R-n-R toad vocaasi Senoue 
nqukiee orly Cal 372-4838 
Warned A hot gal tor a birthday boy 
Path For a free trial dele cal 352 
9301 
Improve Memory with Hypnoea 
352-8777 
DON KNOX A ANDY ORFFIN 
PUT MAYaERRY ON THE MAP 
YOU CAR PUT MAYBERRY 
ON CITY COUNCIL 
Paid tor by Meytxarry lor Counca 
Committee, vrgave Randel Che. 
117 E Even 
OCTPtMOHAL 
Order a cake for that turkey In you. 
We. BQ Cake and Sekoon Dekvery 
3S2-OI23. 
KC-83 Oarletiaa Conference 26.- 
•M CasMSXt students Be pert of 
Metory In making Hear BW Ora- 
ham. Jeer. mcDowwX Find out more 
mfo. Cal JSM2M. 
Weal la By haaaa tor aaray from 
haaw) ever break? Call Jayne Rol- 
ler, BOSU Travel Satoe Rep. al 372- 
4171 lor greet Isres 
THE FALCON lAARCMtttO BANOI 
Capture la excitement of the 1983 
season, order your stum or cassette 
today! Orey $8 00 ea Charge thru 
la Bursar Cal u Band* at 372- 
2181. 
WANTED 
100% anal materiel: eat dothee, 
sktrt*. shirts, blankets etc lor rug 
itardng Wl buy CHEAP Cal Barb 
823-3033 nocafl 8- 10pm. 
Mass or Female rmte Own room, 
»125 00/mo I 1/2 ua Just remod- 
eled I car pa led No aasa. no dap 
located « Gypsy Lane CllaH*. It 
nterestod contact Scott at Jeans N 
Things or cal 354-2240 site. 8PM 
ATTENTION: F RMTE" Need a place 
to ava spring tamaaUr? A on* room 
apartmenl tor rent real close to cem- 
pual Cheap Cheap Cheap Cheep 
Cal now batora rts too saa-354- 
1243 
Female companion to ahare turn apt. 
Free for company. 352 9188. 
NasaWDilN iiallltoeaabseeeetwo 
aSJaSssasl sat-, apring aaraaeter. 
Cteaa to campus..-doae to Uptown! 
«- 362-7101. 
F. nonsmoking rmte Moa apt Spr 
Sam. S85 00 and uH. Good location 
Cal snar 4:30 362-3238  
Need 1 maa roonvraas tor Spring 
tematar Low rant, bag fumahed 
apt. You pay orey tor eMctrtc. CM 
aoon-382-0530 
m 
HELP WANTED 
Posaca paMonare needed to expkWi 
knporlant pubac related aauee Earn 
S3.36 - 7 36/rtr Contact Raw « 
882-8204 Dave Young, 6151 Mon- 
roe SUBS21S 
Need some extra money? KNOW 
AMYTHWG about erxountJng? Cal 
Brenda al 354 3093 
Tech Wring Grad Student needs 
pegee ol text intended tor rxibacatUn 
10 Edit Free 1 confOentai Cal 352- 
8312 
FOR SALE 
74 AMC Matador 
Low uesegs No Rual 
S500 or Beet otter 
364-2132 
Large dorm refrigerator Excel cond 
•7500  Cal 354-1871 after 5 30 
pm 
FOR SALE Mene Fttecrss Ski Boots 
Wermedate/Advanced atyta - Exeat- 
ant Cond  - Fas size 8-1/2 - 2 yrs 
old   $85   Cal 354-1073 
For Rent Dec 15 Ihru Aug. 20. 
1984 2 bedrm lownhouee apt on 
S Summl $235 plus stsc 6 gas- 
/month Cal 3526787 after 5 pm 
Stereo tor Sato separate compo- 
nents, sold w/or without cabinet, eel 
352-3885 
DIAMOND PANG - 2 SM 01- 
AMONDS IN 14k BAND $75 OR 
WILL DISCUSS CALL AMY 2-3514 
IFNOANS CALL 2-1414 
Beautiful Ctondee lor seas ( 8 • weak 
old cocker spaniel puppiesi AKC. 
with papers. $150 Contact 372 
2079 01592 7331 - Keep trying 
FOR RENT 
1 bdrm turn apt adlacent often 
towers. Aval Dec. 20. $200 mo 6 
kwrutl 354-1753 or 352-3408 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 2BORM APT 
E REED FOR SPR SEM CALL 
BETH. 354-1164 OR CHERI, 352- 
0988 
2 bdrm turn apt Next to campus 
Close to town 352-9302 
RENT FREE TU. JAN I F RMTE 
NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
MCE FURNISHED APT $10000 
PER MO PLUS ELECTRIC 352- 
8271 
Need 4m female I 
352-7365 
in 2 bdrm  apt 
Ntoa 2 bdrm. apt. axallabie 2nd 
semester. Tenant pays only lights. 
Reasonable, call John Newto.s Reel 
Estate 3524)663. 
Apartment avaaable 
Cal after 5 pm 
352-6215 
1 bdrm unturnaned apt Free heat - 
cornea n handy on those cold writer 
nights Free sewer and water too' 
Cal Newlove Mgmt - 352-5820 
THE PERFECT APARTMENT!! Vary 
dose to campus, tree heat, turn .one 
bdrm apt to subktl Spr Sam Perfect 
kx 1 Or 2 rmmtesor married coupto 
Cat 354-2850 or 352-5620 and ask 
about 228 S coasca. Apt D 
Thurstin Apa has two opts svassba 
lor 2nd semester Efficiency, lury 
carpeted. capktvaion 451 Thursbn 
Cat 362 5435 
Rmte needed to stars 2 bdrm 
bouse Aval rnmccaslol, $150'mo 
SUN Good location Cal 362-4511 
i ^l^^R,^ll^ 
PKH'XRMION 
NtRVK r 
Presents the MOVIE for this week 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
•" ORDINARY PEOPLE 
210 Math - Sci 7:00, 9:30 
M.50w/ID 
s|  \!|\ \K"- 
I ' ik\1IM 
/ S \ I 
(,MAI X (Ml 
INMiKM \ I IIIN 
IM I  \»l   <   \l I 
COt4GRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS OF THE 
EX "A" ALL-CAMPUS CHAMPION 
FOOTBALL TEAM: 
J. Dorner 
J. WENGER 
B. PETERSON 
M. CRUMP 
T. CAPPADORA 
T. BRENAN 
J. SARRINGAR 
S. WHITE 
M. CANNELLA 
B. LONG 
J. BELL 
R. RUFF 
GLAD TO BE PART OF A WINNING TRADITION. COA CH
 
BOGUE 
ACROSS 
1 Crjrdaoe) plant 
5 Fllzoaraid's forte 
10 Superlative 
ending 
13 Love, In Lerlde 
14 Popular name In 
Pans 
15 Mimic 
16 Equestrienne 
SAW 
18 JacotVe brother 
19 Influence 
MSeetofauthonty 
22 Large or imall 
23 Wetzmannof 
Israel 
24 Woman of Hawaii 
27 Interrupted a 
,   conversation 
30 Surrounded by 
31 Qeorgeotlest 
32 "Golden 
Treasury'' work 
33 Noted puppeteer 
34 Pulitzer Prize 
novel by Edna 
Ferber 
35 Double 
36 Poetic 
contraction 
37 Broad expenses 
36 Light craft 
39 Natural powers 
41 Sudden outbreaks 17 
42 Fathers 
43 Blackbird 21 
44 Part ot the street 23 
scene 24 
46 Dependence 25 
50 Student's 26 
purchase 27 
51 Ben Hur, for one 28 
53 Orders al the bar 
54 Tidal flow 29 
55 Shelter Fr. 
56 Distress signal 31 
57 Weaver's reeds 34 
58 Recess 
35 
DOWN 37 
1 Fsstener 
2 Oriental ruler 38 
3 Style 
4 Urgent 40 
5 Cook with fat 41 
6 Underweter reel    43 
7 Wavy 44 
8 Elver 
9 Aboil 
10 English race 
course 
11 Conneryof 
Edinburgh 
12 Make level 
15 Home on the 
heights 
Oscar winner 
(with "The'l 
Oversets 
Evert-Lloyd 
Unculth/sted lend 
With force 
Game like quoits 
Ice solids 
No member of the 
brain trust 
National birds In 
Oahu 
Wet blankets? 
Botany and 
biology 
Sheer cotton 
fabric 
Site of the 
Taj Mahal 
Something 
bizarre 
Haycocks 
Contradlcta 
Jovial 
Down with. 
French style 
Virtuoso's 
specialty 
Latest fad 
Mountain at north 
end of Deed Sea 
Food fish 
Estrada of TV 
March or Linden 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
' ■ • ? • ■ i I It <} ■<• I 1 Tl                17- 1 r II ■ !T)     } ■ 
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ELECT 
SHEILAH FULTON 
TO 
BOWLING GREEN 
COUNCIL-AT-LARGE 
On Issue 1: Because you are a responsible adult. 
1/OXF   * *NO"   °n ,88ue 2: Because minority rule should not finance state Government. 
v
 
v
-
f
 * *-•       * ™ V-*7        On Issue 3: Because your education costs are High Enough. 
PAID FOR BY COMMITTEE TO ELECT SHEILAH FULTON COUNCIL-AT-LARGE   DAVID FULTON, TREASURER. 515 LORRAINE AVE . B.G , OH 43402 

This is a special sports edition of Friday. It was 
written by the sports staff to salute the sane and 
sometime insane world of BG athletics. 
On the cover is the sports staff at their best - 
front row, sports editor Tom Hisek, sports re- 
porter Jean Dimeo; back row, staff reporter 
Mark Di Vincenzo, sports reporter Ted Paa- 
sante, assistant sports editor Marc Delph, sports 
reporter Steve Quinn. 
Contributing photographers for the center- 
page spread were Patrick Sandor, Cari Lee 
Cuani, Phil Masturzo and Jim Borgen. 
Success Athlete Tim Hack 
.....page 3 
BG Soccer 
.....page 4 
Basketball Recruits 
.....page 5 
Football 'Crazies' 
.page 6 
Troy Dawson 
 page 7 
Canadian Hockey 
 page S 
T.V. Listings 
...page 9-12 
coupon coupon $5    $5.00 OFF     $5 
any purchase of $25.00 or more 
Other Specials: 
• Lime hoods, crew and pants - 30% OFF. 
• FREE Nike or Adidas t-shht with purchase of shoes. 
• FREE cover with purchase of racquet over $30. 
• Largest selection - BEST prices - check it out! 
• Basketball, aerobic, running shoes. 
Lake Erie Sports, Inc. 
Your total Sprotswear headquarters in BG 
352-8874 522 E. Wooster 
No otter discounts apply    only  one coupon pet purchase 
exp  11 18-83 
BGSC1 Board of Student Publications 
is Now Accepting 
Applications for 
new/ 
JERRY       FRANK    JEANNINE 
ANDERSON    VENNER     LAUBER 
STAN JOHN 
STACHAK   GILLESPIE 
CONCERNED... CARING... COMMITTED. 
ITS OUR PEOPLE THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE. 
AT 6:00 AND 11:00 PM 
FREE DRY 
TO ALL 
WALK-IN CUSTOMERS 
7 a.m. to Midnight 
At. . . 
WOOSTER 
COIN 
LAUNDRY 
Thru Saturday Midnight 
Located Behind Open Pantry 
- NO CARS, PLEASE - 
• ALVtM ANO THf   CM»- 
MUNKt 
JIM«  LITTU1 
AITT Of miHO HUMAN 
AIMMIC OANCING 
MfM MMIOf rOOT«AU. 
11:00 
• ■   MNJI.   ZAX   ANO 
THE A4.ltN PfllNCf 
■ CORONATION STRICT 
I 
Mt 
I S purrv / scooav ooo / 
SCHOOL MOUSE ROCK 
« 3-2-1 CONTACT 
INSIDE      BUSINESS 
TODAY 
KSFN. S*ORTSW«K mi 
1 1:30 
STHE MUPPETS 
CORONATION STREET 
■ UGS BUNNV / ftOAD 
RUNNER 
■ AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 
/ INCREDIBLE HULK 
QJI MOVING RIGHT ALONG 
Stop The World   Mego- WaMi 
to   Gat   Off      A  young  gnl   lee** 
■atponubla    for    her    parent* 
■mpenAno.  divorce   reeuliatg m  a 
, car earn   achon   ti-.ii   laa vat   her 
phyascaky ataaed Q 
0 MOV*   **     Tar fan And 
Trie Valley Of Goad   HM8I Me.* 
Marry. Nancy Kovack 
IB MAGfC Of DECOR*TlVE 
PAINTING 
(ESPN) ALPINE SKI SCHOOL 
0r"*"< Strug ' Tha prograa 
fcon beyond tfriermaduMa *0 pare! 
W akentj. a form arhjch provide* 
tha oraaeaat control and creativity 
(TMC1 MOVIC ***', Tha 
Day nwEarm Stood St* ItfSI) 
Mchaai Rama. Pea-cia Neei 
AfTEWaoOW 
ItiOO 
O HOW THE WEST WAS 
WON 
(WRESTLING 
SUGS BUNNV / NOAO 
RUNNER 
8 NCAA FOOTBALL 
NEW TECH TIMES hbcho- 
IM Johnaon loot a ai tha Playboy 
Channel and rkacuaaea Ma potarv 
taalof   aiiabotnt   computer* 
0 QUILTING 
(ESPN) SPORTSCCNTER 
12:90 
• BUGS BUNNV / ROAD 
RUNNER 
ITHUNOARft 
DINNER AT JULIA'S A 
apaoal barbacua faaimmg goat 
-chaaaa grraa X>» a raaaon to wait 
a goat chaaaa factory rahae guaai 
chaf franco* KNMMI prepare* 
Dunganaaa crab tie— Q 
• VICTORY GARDEN Sob 
Thornton deatuaaaa landecapatg 
■howl how to two potatoaa. and 
ptfara hpa on aai rmpfowwnant 
M 
♦ESPN) AUTO RACING NAS- 
CAR (at 100" Ifrom North Wev 
aaboro. N C I mi 
1100 
afj MOVIE *** "Tha Lonp- 
atl Yard     119741 lurt  Reynold* 
Edrke Albert 
O CELEBRITY TENNIS 
!FAT ALBERT 
KIOSVVONLD 
• WORLD OF   COOK- 
ING ' Hong Kong: A Cantonaaa 
Mam.   (R) 
0 MOVIE   ***    lawman 
II97II   Biat   la 
(TWO MOVIE *» H Mon*Q- 
noT" (1SS2) Chmtopher Reeve 
Ganevteva BufOk* 
IttO 
O CPL FOOTBALL WatnJpay 
Shea Sombara at Toronto Argo- 
nauta 
afj CHLDMNS FCM FES- 
TIVAL 
•    HIGH    SCHOOL    OUI7 
Bawtmg Groan va. Kooaford 
afj   ALL   NEW   THIS   OLD 
r 
MOUSE Sob Vao maaacta tha 
compeaiod roundairon of tha now 
•oiar houaa and diacuaaaa ad* 
tronal wta preparabon 
S)      COMPUTER.      PRO 
GRAMME 
2:00 
« WILD KINGDOM 
MOVIE   **    A Gunhghl 
11*711    Kek    Oouglaa     Johnny 
Caah 
fj VIETNAM A TELEVI- 
SION HISTORY America a 
foamy (1954 IK)I Tha war •* 
aaan through tha perepacitvoa of 
Vrotcong guarAa* North VBH 
nameae laadara and emfcena and 
by Amancan prtaonara of war at 
Hanoi Q 
09     AMERICAN     GOVERN- 
MENT SURVEY 
(ESPN) INS.OE FOOTBALL 
2:30 
) STAR TREK 
AMERICAN GOVERN- 
MENT SURVEY 
(ESPN) ALPINE SKI SCHOOL 
Oynermc Sk«og 'ha prooyaa 
**xi bayond *ntarma<feata to para* 
•at akartg a. form arhich provide* 
tha greeieii control and creativity 
Oil 
JOO 
afj CHILE: TEN YEARS 
AFTER An eaarrwtaimn of tha 
widaapraad oppOft>on to tha 
Prnochat rogana. woraanmg aco- 
norrwc condrtrona and govarnmant 
rapraaaron aualng tan yaara aftar 
a auccaaatul coup agamai demo 
orabcaHy alactad aooakai Praat- 
dant Sahrador AManda ra preaani- 
ad 
0 AN EVENING WITH 
CHUCK MANGIONE Trumpet 
pfcayar Chuck Manpione and laa 
Quart*! parlorm a rattmctiva btand 
of muarcal atyaw footurmg aur. 
baaadaandpop 
■SPNI SPORTSWEEK (R) 
(TMCI MOVIE * * ' i Stal Of 
ThaN^hl' MM2)f«ovSchorda>. 
Mary.St.aap 
MO 
O 0 NCAA TODAY 
W     MOVIE     **        Jannrtar 
11B7BI l .««,Paakan  Bart Convy 
fESPM TOP HANK   BOXING 
From laf ayana la IK 
2:46 
O • NCAA FOOTBALL 
4aflO 
0) SPORTSWORLO Schad- 
-*ad CART Phoan.. 150 auto 
raoa. tha Woman a World Body 
buaring Champronahv (from Cal- 
gary. Atjwia. Canada! 
fVj     AMATEUR     SOKINQ 
USA Va. rrafand 
m FIRING LINE Should 
Amarrea Ba BAnguU?" Pro 
Arnold S Torroa. notional OMCU- 
bva dvactor lor tha Laagua of 
Lfhttad Labn Amaraan Crtoana. 
Con. Airutar Etnom. aocrolograt a* 
Gaorga Waahrngion Unwrorarty 
ana daactor of tha Can tar for Poa- 
cy Raaaarch 
4:30 
O SPORTSWEEKENO 
(Joaiad In Progroaal Sohadufad 
M^*oht» of tha Canadian Arm 
WraaAng Chamf>onahpa (horn 
Edmonton. Atta.»: Canatban Taam 
Handba* Charnp«natapa (from 
Moncton. MM.): a pra«a on rao* 
car drtvar Jacquaa VAanauva 
brothar   of   tha   lata   GAaa   v. 
(TMO    MOVIE    **      Ludky 
Lady    (1B75) lira Matnaffe. Burt 
S.-O0 
01    WIDE     WORLD     OP 
SPORTS Sehaoutad: World 
Gymnaaoea Otamplonarirpa (from 
Budapaat Hungary): Tha Dublin 
Maa (bom Ouban. iraland). World 
SpaaoWay Mowrcyda Champajn- 
afupa (from faardan, Waat Garma- 
rwj 
OB   MAGIC   OF   OIL   PAINT 
mo 
« WONDER WOMAN 
MOUSEWARMtNG WITH 
CHARLIE WING Haataig Tha 
Houaa' Tha many mathoda ol 
heating a houaa ara dncuaaad 
with a raviaw of tha proa and 
cona of natvjrai gas. coal wood 
and aolar powar 
530 
STHE MUPPETS 
MAGIC    OF     FLORAL 
PAINTING 
01 HOUSEWARMING WITH 
CHARLIE WING Haahng II 
Tha anpertanca of modarnoavj 
aaraimg haat*>g ayatama ■* <tt 
euaaad. with npi on maka>g gaa 
and Or) work mar a affrcax ty 
CVEMNG 
eoo 
fCBC NEWS 
NEWS 
MOVIE   * * #      Tha Son Of 
Mont. O.tin 11940) lour* Hay 
ward. Joan Bannatl A <lar->g 
twaahbucalar wagaa daadry duaH 
to wm tha hand of a lovory lady 
92 STAR TREK 
09 MATINEE AT THE 
BIJOU Faaturad ftamady For 
Richai (19401 atarrmg Jaan Har 
ahott and Edgar Kannady a 1939 
abort caaad Tha Truth About 
Taaa*". a 193B cartoon cabad 
On Wdh Tha Naw tha hnol 
chaptar of '.Myaiary Sovadron 
S:2D 
0 THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
* 13 REPORTS 
StSXEL    A    EBERT   AT 
THE  MOVIES 
tESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCt      MOVIE      * * * •- 
"Acroaa    Tha    Groat    D.vioa 
M9761   Robart   Logan.   Haathar 
Rat tray   Two orphanad chadran 
aal out tkma acroaa tha Rocky 
Mouni»na   a»   ordar   to   darm   a 
farm m Or agon wruch thay mham 
ad    G 
7:00 
(NEWS 
DON CHERRY'S GRAPE- 
VINE Top<    T^at WrAama." 
« HEEHAW 
ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK Faaturad: rntorwtwi with 
Tom Sabac*. Jacfyn Smrth: a apa- 
cari roport on Now York ■ Chataaa 
Hotat   favor ad   by   many   artrata 
and caMbrmaa 
09 01 SOLID GOLD 
CSPN)  GOLF     Kapakui Inlarna- 
tronal Ohampasnatfcp'' F*»a1 round 
(bva from Mau  Haw a-1 
7:SO 
8THEMUPPLIS 
FAME GAME Rrch Ehvood 
hoota a compaction among muar- 
cal groupa from acroaa Canada. 
particvanti from Habfaa axauda 
Brohan Toya. Tha Bryan Jonaa 
Band. Moty Olrvar and Parorboy 
S SNEAK PREVIEWS 
JACKIE OLEASON 
BOO 
Ol   09   IT'S   AN   AOVEN- 
TURE.      CHARLIE      BROWN 
"Poanuta"    aaator   OhaVfao   M. 
Schuto mtTOducM arwnatad vw 
arona of hat favonta COOK atnpa 
•rtraaflv oraatad for nowapapara. 
(R) 
01 NHL HOCKEY Toronto 
Mapta Loafa at Catgary Fbamaa 
09 MOVIE * * On Tha rbght 
Trart (194)1 Gary Cataman. 
I*chaal Lambaok. A aocaM worhar 
«nand a 
mat* apaoal atarra«g Lowa Goa- 
aatt Jr aa Anwar at Sadat Barry 
Moraa aa Manacham Bagm 
laahanuah Paraoff aa Laorhd Bra- 
fhnav and Chnatophar Laa aa lha 
Shah of Iran (Part 11 
(FAME 
MOVIE ••*• Tha 
•napoctor Ganaral (l«9l Oanny 
Kaya du Lanchattar Otamg lha 
ISOOa * Franco a town loo- 
doaa a convmemg maaouarada aa 
•n rnapactor Ganarat 
S30 
(TMCI MOVIE **'* Mona*- 
nor IIM2I Chnaiophar Raava 
Ganavtava BufOld An ambrtrowa 
Amarrcan pnaat a aacwiar actwt 
traa mctuda malia daala and carnal 
affaaa   t 
BOO 
0 EB> MOVIE Spartbng C,. 
mdo" (Pramiaral Anthony 
Andrawa Oaborah Rafhn Baaad 
onaatoryby AgothaChrraira Tha 
pcaaonmg of a phaandarng w-'a 
prompta tha woman a youngar 
aratar and a Sfrtiah vmtor to 
•'ivamgata tha tragady 
01 COVE BOAT Tha OMW and 
paaaangara of lha PacaV Praycaaa 
t. aval to Japan guaata mcluda 
Manatta HarHay Gaorga Kmnnt 
tfy Haryoy Korman. ftrta Morano 
John Rittor and Tad Kryght Q 
93 STAR SEARCH 
IESPNI SATUFJOAV NIOHT 
AT THE FIGHTS Juan LaPorta 
/ Garotd hayaa 10-round Foath 
ar*atof.t bout tl ival 
•OiOO 
01 THE YELLOW ROSE 
Chance a>da Strongheart at an 
aacapa attampt. whao Cobaan and 
Graca hnd thamaahraa at compaf 
and an aapaing amgi 
atawt atabon aboaahina boy who 
haa aha abwty to anadan lha out- 
oomaa of horaa raoaa. 
EB) T.J.  HOOKER An aKonofcc 
oop   (Vinoant Bagganrt   aaafcing 
ravanga for haa partnar'a mtariai 
andangara Hookar'a Bk» rJunraj a 
afj SAO A T Tha Wa and omat ol 
Egypt a laaa ptaaidant and world 
01 OSU COUNTDOWN   TO 
KICKOFF 
S WHITE SHADOW 
OSU: COUNTDOWN TO 
KtCKOFF 
I030 
09 09 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Indiana va Ofw Staia 
(TMO MOVIE ** * SMI Of 
Tha Nrghr (1M2I Roy Sdwdar. 
Maryt Slraap A paychiatriat 
bacomoo aKoaarngfy mvoNod 
with a myatarasua woman who 
waa '!*• mraaraaa of a murdarad 
patamt    PG 
11:00 
SOJ 0103 NEWS 
THE NATIONAL 
01 MOVIE ** JO a 
Ravanga 0 9781 Lou Goaaatt. 
Gtynn Turmon Tha aoU of a daad 
ganpatar poaianai tha body of a 
young Haoh man to avanga hie 
murder 
111S 
• NEWS (ProvaxuM Affaaa 
praMdaaihanawa.l 
11:20 
• ABC NEWS 
11:30 
O   SISKEL   B    EBERT   AT 
THE MOVIES 
afj MOVIE ** Vanrahrng 
Poait" (19711 Barry Newman 
Ctaavon litita A for mar cop « 
B«Jad by a band o*ac pefcay whan 
ha accept* a chaAanga (0 dnvo a 
hrgh-partormanca raoa car from 
Denver to San Frencieeo at record 
tamo. 
afj SATURDAY NIOHT LIVE 
Hoat   Batty Thomaa I   Hal Saraat 
Bluaa I Guaata Stray Cat a 
«SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:3B 
■ STAR SEARCH 
11:4S 
• MOVIE ft* "Ma. NaaaJM-' 
119491 Patty Dufca. Jamaa Fa-en 
tano. An unatvactrva young wom- 
an aata out to Bad fvaraaff. 
bJtOO 
9M   MOVIE   **   "Burnt Offer 
Mpa" (1STBI Sana Oaata. Karon 
Bear* 
NPL 
WBEK (R) 
(TMO   MOVIE   ***1      Tha 
Day Tha farm Stood Star (1941) 
Mchoal Rama. Paarcra Naaa 
12:30 
0 MOVIE    *•       Btood  From 
Tha    Mummy i    Tomb       119721 
AndrowKaa- Vaa»a>laon 
IESPNI     WINTERWORLO 
Hal»     Sa-ng on powder and rca 
•e> tha Canadun RocaaM INI 
12  36 
0SOUL  TRAIN 
1:00 
9D      MOVIE      *** Death 
Wrah 119741 Chartea Bronaon 
Hopalanga 
CSPNI GOLF    Kapafua Imarna 
tronal CharrxHonalup     Fmal round 
(from Mau.   Hawe-I  IK. 
ISO 
01 LOVE CONNECTION 
(TMO   MOVIE   •>•'»      Tapa 
(198H Gaorga C   Scott   Timothy 
Hutton 
2:30 
0 MOVIE     ***        For»gn 
Corraapondant       119401    Joel 
McCraa  LaraanaDay 
©NEWS 
3:00 * 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
SUNOAV 
NOVEMaViP.9    1BS3 
ta-a-i ■ tail i v pa- vc 
AFTEPNOON 
12  DO 
(TAKING ADVANTAGE 
MEETING   PLACE   Rav 
David A   Waaamaon ofhoataa at 
Baaconafiald    (Quo I    Untiad 
Church 
09 EARLE BRUCE 
■ MEET THE PRESS 
01 ON THE ISSUE 
0 TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL 
afj NOVA Anthropology On 
Trial Nova travel* lo Now Gtanaa 
to imd out what tha native* who 
have been tha object of anthropo- 
loojcal atudy tha* of tha aocaal 
acamtiata who have ailrudad upon 
the- culture* for the aaka of act- 
onco Q 
afSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:30 
« THE MUPPETS 
MOVIE     #**•«,       Haw 
Doty.    (1970) Barbra earaiaand 
Wahar Matthau 
0 NFL  'S3 
m     THIS     WEEK     WITH 
DAVID BRINKLEY 
• THE LAWMAKERS 
(ESPN)   NFL   GAME   OF THE 
WEEK (R) 
{TMCI MOVIE *** --Tha Gal 
Cant H«e? It (1956) Jayna 
Manaf-M Tom EwaA 
tiOO 
09 MOVIE * a> V) Stowaway 
To Th* Moon (1974) Lloyd 
Sndgoa. IVbchaolUr* 
01 COUNTRY CANADA Tha 
atrangtha of cartan lobby 0/0414. 
auch «a lha Manrtoba Cattla Pro 
duoara Aaa»caabon. and tha <*» 
puta between Franco and Canada 
Over fiahng r.ghti at tha Guff of 
St Lawranca ara aaarranad 
09 NFL FOOTBALL Cove, age 
of Oavoland at Groan Bay. Suffato 
« Naay England loa AraaaaM 
Rafdara at Kanaaa Oty. San Dwgo 
at    Prttaburgh    or    Cincinnati    at 
Tha Lord la My Snophard    and 
Tha Utrecht JubAaia " IPI 
9   AUTO    RACING      MAar 
Hafh  Ida   900     (from   C harlot ta 
NCI 
0101 WALL STREET WEEK 
Our Fiamd From Chaaa   Guaai 
WBard C   Butcher   chanman and 
C I 0    Chaaa Manhattan Sara. 
2:00 
0 BRITAIN S ROYAL HERI- 
TAGE 
01 MOVIE *** Tha RA 
Eapadtt«n( 11974) Oocumanta 
»y Narrated by The. Hayardohl 
and Noacoa laa Browne 
01 GREAT PERFORMANC- 
ES) Tha Life Of verdl Italy 
anthuauMiicallv adopta Vaoi 
oparaa aa ayrnboN ol tha larvor to 
Overthrow Auatrianruta and Vartfe 
goaa to Parrt to ava w<lh amger 
Gmaappma Sdapponi 
(ESPN) MORSE SHOW JUMP- 
ING PreaidantB Cup (horn 
landover   Md I 
2:30 
0 I WANTED WINGS 
01 MOVIE * * The Streoia Of 
San Franc.aco (1972) Karl Mat 
dan Michaal Douglas 
(TMO MOVIE * # The W4d 
Pony H9S0I Mar •<>« light it one 
ArtHndh) 
3:00 
O HIGH SCHOOL FOOT- 
BALL TOOAV Faaturaa 0N« . 
faghaat computer rankad High 
School lootbaH taam aa may 
maka the* way to tha aiata 
champion eha> game 
O ORIGINAL SIX HOCKEY 
HEROES Calgary yg. 
Saafcatchowart 
3 30 
»9» NFL TOO AY 
WODE HOUSE     PLAV- 
HOUSE 
fM THE CHEMICAL PEOPLE 
Tha Chanucal Society Thai pro- 
gram oarjea with tha widaapraad 
problem of drug and alcohol abuee 
among achoof-aga chadran and 
aeptaana tha mathoda of recognu?- 
mg and  aaakavg treatment for an 
01     01     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
01     MOVIE     ***H     "Cool 
Hand   LiAa      (1997)   Paul   New 
mart. Gaorga Kannady 
eVSPNI   Ba-LIARDB   "Caaaar a 
Tahoo Oaaaic Ouarterf«eta    (R) 
ISM 
09 HYMN StNO fiaairtanna 
mcluda Gather Round And Praaaa 
Tha Lord.'' "OCaip Your Honda. " 
4:00 
O   01   NFL   FOOTBALL St 
Lowa   Car*nala   at   Waahaigton 
fladakars 
O CPL FOOTBALL 
Seakatchewan Poughr^art at Cal 
gary Stampadara 
• NFL FOOTBALL Covarago 
Of Miami at San <rancrtco. Denvw 
•i SaatMa or Baftanora tt Naw 
Vora. Jat a 
afj    THE    MAKING    OF    A 
CONTINENT      CorraJora    Of 
Taraj" A atudy of Hvo piaaaau araa 
aiHudaa facta on ita formation m 
ananala and vagatatwn aa waN aa 
tha changaa atA tafcatg piaoa 
0 MOVIE  ***     <rwndeh*e 
Secret,    and  Lwa"   11979)   Taaa 
Louaja. Paula Prant«a 
(ESPN)    SATURDAY   NIOHT 
AT THE FIGHTS (Rr 
(TMO      MOVIE      **■■: 
'   Advanturaa      Of      Sharloch 
Hcamea     (1939) Bae.1 Rathbone 
NajalBruoa 
4:90 
JA BIG STEP FORWARD 
INTERNATIONAL EDI- 
TION Ford Rowan hoat a a ax* at 
anoortarrl Banda and naara avanu 
at tha Uoned Stafaa aa aaan by 
farolgn tekrwkon and prmt fpur- 
naaaM atabonad at Baa country 
•MO 
« SARAJEVO BA 
ALL    NEW   THIS   OLD 
HOUSE   Bob Vaa avapactt Bra 
cornptetad foundabon of the new 
aoiar houaa and dktcuaaaa adov 
taonaf arta preparation 
09      FIRING      LINE        Should 
Amanca    Ba    Baoguai'       Pro: 
AmeMS 
Pro   daocaor   for    the 
Urvted   Latin   Amarcaan   Citaana. 
Con: Amrtei El 
Gaorga Waatungaon Umvarany 
and or ec tor of aha Can tat for Pob- 
cy Roaaarch 
S:30 
afj *<LK SCREEN Sarwng 
Woman ' A Chataaa aaamipeaa 
wortatg at San f.ancraco a Chata- 
town iracea bar imnvajrataan to 
A merit a har tamay Me and ha* 
aaparrancaa aa a faat-panaratron 
Chmaaa won van at rhai cownary 
(TMO MOVIE *•* "AnOhV 
car And A Gentlemen (1997) 
Richard Gare Oabra Wavgar 
EVENfNG 
BOO 
SFAME 
BRADSHAW   ON    THE 
EIGHT    STAGES   OF    MAN 
Are Vou St* Gattmg A Report 
Card' Potentially hurrukatmg 
aiparamcaa at achool for chadran 
nmttfmmn tha agaa of aavon and 
tfwtaan can threaten Tha develop 
mg eanae of compatanca 
01 STAR TREK 
9 UNDERSEA WORLD OF 
JACQUES COUSTEAU 
6:30 
S NEWTON S APPLE RB 
dracuaaaa hypnoara aa a me ana to 
leaeve pam hnda out why tha a»y 
fob ramadaaa 
cold, and taaa 
why wa aaa aiara whan wo ara 
atrucfc on tha haad 
7:00 
801 OO MINUTES 
FRAGGLE   ROCK A met 
atagad by Mokay to fool Juraor 
Gorg raaulta at a buraM aarvtoa Q 
« FIRST CAMERA 
RrPLEYS BELIEVE IT OR 
NOT! Tha world i largoot car; 
wad doge of Kenya noon art. tha 
dava*opmant of tha atomic bomb 
01 JOHN CALLAWAV 
INTERVIEWS Harvavd paychai 
trial and author of Ch-dran Of 
C/iaia Robart CokM tab ■ to Cal- 
laway about hai work on bohaff of 
tha frvgottan matorrboa 
(FAME 
ALL CREATURES ORE AT 
ANO SMALL M 
■9PN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:20 
01 THE BEACHCOMBERS 
Tha gang at Moffy'a Roach eaackly 
baconvaa duanchantad with tha 
wntmg itvte of aha Weal oewapa 
par "a naw owner (Shakty aVodar- 
rckl.g 
7:SO 
«SPN) NBA TONIGHT 
BOO 
0 01 ALICE Aaoa and Me. a 
mother Carna (Marma Rayol nat 
m to problama aa may by to land a 
bookatg aa aatgara 
09 VANOERSERO Hank 
bagata to con aider partnering with 
another country whan hai Balgian 
daal atarta to rounder but ha re 
agean oppoeed by Cahan Rcharda 
■ KNIGHT RIDER M-.hae. 
and KITT try lo learn whether a 
young woman (Gaana OaMa) >a 
cortfeatuatg har laaa lather a career 
aa a cat burglar 
01 HARDCASTLE B 
MCCORMICK Her dee. tie 
ankata tha heap of actor Buddy 
Ebaan to invaatagata auapackad 
drug Oaakng by the aa-con pro 
ducar of a tow-budget mow. 
09 SADAT An rjldar and wwe. 
Sadat (Lowa Goaaatt Jr. I 
becomee 4aa%yalarairi yjaaj) wm 
after the death of rva brothar and 
corvatdara that peace majM bo 
poiafcli Alao otamng era Barry 
Moraa aa Manacham Bagm. 
Nehanvah  Paraotl  aa Leorvd Snv 
Shahof Iran fPan 21 
fBOLIO GOLD 
NATURE    On Tha Track a 01 
Tha  Wad  Oner     WBdWa  photo- 
grapher     Hugh     Meee    hnda    an 
opportuntry to Mm a kamafe otaar 
THE 
COPY SHOP 
Your first impression is important to your 
future. Make your resume work for you. 
PRINTING Alao 
• typesetting • lypi.i •paotocopyinf. 
• 17 paper selections    •table tents 
•flyer 
•potters 
RKSDMKS 
IIS 
25-58 
se-iea 
.20 e. 
.Ilia. 
.15 e... 
Slop in or call us. B ■■ are here lo help you. 
352-4068 
117 E. Court St. 
I I 
I 
I 
CCHJO^ed cross i^itcrmstenc^S 
(Nov. 5-12) 
10% offALL 
Christmas counted 
cross stitch books 
with this coupon. 
SOMETHING EXTRA I 
in Counted Cross Stitchi 
* T90 S. Main, Mini Mall 
354-1437 =j 
Cand^eujicKinox 
BALL STATE 
HAPPY HOURS 
FROM 
4:00 - 7:00 p.m. 
AT 
mfecri* 
BG soccer gaining fine reputation 
by Steve Qulnn 
sports reporter 
"The College of Champions." A 
statement representing Bowling 
Green's success in varsity sports and 
the conference titles won over the 
past year. 
But one non-conference team has 
also built a winning tradition, that 
being the Falcon socccer team. BG 
currently has a 14-2-1 record and for 
the first time in the history of the 
team, it held a position in the Top 20 
national rankings for three weeks. 
In fact, this is the best team BG has 
fielded in the 19-year history of the 
program. In the process of this year's 
success, the Falcons have broken or 
tied 11 BG records and a few more are 
in danger of being broken. 
• In his first year at BG, Dennis 
Wesley has re-written two of team- 
mate Neil Ridgway's records which 
were set last year. Wesley's 20 goals 
for the year broke Ridgway's mark of 
12, and makes the newcomer the 
team's scoring leader. 
WITHIN THOSE 20 goals are four- 
goal performances on two separate 
occasions, the first coming against 
Miami and the other coming against 
Ohio State. He is the only Falcon to 
accomplish this feat twice. 
Finally, Wesley has shattered Ridg- 
way's record for most points in a 
season (30) with 43 points scored and 
three matches still remaining. 
• Even though some of Ridgway's 
records were falling, he was setting a 
few others. Ridgway has a share of 
every BG assist record. He recently 
tied Bob Tbeophilus' record with 
three assists in a match, and in that 
same match increased his season 
total to 11, breaking his old record of 
10. 
Earlier in the year, be topped the 
career assist record of 21 owned by 
Dieter Wimmer. More recently, Ride- 
way received a bonus to his record- 
breaking season when he was drafted 
by the Memphis Americans, a profes- 
sional indoor soccer team. 
"Pride." 
Cochrane is one of many people in 
the athletic department that feels a 
sense of pride. BG Athletic Director 
Jack Gregory also expressed a great 
deal of pride in the program. 
"The soccer program is one of the 
photo/Phil Moslurzo 
Bowling Green's Bill Roberts (20) and Nan Chul Shin (12) celebrate alter a goal 
was scored against Indiana earlier this season at Mickey Cochrane Field. 
• Individual records were not the 
only records broken as a few team 
records have also been changed. So 
far, the team has won 14 matches, two 
more than hut year's record of 12. 
A COMBINATION of tough defense 
and strong offense have helped BG 
score a record 57 goals while shutting 
out its opponents 10 times, a team 
record as well as an individual record 
for goalkeeper Kim Bucher. The Fal- 
cons have also scored in their last 19 
matches, spanning over two years. 
There's only one person who has 
watched the Falcons become a win- 
ning team for the entire 19 years and 
that is former bead coach Mickey 
Cochrane. 
"Palmo (BG coach Gary Palmi- 
sano) has done a great job," Coch- 
rane said. "He has been great in 
sharing everything with me. He has 
come down to my office and bounced 
ideas around and shared the team's 
success with me." 
Cochrane had just one word to 
describe  how  be  feels  when   be 
! job Gary 1 
Gregory snowed interest in building 
the program, and indicated the future 
of the program looks good. 
It is only in the discussion process 
now, but Gregory and Palmisano are 
working on the development of a 
soccer stadium. 
THE FIRST step would be to con- 
struct an enclosed complex. Accord- 
ing to Gregory, this can be done at a 
relatively Tow price and the complex 
can be developed above the first step. 
Also in discussion, is the addition of 
bleachers on the opposite end of the 
field from which bleachers are al- 
ready in place. 
"That is another thins I am defi- 
nitely keeping in mind," Gregory 
said. "With these types of crowds 
something might have to be done 
soon." 
The third way of building the soccer 
is to provide more schol- 
money, which is also under 
ration. 
"I will be making a total analysis of 
the grant-in-aid scholarships,,T Gre- 
gory said. "I want to find out where 
we can find some more money. I want 
to do it any way to have more money, 
without hurting another sport." 
AD of these plans are somewhat 
futuristic, but the team's record 
speaks for itself and that record has 
given BG some national attention - 
something a BG team rarely receives. 
The national attention has been 
noticed by high school recruits and 
BG alumni, both of whom have con- 
tacted Palmisano expressing interest 
in Falcon soccer. Maybe that interest 
will pay off for BG, and soon the 
Falcon soccer team will be spending 
watches the Falcons playing so well -   an entire season in the Top 2JL  
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Canadian proving ground helps Faloon ioers 
by Steve Qulnn 
sports reporter 
Looking at the media guide of Bowl- 
ing Green's hockey team it is no 
suprise that 15 of 20 players in the 
icers' regular lineup are from Can- 
ada. But taking another look at the 
lineup, three of those five Americans 
prepped in Canada. 
Tnose three Americans are senior 
Nick Bandescu and Juniors Dane 
Kane and George Roll. 
Bandescu, from Port Huron, Mich., 
played his hockey just across the 
border in Ontario for the Sarnia Ju- 
nior B's. The senior center iceman, 
who is coming off a knee injury be 
suffered last season, had a very pro- 
ductive final year for Samia when be 
scored 48 points in 40 games and 
received mention as most valuable 
player in the state tournament 
ROLL, a native of Blue Island, 111., 
took his game to Ontario and played 
for the Junior B Oshawa Legion- 
naires. During his two-year stint up 
north, Roll scored 50 goals and 84 
assists and was on the same line with 
current   Falcon   teammate   John 
Samatmkt 
Kane left his borne town of Clinton, 
New York when be was 16 and went to 
Ontario to play for the Nepean Rang- 
ers Tier II Junior A championship 
team. During the championship year, 
Kane scored 25 goals and 47 assists for 
72 points. 
What made these these Americans 
leave home and decide to play else- 
where ? Is the gap between the level 
of hockey in Canada and hockey in the 
United Kates still at such a disparity 
that it is forcing people like Bandescu, 
Roll, and Kane to go where the com- 
petition is better? 
BG head coach Jerry York said that 
certain metropolitan areas like De- 
troit, Minneapolis, or Boston have the 
strong vouth hockey programs to de- 
velop the skills of a younger players, 
but if a youth does not live near one of 
these cities, then he must look for 
another place to play. 
"George Roll is a classic example," 
York said. "If he had stayed in Illi- 
nois, there is a slim possibility he 
would have developed into the player 
that be is today. 
"We Just had a recruit visit from 
Boston. He can stay there and play 
and still develop strong skills. At this 
point, the United States just has pock- 
ets of interest in the hockey pro- 
grams." 
THE MOVE up north has been 
beneficial for the players and the 
team. In their two years with the 
Falcons, Roll and Kane have helped 
the Falcons earn two consecutive 
CCHA championships, while Ban- 
descu was on the first CCHA 
championship and national qualifying 
team. 
Kane, the team's leading scorer, is 
already ahead of two-time all-Ameri- 
can Brian Hills' CCHA record for 
most points in career while Roll, 
Kane's linemate, has used his 
strength and size, in scoring 63 points 
in the two years he has played for BG. 
All three icers agree that playing 
outside of the United States has 
helped them. 
"My high school did not have 
hockey until I was a junior," Ban- 
descu said. "High school is no compa- 
rison in Michigan. It is like night and 
day. I really learned a lot" 
'There is no competition here," 
Roll said. "The best opportunities are 
up there (Canada). It was the best 
thing for me. I would have never 
gotten here if if I had stayed at 
"I come from a town of 3,000 people 
and I could not get the experience 
there that I could get in Canada," 
Kane said. 
THE AMERICAN players are not 
the only BG icers that feel it is nec- 
essary for Americans to make a move 
to face better competition. 
Junior defenseman Garry Galley a 
native of Ottawa, Ontario said, "You 
want to go where the people are iust 
as good or better than you. Guys like 
Danny Kane and George Roll were 
willing to give up luxuries of living at 
home for two years, but it has defi- 
nitely helped them." 
If it is the United States or Canada, 
the idea is still to go where the best 
hockey is played, and with a few 
exceptions the best place to go seems 
to be Canada. 
Strops Wants to Wish 
the Falcons Luck Against 
BALL STATE 
Fanatics only! 
by Mark Dl Vlncenzo 
staff reporter 
Reporter's note: This eebmu Is tateaded far the 
fkuift aid entertainment of lints fanatics 
•sly. All others seed sat read farther. 
Even though I am not a sportswriter, I loveaports 
and I follow the sports world like a bloodhound 
follows a scent I want to know everything from 
Howard Cosell's favorite squash player to Idaho's 
number one Ugh school soccer team. I strive to 
know everything about sports - past present and 
future. I mean everything. 
My Bible is port's Illustrated. Watching ESPN is 
as much a part of my life as eating, sleeping and 
going to the bathroom. I am subject to tantrums, 
convulsions and/or withdrawals if my system does 
not get a taste of sports in some form: a glance at a 
box score, a peak at a sportscast, two or three 
words from Frank Gifford, something, anything. 
TV following are a list of several tidbits of sports 
information and statisticsthat I have found interest- 
ing. I hope you do, too. 
• Baseball. . . If you have a baseball card of 
Bonus Wagner, former baseball great you are II,- 
500 richer. If you do not have one, you can stop 
searching in your shoe box full of cards because 
there are only 30 still in existence. . . AND A 
baseball card of Eddie Plank will get you $1,000 real 
quick - there are less than 30 of those around. . . 
Bobo Newsom, a pitcher, was traded 16 times in 
his major league career - five times by the Wash- 
ington Senators. Four times, he was the biggest 
loser in the American League. . . And although 
Tommy Davis was a two-time National League 
hatting c*mwp*nf and hit for a career average of 
.294, he was traded 11 times. . . 
Roger Maria is known for hitting the most home 
runs in one season- 61. But eight other professional 
baseball players did better. In fact Josh Gibson, 
playing for the Pittsburgh Crawfords of the Negro 
leagues is reported to have bit 84 home runs in one 
season. Unofficial records show him hitting 72 and 
•9 homers tat other seasons for the Crawfords.. . 
• Football. . . These famous men were excellent 
football players: Dwlgfat David Eisenhower, Ger- 
ald R. Kara, Kris Kristofferson. . . This famous 
man was a terrible football player: Richard M. 
Nixon. . . 
• The Olympics. . . These men participated in 
the Olympics: Nero, auuetorer of Rome, was a 
chariot racer in Greece In « AJ).; George Putton, 
World War U general, participated in the pentath- 
lon in Stockholm in 1812; and Dr. Benjamin Spock 
famous American baby doctor, author and political 
activist was on the rowing team in Paris in 1924   . . 
• Miscellaneous. . . Bob McMahon, a stock bro- 
ker, surveyed professional athletes to find out 
which city's tans are - among other things - the 
iwistunfriendlv.NewYorktobaaeba^^Antonio 
In fr**.H»«ii7ft»kUnri in football and Philadelphia 
in hockey were less than hospitable. 
L 
BG's "just plain old absurdly ludicrous" 
by Tom Hlsek 
sports editor 
It's not unusual for Stuart Tolle to 
spend more than $10 on lunch at Prout 
Cafeteria; Lee Williams is out on a 
"search and destroy misssion" for 
bodies in every game; and Eric Bar- 
nard is the president of the exclusive 
JFS fraternity (Just Forget About 
Sacks club). 
The JFS is a football fraternity 
made up of only offensive linemen, 
and according to Barnard, lists as its 
members, ''other assorted young 
women on campus." 
Collectively, they were chosen as 
the "Top Three Craziest/Flakiest 
Falcon Football Players," in a poll 
taken of 25 random members of Bowl- 
ing Green's football team. Players 
were called and asked to reveal their 
three choices, while point values of 
one. two and three were assigned for 
each first, second or third place vote. 
BARNARD, a starting offensive 
guard, was an overwhelming favorite 
for the pole position. His name was 
mentioned on 24 ballots, while receiv- 
ing 22 first place votes andgamering 
70 out 75 possible points. The typical 
caller response was. "Well, EricBar- 
nard has to be number one." 
Tolle, a starting defensive end, 
gained 34 points to capture second 
place. Williams, a starting strong 
safety, edged out Steve Truchly by the 
narrowest of margins, 14-12. The de- 
ciding factor? Williams was the only 
person questioned who nominated 
himself for first place, assuring him- 
self the margin of victory. 
What follows are thumbnail 
sketches of the top three vote-getters. 
They all are mortal human beings. 
But, their place in society can proba- 
bly best be characterized by a quote 
from the immortal Washington 
Redskins' fullback John Riggins, "I 
don't know whether I'm ahead or 
behind, but I know I'm not even." 
ERIC BARNARD - He is a strap- 
ping lad at 6-0, 245 pounds, whose 
claim to fame is "seeing the absurdly 
THE MEMBERSHIP stands at 
seven with Barnard, Vic Cales, Dean 
Hall, Dan Schriner, Joe Kastl, and 
Brian Johnson as the primary mem- 
bers. All except Kastl, are currently 
offensive starters. 
Charles Alcorn, Eric Williams and 
Tim Lane, though not starters, are 
listed as charter members, because- 
."they exhibit all the characteristics 
Stuart Tolle 
ludicrous in everyday normal 
events." But, he stakes a claim in the 
JFS fraternity, and looks upon him- 
self proudly as the dub's first presi- 
dent. 
Barnard was not at liberty to reveal 
the true meaning of JFS and its con- 
nections among University coeds, but 
gladly revealed its list of members, 
all of whom have some association 
with the offensive line. 
of an offensive lineman - they think 
like we do," Barnard said. 
"I was painting up here during the 
summer and got the idea during 
orientation," Barnard said. "All of 
the members camp on the outer 
fringes of reality. We look at life 
differently than tie average person." 
Although he could not really ex- 
pound upon the true mission of JFS, 
Barnard said, "it has done a lot for 
the morale of the offensive line." 
As president Barnard overlooks 
the entire operation; Alcorn, as secre- 
tary, is in charge of recruitment; 
while Kastl, as vice-president, is in 
charge of entertainment. Once again. 
Barnard was bound by the cloaks of 
secrecy, and could not discuss the 
nature of the "entertainment," 
THERE IS no set structure for the 
JFS meetings, but Barnard said, 
"mandatory meetings are held every 
Saturday after a game. Those are the 
only mandatory meetings, but Bar- 
nard mentioned that ''impromptu 
meetings are often held among other 
members." 
President Barnard also wanted to 
lend special mention to offensive 
coaches Scott Duncan and Scott See- 
liger, who are classified as MJFS - 
Married Just Forget About Sacks 
Club members, whose sole duties are 
to "make sure the members are play- 
ing good football, while carrying on 
the JFS tradition." 
In closing, when asked to describe 
himself, Barnard said be wanted to be 
remembered "as a lover, not a 
fighter." When asked to expand on the 
statement, Barnard politely re- 
sponded, "No." 
STUART TOLLE - Tolle plays like 
a possessed man on the football field, 
but off the gridiron, he prefers to be 
known as just another guy. 
"On defense you have to be a wild 
man, but it has to be a controlled 
intensity," Tolle said. "After a game I 
just want to know I did a good job on 
the field, get dressed and leave. I just 
like to consider myself plain and 
normal." 
But, Tolle is definitely not "plain 
and normal," when it comes to eating. 
Lee Williams 
When first approached on Wednesday 
morning in Prout Cafeteria, Tolle was 
in a disheartening mood. He was 
down to his last $10 in meal coupons, 
worrying how he would make it until 
his coupon supply was replenished. 
Eric Barnard 
BUT TOLLE did not fret too lone, 
spending $8.10 on his lunch, which 
included two ham and cheese san- 
wiches, two hamburgers, one fish 
sandwich, an order of peas, an order 
of fries, pie, and two Mello Yello's. 
"I hate being hungry," Tolle said. 
"Sometimes at night when I get hun- 
gry and don't have any food around I 
just have to go to bed, because it helps 
me to stop thinking about it 
"I probably average about $7 on a 
meal, but it's not unusual for me to go 
over $10. When I go borne my mom 
complains about it but she loves it." 
Painting a completely different pic- 
ture from his demeanor on the field, 
Tolle was eager to talk about a kitten, 
he and his roommate John Downing 
had purchased earlier this week. 
"He slept with me last night," the 6- 
3, 240-pound Tolle said of the kitten 
which fits in the palm of his hand. "I 
was sound asleep last night, and then 
I rolled over and he was sleeping by 
my stomach, I could have crushed the 
little thing." 
Tolle was responsible for sacking 
Central Michigan quarterback Ron 
FQlmore for a safety, which helped 
the Falcons to their 15-14 victory last 
week. It was an example of the par- 
adox of personalities of Stuart Tolle 
on the field, and Stuart Tolle off the 
field. 
"YOU ALWAYS have to be intense, 
even in practice," Tolle said. "I was 
always coached that way, to be wild 
and intense. I just hate to get beat, 
even on one-on-one pass drills in prac- 
tice, I hate the fact that that guy is 
trying to beat me." 
LEE WILLIAMS - Williams is only 
a 6-0,175 pounder, trying to stop 220- 
pound fullbacks and break his way 
past 260-pound guards. With those 
obstacles, you have to find some hu- 
mor in your position. 
"Everday at practice I've always 
got three people I'm going to beat 
up," Wiliams said. "I'll waft into the 
lockerroom and say, "Hey McCales 
(6-6, 275-pound offensive guard Vic 
Cales), get out of my way before I 
beat you up. Now, you know there's no 
way I have a chance against a guy 
like that. But it's just humor, all the 
guys on the team can relate to me." 
Williams seems devoted to making 
life a "fun time," looking for the 
pleasant side of things when other 
people may be looking elsewhere. 
"You have to be serious," Williams 
said. "But you have to be relaxed and 
yourself sometimes, you can't be se- 
rious all the time. Some guys just go 
around and shake their head when 
they see how I act, but football is just 
a game, and not enough people realize 
that." 
BUT WHEN kick-off rolls around 
on Saturday afternoon, Williams real- 
izes that a time comes to separate fun 
and business. Williams was a three- 
year starter in the Falcon secondary 
after sitting out last year with a back 
injury. But he is intent on not losing 
his starting position, and maintains it 
with his physical play. 
"I'm always in a serious nature 
before a game," Williams said. "On 
the first play of the game his mom 
(the opposing offensive player Wil- 
liams is going against) is going to be 
the worst name in the book. We'll go 
through a million names in the course 
of a game. But you've got to get his 
mind on you, you've got to break his 
concentration. 
"You have to be a savage out there 
when you're my size. My first thought 
is to get 'em tired, and then to get 'em 
hurt and then to get 'em out of the 
game." 
Williams said his craziness comes 
from his sense of humor - it is just a 
part of him if played in the right 
perspective. 
"Cm a strong safety and when I 
have to go in and bust something up 
and take on two 260-ound guards, I 
can't be shaking in my boots. So, it just has to start in practice, with the 
stuff I pull with guys like McCales." 
These three men make football 
practice just a little more interesting 
for the other 90 guys on the team. 
Barnard dreamily thinks about a na- 
tional expansion of JFS; Tolle is 
thinking about his next seven-course 
meal; while Williams will continue to 
abuse guys who outweigh him by 
more than 100 pounds. 
Dawson: definite asset to BG defense 
by Marc Delph 
assistant sports editor 
Defensive end Troy Dawson says 
the guys in the trenches have a thank- 
less job. But, thanks to these guys, 
Bowling Green's defensive front 
ranks as one of the best in the Mid- 
American Conference. 
"We pride ourselves on our run 
defense, Dawson said about the 
group that has held nearly every 
tailback to under his season average 
and is currently ranked fourth in the 
MAC in that category with an average 
of just 128.5 yards yielded per game. 
Dawson is just a sophomore, but 
along with his other sophomore coun- 
terpart .defensive tackle Mike FOOT, 
they have accounted for 22 tackles for 
losses this season, most of them com- 
ing onquarterback sacks. 
EVEN THOUGH Dawson is a 
youngster in the ranks of college 
football this season, the 6-foot-l, 215- 
pounder was considered a baby when 
he broke into the starting end position 
in the third game last year. 
That season be accounted for 83 
tackles, 54 of them solos and eight for 
losses totalling 41 yards, ranking 
fourth on the team. 
1 came up here with the attitude 
that I didn't have anything to lose," 
he said. "This year I feel I have 
improved a lot more." 
With the statistics and honors Daw- 
ion compiled in his days at John 
Jrlenn High School in New Concord, 
be question arises as to why he came 
» BG instead of playing in a larger 
conference, like the Big 10. 
He was all-state at defensive end 
while doubling as a guard and kicker. 
He was named all-league at all three 
positions. Dawson was also named 
Lineman of the Year his senior season 
after making 63 solo tackles, 20 of 
them for losses of 101 yards. 
Dawson could also be found on the 
basketball court, wresting mat and 
the track when he wasn't in shoulder 
pads. He lettered in each of these 
sports, too. 
"I was recruited by a couple of bis 
schools, but not heavily," he said. "I 
was mostly recruited by MAC 
schools. My high school was real 
small, we didn't play anybody with 
any credibility. Y
«MY HIGH SCHOOL coach played 
under (former assistant head coach 
Jim) Heacock and (former line- 
backer coach Gerry) Solomon. He 
said they were really good guys, along 
with the rest of the coaching staff. 
"High school really helped me out, 
but I still wasn't sure if I could play 
college ball, I really wasn't tested. 
playing for a small division A school.' 
All that pre-season inhibition was 
cast aside in that memorable third 
game against Western Michigan. 
That day, the defense held the oppo- 
nent to just three points. Not too 
shabby for the first day on the job. 
This season many fellow sopho- 
mores broke into the starting lineup, 
mainly due to injuries, but it has 
proven to be a class to be reckoned 
with. Of the starting 11 defensemen, 
five of them are from the sophomore 
class. Their recognition is somewhat 
overshadowed by what coach Denny 
Stolz calls the premier quarterback in 
the country in sophomore Brian Mc- 
Clure. 
"I'm very proud of our sophomore 
class," Dawson said. "We (BG) are 
going to be good for years to come. 
"we will lose a lot to graduation 
next year, but there are a lot of 
sophomores now who will fill in real 
good. . .yeah were going to be good." 
That is nothing new to Dawson, 
since as a freshman the Falcons won 
the league and a trip to the California 
Bowl with a 7-4 record. This year BG 
is 5-3 with three games remaining, but 
realistically out of the race for a 
return trip to California. 
"WE REALLY had our hopes up 
high," Dawson said. "But not that 
high, we were picked to win it, but the 
team that is picked to win at the 
beginning of year never wins it 
"We can still finish with an 8-3 
record, that's better than last year 
and that record is pretty good in 
college football. Besides, still getting 
to play college ball is good enough." 
Recruiting class of '83 fills tall order 
by led Passonte 
sports reporter 
Back in 1979. Bowl- 
ine Green's basket- 
ball recruits included 
David Greer and 
Colin Irish. In 1980, 
the recruits were Da- 
vid Jenkins and Bill 
Faine. 
But this year's re- 
cruiting class is the 
largest (four schol- 
arship recruits, three 
walk-ons,and one 
transfer) and tallest 
in recent years. 
They are now 
added to the retur- 
nees from last year's 
Mid-American Con- 
f e r e n c e 
championship team 
that equalled the 
MAC record for con- 
ference wins with IS. 
The recruits will be 
an important key to 
the Falcons' chances 
for a repeat of last 
year's championship 
finish, according to 
BG head basketball 
coach John Weinert. 
"Last year we had 
the second smallest 
team in the MAC, and 
I thought that our size 
would catch up with 
us - now we have the 
height to go along 
with the quickness 
our team had last 
year," Weinert said. 
THE HEIGHT Wei- 
nert is talking about 
includes 1-10 Junior 
transfer Freddie Bry- 
ant, M freshman for- 
ward Mike Maleske, 
6-7 forward-guard 
Bob Nass and HI 
center Scott Russell. 
Those four, along 
with 6-2 guard Frank 
Booker make up BG's 
scholarship recruit- 
ii» dassof TB. 
Bryant transferred 
from Colorado and 
had to sit out last 
year. Bat he could 
turn oat to be the 
dominating big aaaj 
the Falcons have 
been looking for. 
"Freddie's strong 
points are shot block- 
ing and rebounding 
and he is a very bard 
worker," Weinert 
said. 
Maleske, caUed 
"bruiser" by his tea- 
mmates, averaged 
17.6 points par game 
during his senior 
year in Ugh school 
and could provide 
some extra muscle as 
his wt^a—mf might 
indicate. 
"Hike has an ex- 
tremely good work 
ethic - he is a good 
passer and wooandar 
but he has to work on 
his outside shooting," 
Weinert said. 
Nass is the type of 
player the Falcons 
nave not seen hi some 
time, according to 
Weinert. 
"Bob played guard 
in Ugh school even 
though be is 6-7 and 
thafis rare," Weinert 
said. "He came from 
a very fundamentally 
sound high school 
program and he has a 
very   good   outside 
THAT MAY be one 
of the reasons upon 
the signing of Nass to 
a letter of intent, Wei- 
nert said, "He was 
one of the most inten- 
sively recruited play- 
ers I have signed 
since coming to Bowl- 
ing Green." 
Two of the other 
Falcon players who 
put Weinert through 
tough recruiting wars 
before signing were 
Irish and Greer. That 
pats Nass in some 
pretty   good   com- 
"Bob was recruited 
by Marauette, Wis- 
consin, Illinois State 
and Southern Illinois 
and we felt fortunate 
to have him come to 
our program. 
Russell is the tall- 
est of all the Falcon 
recruits at 6-11. He 
has the raw talent to 
develop into a good 
MAC player accord- 
ing to Weinert, but he 
needs a little work. 
The last recruit of 
the'83 class Weinert 
signed was the 64 
Booker. Weinert has 
very Ugh regard for 
Mpli 
"Frank is one of 
the finest athletes I 
have ever recruited," 
Weinert said. "I have 
never seen a fresh- 
man respected by Us 
tMBJBjSJ  U  SOch  S 
short tune. His strong 
point is shooting 
while he is versatile - 
being able to play the 
point guard psjsjBaa, 
well as on the 
AND] i POINT guard 
is the only starting 
positon that is up for 
grabs, as four-year 
fetterrnan and cap- 
tain Greer graduated 
last year. 
The contenders for 
the point guard post- 
ion are sophomore 
Brian Miller, junior 
Al Thomas and 
Booker. Miller ap- 
pears to have the in- 
side track at the 
time, but all three 
will get a chance to 
prove themselves be- 
fore the MAC sched- 
ule begins. 
Weinert said he 
plans to use BG's 
earr/ part of the 
schedule against in- 
dependent teams (Nov. JWan 4) to 
prepare for the MAC 
schedule as he has 
done every year. 
"We will play ev- 
eryone we think will 
lie able to help us win 
in the conference 
schedule because 
that is our goal every 
year - to win the 
MAC," Weinert said. 
The Falcons have 
had injuries to key 
players each of the 
last three years, John 
i by/Joe Guido 
Newcomers to BG basketball are from left to right: on floor, Frank Booker and Mike 
Maleske: first row, Jeff Pepple, Bob Nass, Freddie Bryant and Keith Mlddleton; 
second row. Chris Stucky and Scott Russell. 
Flowers, 198042; Ir- 
ish, 1981-A2; and La- 
mar Jackson, 1962- 
83; and still have 
maintained the best 
record in the MAC in 
the last four years 
with a 4640 mark. 
The key to their 
success weinert said 
is that the team can 
overcome injuries be- 
cause   they   never 
quit. 
"We were 9-2 in 
close games last year 
because we always 
seemed to come back 
- even from big defi- 
cits," Weinert said. 
"LAST YEAR we 
had a depth problem 
when Lunar (Jack- 
son) got hurt so we 
went with mainly six 
players and Ken 
Waddell for half the 
year (he did not re- 
turn to BG this fall), 
so this year the re- 
cruits will hopefully 
be able to fill in the 
depth problem." 
With the recruits 
and the returning 
players for the Fal- 
cons' the future looks 
bright once again 
win BG having a 
shot at repeating as 
MAC champions for 
the first time since 
the 196343 season, 
when BG also made it 
into the NCAA tour- 
THE INTRA-UNIVERSITY 
PRESIDENTS COUNCIL 
PRESENTS: 
GET OUT THE VOTE RALLY 
(GOTV) 
WHEN?: MONDAY NOVEMBER 7,1983, 9-11 p.m. 
WHERE?: FALCONS NEST, UNIVERSITY UNION 
SPECIAL GUEST: DR. PAUL J. OLSCAMPl 
* * EVERYONE WILL BE ADMITTED 
•• BEER, FOOD, AND ENTERTAINMENT. 
PROPER I.D. REQUIRED FOR PURCHASE OF ALCOHOL 
BE   CONCERNED,   GET   INVOLVED, 
BUT MOST OF ALL: 
VOTE ON NOVEMBER 8th! 
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bg news slaK/Patnck Sanaor 
Book and skates just fine with Hack 
by Joan Dlmeo 
sfxxls reporter 
For any student in any major to 
maintain a 4.0 grade point average at 
the University is an achievement in 
itself. But for a student to maintain 
such a GPA and be a collegiate athle- 
lete is an accomplishment that de- 
serves recognition. 
Tim Hack has skated for Bowling 
Green's hockey team for three years 
and has been recognized an outstand- 
ing student-athlete. The senior ac- 
counting major from Grenfell, 
Saskatchewan has maintained a 4.0 
GPA the past three years, and said be 
takes both his studies and hockey 
very seriously. 
"Some of the guys kid me because 
they say I study too much," Hack 
said. "But I've always tried to push 
myself to do my best." 
BECAUSE OF his accomplish- 
ments in the academic and athletic 
areas, Hack was selected to the Cen- 
tral Collegiate Hockey Association 
all-Academic team for the past two 
years. 
Hack said to qualify for the team, a 
player must be a starting member of 
a CCHA team, have sophomore status 
and maintain a 3.0 GPA. University 
and college sports information direc- 
tors make the selections. 
Last spring, Hack was also initiated 
into the University's chapter of Omi- 
cron Delta Kappa, a national lead- 
ership honorary, because of bis 
accomplishments in academics and 
athletics. 
Hack had no definite plans to attend 
college before he was contacted by 
Princeton, the University of Denver 
and Bowling Green. He had been 
skating for a Western division junior 
league team in Saskatchewan, when 
BG head coach Jerry York ''stum- 
bled" upon him. 
"I talked to him by accident," he 
said. "He was looking at other players 
in another league when my old coach 
told him to take a look at me - so he 
did." 
HE TOOK several classes at the 
University of Saskatchewan, but did 
not think seriously about attending an 
American college until he talked with 
York in December. 1979. Former BG 
assistant coach Bill Wilkinson (now 
head coach at Western Michigan) 
traveled to Canada to see Hack play 
in March, 1980 and he was soon of- 
fered a full scholarship. 
Hack said he selected BG over 
other schools because of its hockey 
program, size, and business pro- 
grams. 
As a freshman, Hack had dreams of 
becoming   a   professional   hockey 
eayer. But after suffering a knee 
jury last year and an injury the year 
before, he knew his chances of being 
drafted by a professional hockey club 
were slim. 
"I didn't have such a great fresh- 
man year and I've had injuries the 
last two years," he said. r,One day 
you can be at the top, but the next you 
can fall right to the bottom." 
dreams of a National 
Hockey League career still linger in 
the backofhis mind, Hack feels the 
business field offers better job secu- 
rity. 
"There is always someone who can 
take your place," Hack said. 
"Twenty-two (years old) is now old in 
the NHL and teams are beginning to 
take a lot younger players. 
HACK SAID because of league 
rules, Canadian junior division play- 
ers can only skate with teams until 
they are 20 years old, and he thought 
eying college hockey would give 
l two more years to develop physi- 
cally. 
"I heard college hockey was almost 
like playing juniors, and I thought a 
college training program would help 
me put on weight," he said. 
Hack plans to return to his native 
Saskatchewan after graduating in 
May, to pursue an accounting career. 
He said accounting principles are the 
same in both countries, out he will 
have to take several classes on Ca- 
nadian tax laws. 
"I think going to school in the U.S. 
will be an advantage for me," Hack 
said. "It has helped me see things in a 
different perspective which I can use 
in dealing with American-Canadian 
relations/' 
Although attending BG may be an 
advantage, Hack said at the present 
time, it is a disadvantage, because bis 
class and hockey schedules do not 
allow him time to interview for jobs in 
Canada. 
Hack has interviewed with five VS. 
based Big Eight accounting firms, 
and said they are trying to help him 
locate jobs with their Canadian 
branches. 
THE SENIOR icer said although he 
enjoys playing for the Falcons, 
hockey has limited him to doing only 
two things - classwork and hockey. 
"It has not allowed me to join other 
organizations like the accounting club 
or Beta Alpha Psi (an accounting 
honorary), he said. "The clubs 
would have given me just another 
opportunity to meet people." 
Hack said Canadian schools may be 
more demanding, but they do not 
rnd as much money on athletics or 
m as much "school spirit" as 
Americans do. 
"Going to school here has shown 
me different lifestyles and given me a 
different perspective," he said. 
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WHY NOT APPLY TODAY? 
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Suita 201 
ToJado, Ohio 
SS6-3701 
12 
UJO 
• LATI NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN GuNit 
Hertrtlo..   author Ken Keeev 
S) JIMMY SWAGGART 
(TMCI      MOVIf      * * * 'i 
Adventure*    01    Sherlock 
Moimet    (19391 8eeJ Bambone 
N,ue< Bruce 
1240 
• MCO.OUD McOoud lace* 
pubac hum*elton alter beano, held 
up by reef cnm-ujH during • Up 
i «*•<•» mock robbery  IRI 
1:00 
O   MOVl£    ***       The  Hee 
Wtg    M9>:i] Boberi  She*   Sarah 
Meet 
• LATE NIGHT WITH 
OAVID LETTERMAN Gueeia 
Rerirlfoii   author Ken Kate. 
t 30 
9 NBC NCWS OVERNIGHT 
Record Ol Tana ' Steae Podbor 
iki end oiher World Cup Downhai 
*■**. ■>• iMiutwi mi 
2:00 
(NEWS 
MOVIE • **'!    MedaFor 
lath Other    (16391 Cerue- Lorn 
'.-.I     WiWtSlMI 
2:1ft 
C9PNI SPORTSCENTER 
2:30 
• C«t NEWS 
NlGMTWATCH ■ NEWS 
tCSPNt COLLEOC FOOTBALL 
Clemion v»   Norm Carofcne IP.I 
3:00 
O CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCM     IJo.ned     In 
(TMCJ MOVIE * * *.    li Came 
from   Ko«Y*ood     f 19S2I   John 
Candy   Oan Aytroyd 
4:30 
(TMC) MOVIE * N.g-t Warn 
aag M 99 11 J.mmv MeNiehol. Bo 
SMMOT 
WEDNCSOAV 
NOVEMSH B. 1BS3 
DAYTIME traSTS 
MO 
ESPN) SF"ORTSCENTER 
S:1S 
ESPN) THIS WEEK   IN   THE 
NBA (R) 
8:46 
tfSPhl SPORTSCENTER 
S:00 
ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
103O 
(F.SPNI      INSTRUCTIONAL 
SERIES       Trick    and    '-aid 
DIKUI      GUMI     M«.   Buimin 
• k".dacoacfi   IB) 
11:00 
(ESPN) SPORTSWOMAN (R> 
11:30 
(ESPN)     WOMEN'S     BIL- 
LIARDS World kwUMW MM 
Chempaaneha? Ouarterfcnel Match 
Fran Cram vs. Ewe Matey A CR) 
12:30 
ESPN) HORSCSHOW JUMP- 
ING     ProaidBnti   Cap"    (from 
Lendover. Md I  «) 
2:00 
B6PNI GOLF   Xapakaa Mama- 
aonel    Champainalkp'    Second 
•naxl (from Mat*. Haw I IR) 
4:00 
•SPN1 SPORTSFORUM (R) 
4:30 
KSPN) SPORTSWOMAN 
MO 
(ESPNI      INSTRUCTIONAL 
SERIES    laoroaaa:   Goefceeper 
Play" Guaat: Paal Oehartv. Adel- 
pra coach (Ml 
I4| 
(ESPN) INSTRUCTIONAL 
SERIES lecroaae individual 
Oefenee Guaai Henry Geeerone. 
John* Hopkm* coach IRI 
OAYTIME MOVES 
BOO 
(TMC)     **'» Tap*       MBBII 
George C   Scotl   Imoihy Mutton 
930 
fTMC)   • * * *      Fathar Ol  The 
Soda      M9S0I   Spancar    Tracy. 
( h/abaih Taylor 
tooo 
(TMC)      *** Monnpnor 
I1M7I Chr>atophar Reeve   Gana 
vujveBu**! 
12:00 
O   ***    Se* Tha Bnvnarok 
M960I     Kenneth     Mora       Dana 
Wymer 
(TMQ ** Tha Wad Pom? 
OBSOI Marilyn light at one *" 
Hatdta 
12:30 
•      ****      Harper     U9S6I 
Paul Neaaman. Juke Harm 
1   30   * 
(TMCI    ***       Tha    Vatdaci 
11982)   Pawl  Na-man    CharlotM 
• oo 
O • WHIZ KIOS R*haj 
maichee erne with a chtver cran. 
n*i (Guy Stock***) -ho utae rha 
pokce computer >yeiem io aieer 
otic* • away horn rha e>ie* ol rwt 
WORM 
O NATURE Of THINGS Tha 
Ma cache* apeemmg and m.gre 
ley ol vanou* type* o* Pecmc 
•jUnion ara ilurked 
4P REAL PEOPLE A Vaiaian* 
Da, l>«>uia iwghfeohU Army Sgi 
and Congraaionai Modal ol Honor 
-■-war Hov Banavdar a mam 
boot camp and lamala World War 
Npaoti 
$9 THE FALL GUV In Laha 
Tahoa Coh M«* IO atop a money 
laundarar horn lorong an aniar- 
laxar (Paul Antal io laka pan n 
fj 9 THE CHE989CAL PEO- 
PLE Commwraty Anawar* Tha 
■lap* a commwnrry can taka io 
daal anlh tha proMama of drug 
and alcohol abuaa among na 
youngpiDpNaraewianaal 
0 MOVIE •* '> Tha Takma 
Of PaBiam Ona. Two. Thrao 
119 Ml Wahai MatitwMj Roban 
Shaar f P»a man hiar.dk a poardhd 
iwharay tram and ihraakan io mur- 
MO 
(TMCI *** Tha lalandOl Or 
Moraau H97T) Sort lancaaia. 
MKhaalVoA 
4:00 
(8J    *•      Tha Pramaiura Bur»af 
119621 Ray M«and. HaM Court 
6 30 
(TMC)       * *  ■, Monaignor 
(19811 Chrriiophar Baava Gana 
•wvaBwaUd 
EVENING 
8:00 
OOSBNEWS 
S WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
©   MACNEB.   /   LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
© HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
0 AEROBIC DANCING 
(ESPN) ALPINE SKI SCHOOL 
Dynamc Sa-ng" Tha prograa- 
t*on bavond aitarmaduria io paral 
lal akang. a form mrneh provxtaa 
lha graataat (onirol and craairv*ly 
(R) 
6:30 
OS CBS NEWS 
I NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS CJ 
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY 
7:0O 
O 8> ENTERTAINMENT 
TONfGHT An aiaarwaar *.th Ray 
MdNnd Ron Howard. Chartaa 
Mari-i Smrtn and Wofhnan Jaca 
racal 1673a ' Amarcan Graft. 
P." 
!HAWAII FIVE-O 
FAM8.Y FEUO 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAkRtE 
S BUSINESS REPORT 
M*A*S*H 
MACNEL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
■8PN1 BPORTSCSNTER 
7:90 
•    P.M.     MAGAZINE    An 
uaakNa an tarmar aatronaut* Alan 
6 30 
tfBPNI NFL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS   I962 0olphma 
, 9:00 
O • BILL: ON HIS OWN 
Furthar avontk m tha actual Ma ol 
' 64 SarAMt ItAckay Roonayl a 
ralardad man who waa taught by 
young lammakar Barry Morrow 
(Darwa Ouard) io ava with tagnrty 
and   ■MMpandanco.   ara   drama 
mat 
O MARKET PLACE Chrrthna 
Johnaon and 9* Paul rapan on 
Canadian homaa mauUlaJ w.th 
uraa forrtuddahyda foam, and lha 
currant ataia ol bafdnaaa 
ffj THE FACTS OF LIFE Blaa 
and Jo plan a bathday baah for 
Mra Garratt at a raghtapot faatur 
utg aaota: mala danoara C J 
C DYNASTY Slavan doaa rtot 
ratum io court lor tha ratvumptron 
of lha cuaiody haaratg. and 
raporiara grid llaha about hta 
praaant raujironahtp with Kryatla 
TOLEDO PERSPECTIVE 
GREAT PfRFORMANC- 
ES    Lrwa From lavcoln Canrar 
Raw Yortr. Cm/ Opara a   Tha Cun- 
nrnglitrta Viaan 
B-SPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
11-a from L«* Vagaa " Nav 
9:30 
O    FRONT    PAGE    CHAL- 
LENGE 
0 FAMILY TIES AJaa tafcaa 
aoma of MaBory's daM pala whan 
ha faara hra anargy m droppmg 
undar tha combmad praaaura of 
achoolwarfe andiwa rob 
10«0 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
E9> ST ELSEWHERE A haart- 
attacft wctan iPoar Lauria) ia 
NvBy lakan homa by har davotad 
huaband (Alan Anun). and V.J. « 
•ha obfact of a aaducuon on tha 
ava of Na naddaia. (Pan 3) 
EC HOTB. Palar a a.-wrfa 
makaa m\ lawapactad appaarmca. 
and Chnabna and Mark try to 
ananga 
SB) THREE'S COMPANY 
BARNEY MILLER 
WILD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
»9PN) BILLIARDS Caaaar a 
Tahoa CaaBH SanvAraaT' 
(TMCI MOV* **H Tapa- 
(1981) Gaorga C Scotl. Tanoihy 
Hunon Mbtary achool eadata 
taka oaar thaa achoat to prawant 
plana to turn tha acadamy propar- 
ry arto a oondo daaat ipmant. 'PG' 
BB KING OF THE HOBO* 
Mawy "Staam Traai" Graham, an 
aapan on hobo lara and vaavaon. 
BBNEWS 
(TMCI MOVEE ft*** Fathar 
Of Tha Bnda" (1660) Spancar 
Tracy. Etcabath Taytar. A fathar 
aapanancaa at a* tha pya and 
haadaohai awotaad with tha prap- 
arationa     for     Ma     daughtar'a 
10:30 
O STRINGER PORTRAIT 
OF A NEWBRCEL CAMERA- 
MAN MAa &tl.ngar raflacts on 
tha taghaghta of laa caraar duratg 
lha aarly dayt rjf nawaraal horn 
1976 io 1949 
11:00 
O sTJ ETJ 6JJ NEWS 
©    WORLD    WAR    II    Gi 
DIARY 
© TWILIGHT ZONE 
11:0* 
QNEVVS 
11:30 
S MAUDE 
POLICE STORY A lamata 
rJaak ofhear (Angw Oickmaon) 
aarrta lha othar nda of peaca 
arort whan aha fama rha VBM 
.quad  (hi 
S) TONIGHT Heal Johnny 
Caraan GUMII Nal Canar. «ob 
anKkaat ManeEarta 
fABC NCWS NIOHTLINE 
m LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA Qua an. Oraaory Stamon 
rraraatar and attar nay. oMara IM 
a.aaiinaaa account of tfcat aha. 
math of tha Pol Pot atetWaNp a» 
■ ampuchaa iCamttoAal: Paul 
Tharoua. author of Moaawrto 
Coaat dneyaaaa Na iplaraion 
of G-aat Braiam and lap nawaai 
boak "Knadkim By Tha Saa 
8JTWK.K1HTZONE 
«9PRI SfPORTSCSNTER 
(TMO MOVIE ft** Thavar- 
rhci 119821 Paul Mawrwan. Char- 
loita Bampfcng An akohofcc Boa- 
ton lawyar puta Nmaafl togathar 
io brawj an unpopular madKal 
malprachca taaa to Pial agamat 
atrong rajipoarhon by tha court*, 
tha archdkocaaa and laa own ck- 
anta   B' 
11:40 
O MOVIE ft* OparatronPat 
ticoor (1966) Car, Gram. Tony 
Cun« A aubmarina commandar 
ignoraa ragulatrona at ordar io gat 
hra vataal back a» actron 
11:46 
ESPN)     NFL'S     GREATEST 
MOMENTS      1976   6    I960 
Rardara   (Rl 
12 CO 
O HAWAII FIVE-O 
49 COMEOY CLASSICS 
11:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Guaata 
column-it Bob Graana. formar 
Chrcago WNta So. ownar 64 
6aack 
9 JIMMY SWAGGART 
12:40 
m MOVIE   ft * ft    Whan Hal 
Waa In Saaaron   (1976) Hal Hoi 
brook. Eva Mam Sawn 
12:46 
CSPNt   RINGSIDE    REVIEW 
M 
1:00 
■ MOVIE ** 'i OontMaka 
Wp.aa" 11967) Tony Curtra 
ClaudM Cardnakt 
tV LATI NIGHT WITH 
DAV9D LETTERMAN Guaata: 
cotumnlat Bob Graana. lormar 
Chrcago   Whrta   Soa   ownar   88 
1:30 
• NBC NCWS OVERNIGHT 
(TMO MOVIE ft*H Tha 
Kantualiy Fnaal Movta'' (1677) 
Evan Kan. MaMar Bong Soo Han. 
2rO0 
8 NEWS 
MOVIE  ***     Tha Cardan 
Of     Allah'        (1636)      Marian. 
Dtaknoh. Charkaa Boyar 
2:18 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER     • 
230 
B) CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCM 
2:00 
O CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCM    IJomad    In 
Progiaail 
KSPN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING       Praardani a    Cup       (horn 
Lkndovar. Md I   (Bl 
(TMCI      MOVIE      * Modarn 
Probtama    119811 Chavy Chaaa 
Patti D ArbanvAa 
4 30 
ffSPN) AUTO RACING NAS 
CAB miarnaironal Sadana (horn 
flodk«ngham N C I IB) 
(TMC) MOVIE *** Tn. Da* 
Of Tha Trrfhda (1963) Howard 
Kaal Nrcokt Mauray 
THLaJaBDAV 
con monay and w«n 
larkaa  haaria 
(TMC) MOVIE *** Oont 
Cry It a Om* Thundar ' (19621 
Oannra Chnaiophar Suaan Samt 
Jamoa A famalt Army doctor and 
a Uoubla-prone mada: hak> two 
nuna cara for a group of Van 
namaaa orphan*    PG' 
8 SO 
BJJ  MAMA'S  FAMILY  Naom. 
atari* gattmg obacana phona caaa 
altar wavang an aanpaayaa award 
at tha food atora 
S CITY LEAGUE REVIEW 
WILD AMERICA AniMrad 
Kmgdom Tha many mambara ol 
tha daar lamay from tha whrtatarf 
to tha mooaa ara parfactfy adapt 
ad to tha* awrroundawja. avan -> 
lha laoa of aduancmg crvaitanon 
8:00 
BB9 997 VaNKJaa ak aiwun 
A.J.. Raft and daaacwa Oown- 
toaan Brown (Tan Raid) by to 
cfaar an undaroowar poaoaman 
framad for rha murdar ■ of two faf- 
! WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
MACNEL    /    LEHRU 
I HAPPY OAYS AGAIN 
8 30 
BJBj) CBS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
m ABC NCWS Q 
■ WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
S BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN) SPORTSWEEK 
(TMCI      MOVIE      * Modarn 
Probtama    (1681) Chavy Chaaa. 
Path D Albany*.   A haptaaa aa 
traffic   controaar   with   numaroua 
paraonal   probtama   ■»   andowad 
with    laktkaiaM    powara    attar 
bamg douaad wrth nudaar waata 
•PG' 
7:00 
O S ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Intarvwwa wrth Lmda 
Evana and Kanny Bogara Patrvia 
Naal. Sam JaHa. daactor ftobari 
WHM and Ray Bradbury daacuaa 
tha MI-II daaaa; "Tha Day Tna 
Earth Stood SOL" 
S HAWAII FIVE-O 
FAMLV FEUD 
ffj LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
8 BUSINESS REPORT 
M*A*S*H 
SB    MACNEL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
ttSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:SO 
O  P-M.   MAGAZINE   Aaaurf 
mfl      10 000     laai     abova     tha 
MoawaPaaart 
THREE 8 COMPANY 
BARNEY MILLER 
WLO, WHO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE 
S:0O 
IS MAGNUM. P.I. 
THE UNDAUNTEO Tha 
northward irMgrabon of Loyakata 
duraig tha paal thraa oanlunaa ■* 
•noad m vtgnattaa hoatad by 
Hoo-i Ward, who afcto acta m 
ttamg 
m GrMMC A 9REAK Tha 
lown'i naw mayor (Gaorga Kaby) 
olnaa at Dta Karaaky raardanoa 
and takaa a   apa. 
X01 
R 
: FIRES Tarry i 
to marry Bruoa upon ha) rpaam. 
whna Sydnay and Anna gat 'aady 
to aat up thaw own houaahokj. Q 
SB) WE GOT IT MADE kbekay 
goaa tNaaafti wrth har ajtanp to 
marry a powarlul 6999991 aappu- 
trva vkJafandro Rayl. but faaa 
■vaarvanaa dwnas) •"■» honey- 
moon (Pan 3) 
SB TRAUMA CENTER A 
rpdao down .* vampfad by ■ Bui. 
and a boy auffara aanpua braan 
damaga a • Id MO i daaartad 
amokaatack Q 
SB BJJ INSfOE STORY   Data 
ana:   Moacow     HodoVig   Cartar 
a»afciiaa Amancan praaa oovar- 
aga of tha Sovart Union (Part II 
KSPN)    RINGSfOC    REVIEW 
M 
6 30 
m CHEERS Ca-U daodaa io 
hava a vyat with har nawaat lova 
■ntaraat lOon Amandoha). not 
knowing that ha haa a haart con- 
dition 
©        MOVIE        *** Marl- 
Luthar (19631 N.al MacGamra. 
John Puddock In lha 16 th cant u 
ry. a Garman monk bacomaa tha 
focal pcant ol acrtanaaiical and 
pofchcal uphaaval whan ha crmcu- 
aa tha church and rahdaa tha 
authority of tha Vat* an 
S NEW TECH TIMES Nicho- 
laa tafea with Suaan Stambarg of 
Nat»onal Pubkc Raeao about bar 
daap-aeated >**ga to amaah com- 
pukara. and ha kioka at robots f 
thaworkplaca 
10:00 
O 89> KNOTS LANOING 
Gary wada Abby. than at ahodkad 
during t*,a honeymoon to apot a 
hotel ampfoyoa who baara a afar 
rang reeemblenoe to tha late &» 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
at) HLL STREET BLUES 
Cruel Dar-ah) uaea M* Street off. 
cara at a ptoy to upetaga anothar 
pr acme it commander (J A Praa 
ton! who ia alao a nval mayoral 
IIOO 
(•••NEWS 
WORLD  WAR   H   GI 
OIARY 
• TWILIGHT ZONE 
• TIMEOUT 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:OB 
O NEWS 
11:16 
KSPN) AUTO RACING * NAS- 
CAR   Har van    160      Irrpm   Re* 
mond Va ) (Rl 
11 30 
S MAUDE 
TRAPPER   JOHN.   M.D. 
Two    IwMprul    paaawtts    Lanca 
Karwm. Nancy Weber) form an 
unkkety bond of mutual buat (Rl 
• TONIGHT Hoai Johnny 
Caraon Guaat gardening eapart 
Thaiaaaa Cruap 
<ABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
• LATENIOJMT AMCRI 
CAHoat Oannra VVhokry 
• TWtLIGMT ZONE 
(TMO MOVIf **W Loop 
ChdoT (1982) Amy M4t*gan. 
Beau Brtdajaa   A pregnant avnaaa 
• LIFE'S MOST EMBAR- 
RASSING MOMENTS. 
PART III A tha-d coBecnon of 
famoue people' ■ gooN and blund- 
ttBPN)    HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY 01) 
• • SNEAK PREVIEWS 
Naal Gabtar and Jeffrey Lyons 
tavern   Oatermen Weekend   and 
TJaalOITraB(>yha>.- 
• MOVTE **v* Tha Naw 
Mavarlok" 118761 Jamaa Garner 
Oiartae Frank. Tha legendary 
MauarwA broahara and thee young 
120/20 
NEWS 
DINNER AT JULIA'S A 
apacaal   barbecue   fawtumg   go*, 
cheeeegi   M Juke a raaaon to vuat 
, a goat chaeae lactory. wtvta guaat 
> chef     FrancON     Ktaaal     praparea 
' Dunganaaa crab ataw Q 
(TMC)  MOVIE   **    Tha Com- 
ing    (1881) Suaan Swtfl. Tadta 
Sterhng Wrtohee taka ravanga on 
8. TT 
8* to Map har chad   who waa 
fathered by a marrauJ guard. *B' 
11:40 
• MOVIE *** 'A Farpeaal 
To Anna 119671 Rock Hudaon 
Janraaar Jonaa A wounded Amar- 
can apkaar lafh) at kMra wrth Na 
[ ngkeh nuraa at World War I Italy 
1*00 
« HAWAII FIVE-O 
COMEOY CLASSICS 
12:30 
• LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVTO LETTERMAN Guaai 
acaantwi Dr Roban Jeetow 
• JIMMY SWAGGART 
12:40 
• MOV* **H Embryo 
11976) Rock Hudaon. Barbara 
Carrara 
12:48 
CSPNt   BILLIARDS   Mmneeota 
Fata va. Janmy Cataa (B) 
1:00 
• MOVIE ***   Tha Other 
(19721 Uta Hegen.   Dene Mul- 
daur. 
O    LATE      NIGHT     WITH 
DAVID   LETTERMAN   Guaat 
Bcwntatt Dr Roban Jaaiow 
I ISO 
• NSC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
fTMC) MOVIE ** V, Taaafon 
(1977) Chartaa Bronaon. Lee 
Rarnapk. 
1:46 
CSPN) SPCIRTSWEiK (R) 
2O0 
(NEWS 
MOVIE   ***    The Speei 
St air caaa       (1946)    Dorothy 
McGuee  George Br en I 
2:18 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
2:30 
• CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
(E6PN) TOP RANK BOXING 
From Laa Vagaa. Mav. (R) 
• COO NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH (Joined m 
Pi nte eail 
MO 
(TMO      MOVIE      ***       Tkip 
l French      L*uteneni ■      Woman 
(1961)    Maryl    Strea, 
10:20 
• ALL NSW TIBS OLD 
MOUSE Bob VBa atapacta tha 
completed 'oundet>on of tha naw 
aofcar houaa and i 
honal ana preparation 
CSPN) FOOT RACE Am / 
LA 
*Run" 
TAKE A TRIP WITH 
to the 
O.U. BOBCATS 
vs 
B.G. FALCONS 
GAME 
NOV. 12, 1983 
at 
OHIO UNIVERSITY 
$7.00 includes ticket and trans. 
PAYMENT UPON  SIGN-UP  IN 
UAO OFFICE 
^y2feP 
Thank God 
It's Friday 
